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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE (SSC) HAS REQUESTED VHEREABOUTS 

OF A NUMBER OF FORMER FBI EMPLOYEES INDICATING THEY MAY BE 

INTERVIEWED BY THE SSC STAFF. LISTED BELOW, BY FIELD OFFICE 

TERRITORY, ARE THESE FORMER EMPLOYEES AND THEIR LAST KNOWN 

ADDRESSES AS CONTAINED IN BUREAU FILES. 

INFORMATION FROM SSC INDICATES NAMES OF FORMER SAs 

LITRENTO AND STEVART DEVELOFED AS HAVING BEEN RESFONSIBLE FOR 

SUPERVISING COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN THE FBI AND CIA CONCERNING 

MATL OPENING ACTIVITIES. ALL OTHERS IN LIST BELOW WERE EITHER 

SAC, ASAC, OR BOTH, DURING PERIOD 1959 - 1966 IN ONE OR NORS 

OF THE FOLLOWING OFFICES: BOSTON, DETROIT, LOS ANGELES, MIAMI, 

NE YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, AND WASHINGTON FIELD, THEY 

PLESUMABLY ARE ALSO KECWLEDGEABLE CONCERNING MAIL OPENINGS. 

SACH OF THESE FORMER EMPLOYEES IS TO BE IMMEDIATELY 

CONTACTED AND ALERTED THAT HE MIGHT BE APPROACHED BY THE SSC 

STAFF FOR INTERVIEW. THE FORMER EMPLOYEE MAY, AFTER BEING 

CONTACTED BY SSC STAFF, CONTACT BUREAU'S LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION 

BY COLLECT CALL FOR FULL INFORMATICN TO ASSIST HIM INCLUDING 

OBLIGATIONS &S TO CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION ACQUIRED AS 
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FBI EMPLOYEE, IT IS EMPHASIZED THAT BUREAU'S OFFER OF 

ASSISTANCE IS NOT INTENDED TO IMPEDE SSC VORK, BUT IS DONE 

AS COOPERATIVE GESTURE AND TO SAFEGUARD SENSITIVE BUREAU 

INFORMATION. 

CONTACTS WITH THESE FORMER EMPLOYEES TO BE HANDLED 

PERSONALLY BY SAC OR ASAC, IN EVENT THIS IS NOT FEASIBLE 

FOR JUST CAUSE, TO BE HANDLED BY A SENIOR SUPERVISOR. 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER CONTACT, KESULTS SHOULD BE FUENISHED 

BUREAU BY NITEL IN ABOVE CAPTION, BRIEFLY INCLUDING REACTION 

OF FORMER BMFLOYEDES COUTACTZD, IF A FORMER EMPLOYEE No 

LONGER IN YOUR TERRITORY OR TEMPORARILY AVAY, SET OUT LEAD To 

OTHER OFFICE IMMEDIATELY WITH COPY TO FBIHQ. 

ALEXANDRIA. 

W. DONALD STEWART, CRYSTAL HOUSE I, APARTMENT 202, 

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA . 

JAMES H. GALE, 3307 ROCKY MOUNT ROAD, FAIRFAX, VIRCINTA 

THOMAS &. BISHOP, 8820 STARK ROAD, ANNANDALE, VIRGINIA 
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BALTIMORE: 

ANTEONY P. LITRENTO, 2810 STONYBROOK DRIVE, BOWIE, MARYLAND 

PAUL O'CONNELL, JR., 2417 STRATTON DRIVE, FOTOMAC, MARYLAND 

DONALD E. RONEY, 131 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE, WINDSOR HILLS, 

WILMINGTON, DELAWAPE 

VICTOR TURYN, 2645 TURF VALL&Y TOAD, ELLICOIT CITY, 

MARYLAND 

DUMNALD WV. MORLEY, BOX 222, NEW MARKET, MARYLAND 

BIRMINGHAM: 

JOAN DAVID POPE, JR, 221 REMINGTON ROAD , BIRMINGHAM, 

ALABAMA 

BUSTON : 

LEO L. LAUGHLIN, 9 EVERETT AVENUE, WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSEITS 

EDWARD J. POWERS, 10 COLONIAL DRIVE, BEDFORD, 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

J. F. DESMOND, 185 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

TWo55158 Doocld:32989640 Page 5 
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CHI CAG9: 

WARLIN W. JCHNSON, CANTEEN CORPORATION, THE MERCHANDISE 

MART, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

HARVEY G. FOSTER, 1012 SOUTH HAMLIN, FARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS 

CINCINNATI : 

PAUL FIELDS, 2677 CYCLORAMA DRIVE, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

HAKKY J. MORGAN, 5314 GLMCREST LANE, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

DALLAS: 

PAUL H. STODDARD, 3014 CHATTERTON DRIVE, SAN ANGELO, TEXAS 

KENNETH &. COMMONS, 2458 DOUGLAS DRIVE, SAN ANGELO, TEXAS 

EL PASO: 

KARL W. DISSLY, FOST OFFICE BOX 9762, EL 2ASO, TEXAS 

INDIANAPOLIS: 

DILLARD V3. HOWELL, 6413 CARDINAL LANE, INDIANAPOLIS, 

TMDIANA 

ALLAN GILLIES, 8228 HOOVER LANE, INDIANAFOLIS, INDIANA 

JACKSON : 

WILLIAMS BURKE, JR., 1847 AZTEC DRIVE, JACKSON, 

MISSISSIPPI 
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JACKSONVILLE: 

DONALD K. BROWN, 826 BROOKMONT AVENUE, EAST JACKSONVILLE, 

FLORIDA 

WILLIAM M, ALEXANDER, 4857 WATER OAK LANE, JACKSONVILLE, 

PLORIDA 

LOUISVILLE: 

BEENARD C, BLOWN, 2301 NENIMARKET DRIVE, N.E., LOUISVILLE, 

KENTUCKY 

LOS ANGELES: 

WILLIAM G, SIMON, 2075 LOMBARDY ROAD, SAN MARING, 

CALIFORNIA 

WESLEY CG. GRAPP, 4240 BON HOMME ROAD, HOODLAND HILLS, 

CALIFOENTA 

AENOLD C, LARSON, 4232 ABBINGTON COURT, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, 

CALIFORSIA 

JOSEPH K, PONDER, 3719 CARRIAGE HOUSE COURT, ALEXANDRIA, 

VIRGINIA. BUSINESS ADDRESS: 3030 SOUTH RED HILL AVENUE, 

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 
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MEMPHIS ; 

E. HUGO WINTERKOWD, 1550 NORTH PARKWAY, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 

MIAMI : 

THOMAS MC ANDREWS, 324 NEAFOLITAN WAY, NAPLES, FLORIDA 

FREDERICK F, FOX, 11450 W. BISCAYNE CANAL ROAD, MIAMI, 

FLORIDA 

NEW YORK: 

JOSEPH L. SCHMIT, 656 HUNT LANE, MANHASSET, NEW YORK 

HEWRY A. FITZGIBBON, 76 EASTON ROAD, BRONXVILLE, NEW YORK 

OKLAROWA CLTY: 

JAMES T. MORELAND, 1LO8 FERN DRIVE, POTEAU, OXLAHOMA 

LEE O. TEACUL, 2501 N.W. 121ST STREET, OKLAHOMA CITY, 

CR LAROMA 

OMAHA: 

JOHN F. CALLAGHAN, ICWA LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY, 

CAMP DODGE, FOST OFFICE BOX 130, JOHNSTON, ICWA 

NW S515 DeclIdad: 32989640 Page & 
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PHILADELPHIA; 

RICHARD J. BAKER, 219 JEFFREY LANE, NEWTON SQUARE, 

PEMNISYLVANTA 

JOHI F. MALONE, 25 GARFIELD AVENUE, CARBONDALE, PENNSYLVANIA 

PHOENIX: 

PALMER M. BAKEN, JR., 3832 EAST YUCCA STREET, FHOENMIX, 

ART ZONA 

ST. LOUIS: 

THOMAS J. GEARTY, 6630 CLAYTON ROAD #105, RICHMOND HEIGHTS, 

MISSOURI 

WESLEY T. WHALEY, 286 GREEN TRAILS DRIVE, CHESTERFIELD, 

MISSOURI 

SAN DISGO: 

FRANK L. PRICE, 2705 TOXALON STREET, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

SAN FRANCISCO: 

CURTIS 0. LYNUM, 644 EAST HILLSDALE BOULEVARD, 

SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA 

HAROLD &. WELBORN, 13067 LA VISTA COURT, SARATOGA, 

CALI FORNTA 
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SAVANITAH : 

TROY COLEMAN, 36 CROMJELL ROAD, WILMINGTON PARK, 

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA 

JOSEPH D. PURVIS, 7 21 DANCY AVENUE, SAVANNAH, GEORGIA 

SEATILE: 

LELAND V. BOARDMAN, ROUTE 3, BOX 268,SEQUIM, WASHINGTON 

RICHARD D. AUERBACH, P. 0. BOX 1768, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 

JAMES E. MILNES, 4317 - 50TH AVENUE, N.E., SEATTLE, 

WASHINGTON 

PAUL R. BIBLER, 15134 - 38TH AVENUE, N.E., SEATTLE, 

WASHINGTON 

NOTE: 
Referenced Bureau teletypes furnished field general 

background and instructions releting to our cooperation with 
the SSC and procedures concerning interviews of current and 
former employees. Former employees listed herein derived 
from an SSC request dated 8/19/75, to which we have responded 
by LHM 9/5/75 being furnished the SSC through the AG. After 
dispetch of instant teletype, we will arrange -for copies to 
be filed in the respective personnel files of the former 
employees listed. 
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PLAINTERT we TELETYPE WITEL 
| x Se lL - Mr. Mintz 

* Ll - Mr. Walsh 
TO: SAG, KEW YORK 1 - Mr. Wannall 9/5/75 

: Ll - Mr. Cregar 
f cae 1 - Mr. Hotis 

: FROM: ,/ DIRECTOR, FBI 1 - Mr. Daly 
e | 

SENISLUDY 75 

RE BUREAU TELEPLONE CALL 9/5/75. 

WHE SENATE SELECT COMMITIZE HAS REQUESTED THAT SPECIAL -—, 

ACEST DOUGLAS HAC BOUCALL BE MADE AVAILABLE IN WASHINGTON, =” 

2 D. C., FOR INTERVIEW BY THAT COMMITTEE Of 9/9/75 AT 10 ALE. 
THE INTERVIEW WILL INVOLVE SA HAC DOUGALL'S ENOWLEDGE I TEE . 

| PARTICIPATION Ii] MATL COVERAGE. | | } 

SA MAC DOUCALL SEOULD ARRANGE TO ARRIVE IN WASHINGTON, 

D. C., IN TIME TO BE BRIEFED BY REPRESENTATIVES OF TUM LEGAL 

COUNSEL AND INTELLIGENCE DIVISIONS AT 3 P.M. Ou 9/8/75 Ii | 
Sig AA ATG Root 4509 Ti sim gusTice burpme. RECAZ, bO_p//E JZGI9 

cms me 
yo 
Wd oe woiteds “ye 

a civ SEP 9 15i- 

NOTE: James Dick, Senate Select Committee Staff Member, made 
the request for the interview of SA MacDougall concerning mail 
covers. This interview will be a Staff interview. Reference 
phone call to advise/ the New York Office of this request and 
of the fact that SA MacDougall should be available for the 
briefing on 9/8/75 by the Legal Counsel and Intelligence 

Rae Bie Divisions. This communication will serve as approval for the 
ce aD kw. Waiver of an existing employment agreement signed by SA 

| Asst, Dies MacDougall for purposes of this interview. 
i Admin. See a . ss 4 : i : 

Comp. Syst. i ye fy 3 7A 7 : ie I. (oc j h “\ py? | vy 

Ext. Affoirs — a ioe AG 
Files & Com. — Bea see . - a, f Py, 

Gen. Inv. i PVD : Lad My a0 = . Mn ; 

Ident. : 

Intell. 

Inspection —___ (10) LA )D > = : C Oo iw ‘ : ot a 

! ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
Laboratory ___ 

Yr ye, gee be aah] 
HEREIN { Ui} C Ss a 

Plan. & Evol. — i: Es ce i-\O ‘ ww DATE /0 LA PRAM KO 

Spec. Inv. ____— P 1,7 9! FX wi sar stenaemett 

Training 7 Q SE Ls 

Lega! Coun. __— Be 

Telephone Rm. — Director Sec'y- MAIL ROOME__] TELETYPE UNIT 
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i- oor, WR, Wannall 
i-~ iar W. 0 Cregar 
L a wile de (re Deegan 

wir. W. R. Wannall “8/12/95 | 
fo $e Mat. Re Ts me aaa 

a ~ iit, & BE. Fulton 
A. B. Wilton 1- ir. D. Ryan 
f i- sir, D. KG Pettus 

CODBVTELPROS 

f 

This is to identify additional copies of excised material 
which is being made available in roo 4171 of the JEH buliding for 
review by staff members of the Senate Select Committee (SSC), The 
copies have been excised ta protect sensitive sources and delete infor~ | 

/ raation frora other agencies where there were sensitivities, 

/, 
\~ Each serial, prior to being made available for review to 

members of the OC staff in room 4171, is approved by the responsible 
Section Chie. 

Attached for the file are 23 copies of excised seriais } i 
regarding the New Left which were made available for review to the ) 
cec on 8/7/75, and 336 copies of the Black Lxtremist which were | 
reade available on 8/8/75 for review. The latter 353, which consists 
of four volurats, are being maintained in room 4426, Ji, 

ACTION: 

| Wone. For information. | 

| 
Enclosures < 
62-116009 = Ae Wiese | | 

= eee ons ert fee 
i- 100+449698 (New Left) iy Ey ds 
1 100-448006 (Black Extreraist) 

sorte NOR nx CONTAINED 
(14) HEREIN, 16 UNCLASSIFIED WQo- +s 

pave JONI py oP SACK? | 
\ 

Mie 55158 Docld:32989640 Page 12 



Lo Wir, S RK. Wannall ae 
1~ vite Ve OF} Cregar 

a i- wir. J. G. Deegan 
a 1». ir, KK. L. Shackelford 

onnall 3/5/75 
t on Vit, fi. 6. Tulton 

1 ee lat. De kuyan 

i iir, D. i. Pettus 

This is to identify additional copies of excised serials 
which are being made available in room 4171 of the JEH building for 
review by staff members of the Senate Select Committee (SSC). 
Copies have been excised to pratect sensitive sources and delete 
information from other agencies where there were sensitivities, 

i Gach serial, prior to being raade available for review 
to inembers of the KC stafi, is approve by the anpropriate responcivlc 
rection Chief, 

Attached for the file are 44 copies of excised serials 
as they were made available for review to the SSC on 8/1/75: 36 
relate to the Communist Party, USA, Cointelpro, five to the New 
Left and three to the Socialist Workers Party Cointelpros; 105 
copies regarding the New Left Cointelpro which were alco made 
available on 6/1/75, and 41 copics of New Left Cointelpro which 
were made available for review on 8/4/75. 

ACTION: 

None, For information, 

Luclosures ats Pate 

§2~ 116009 
wenn Se 

ta 
ao a ; ey RAY 

| 1+ 62-116395 {Senstudy) Tan ons pap 

1» 100-449698 (New Left) 
1 160-3-104 (CPUSA) -~ 
1 - 100-436291 (SWP) 

KP 1 BE aan: CONTAINED DEP} NY AFOR Al 
HEREIN Ip UNPLASSIFIE 

(12) bie 1of lop sy S>PAALM AO 

eed 
fa 

YOSEP 91975 
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i : The Attorney General. 

. Director, Fer 

eae oA COUNTERIVEELLIGHNCE PROGRAMS. 

“4 ver~ > = x : -~ 0 

4 8 : “Mi. hy Adams’ ale Poe 
Ls tes J. A. Mintz fe, 

= d= »' Mir - W. R, ‘Wanna * a ee 

he | “August 16, i975” gel 

| wl = Mr. A.B, Fulton - 
vi- Mr. D. Ryan 

K Melle C
OIs ED 

i  aliaiad is made to the August 8, 1075, gee, 
| in your office, wherein members of yoar staff and oificials of this 

'- Zureau discussed matters relating to the current inquiries of the . 
'. . Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities as relates to . 

: * ur Counterintclligence Programs (Cointelpros) documents and to 
7 the oo of ¥BI sources utilized in these programs. os es 

aa | : "at your request there is attached a memorandum Hpi 
BPs cau weiaaieai known results in our Cointelpros directed against the: -- 

“. €ommaunicst Party, USA, Socialist Workers Party, White Hate — 
' Groups, New Left and Slack Extremists. These summaries do 

_ * not-indicate any actions were conducted under these programs 

se Enclosare | 
> 62-. t 18009 

.* fe ‘The Deputy Ato 

fx 
‘ie 
o -DKP/DR: if}. 

a ai) oe 

I exeosti 

a-6009 (6 ((Senstaay)) 

~DUPL CATE YFI 1 OW 

+ . Which resulted in physical injury to the targets or that electronic 

_ - techniques, surreptitious entries, or mail openings were > ased in - 
B a: oe connection with ee actions. ae | 

orney General “Canetosare) 

SEE NOTE PAGE2 a 

168. Me3 0S. ae 
. ‘ ae 

mY ae Sel rire amas. matali, 
rp . a a ste een TaD 

an Aue 20 1975 

SECRET MATERIAL ATTACHED 
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The Attorney General 

WOTE: 

| The Attorney General, on 8/8/75, and the Deputy 
Attorney General, met with Associate Director Nicholas P. Callahan, 

| Assistant Director V7, Kaymond Yannall, and Inspector John B. Hotis 
to discuss the request of the Senate Celect Committee for the identities 

L of sources utilized to effect Cointelpro activities. The Attorney General 
indicated prior to discussing this problem, which relates to the over- 
all confidentiality of ¥3I sources, with fenator Church, Chairman of 
the Committee, he desired to be furnished information which would 
enable him to insure himself there were no Cointelpro activities of a 
scandalous or infamous nature which at a later date could cause em- 
barrassment to the Department. The attached memorandum was 
prepared during the period 8/8-12/75 by personnel of the Internal 
Security Branch of the Intelligence Division. It represents 2 careful 
review of all Cointelpro actions where results were known, It is 
pointed out in the majority of authorized Cointelpro actions results 
were not recorded. Also, because of the wide variety of Cointelpro 
actions, results in many areas are not subject to measurement, For 
example, there is no way of determining how many individuals left the 
Cormiaunist Party as a result of our documented mailings relating to 
Soviet anti-semitism, 

BMv55158 Docld:32989640 Page 15 
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| Clasetties hacans wets forth intorniation leh 
. if disclosed, could —— sensitive intel" . 
- Aigenee sources and methods, aa - 

| Ain an effort to assess poasitte dainnge incurded - 
-. guitecabee andi eutroutiat tx ‘gant tons and individuals as a result of” . 

|“ Gounterintelligence Program (Cointelpro) activity, a current review _ ee aod 
| ee ee ee ee eee ee ee 

. eee Ss Workers Party, _—— — ‘New Le t al ee a 

ee we | Phe “Study Committee Report on Bt Counterintelligence : 
te . ‘Programs, " prepared in May, 1974, -by the Department FBI Committee =~. 

-., 77> +: beaded by formér Assistant Attorney General Henry EB. Petersen, taba- Z 
el A! lated. 3, 298 proposals tor counter intell i : Ping : 
noe MeN aye | 1956 until all pre (ORFaISS 

: plemented and results were reported as known in 516 instances." 
" eveloped 626 instances where results of ane. 

Pe : e - Excludir Fesulte of actions whieh appear to have! 
* been ‘appropriate and proper law enforcement procedures, we have: 

| | Summarized results. in 164 instances. In any instance where there | 
', .° "Wag any question regarding the ~~. of the a fous were - 
ce om resolved by preparing a ‘Suminary. of - 

ee Bop peady review, ‘some of the actions i these 104 - 
Me ae instances nee howe: placed in categorler and are attached as follows: 4 

= oe y i uymously furnishing tutor msittom, G4 tnstances) 
7 " = a Pages 3-36. 

— 62-116009 ei eh A ae ORIGINAL FURNISHED THE |. | - ATTORNEY et: 

* SKP/ORit Mj Clanetdied ty 4375 DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL‘ q 
29) °°. Bxempt from’ + Category Namber2 °° 

- Bate of Declasetfication Inde nits ro 
ap : é Bee 

Za OIE. _ 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

%, furnishing information to news media. (39 instances) 
ages 31~ foe 

3 Use of inforiaants for disruption, (9 instances) 
Pages T6é-84, 

4, Alerting employers, credit bureaus and creditors 
to legal, ikamoral, radical or subversive activity, (10 instances) 
Pages 35-94, 

5 Alerting business and individuals with whom indi- 
vidual or group has economic dealings to Wlegal, immoral, radical 
or subversive activity. (16 instances) Pages 95-110, 

% sAlerting religious and civic leaders and organizations 
to oes sapversive, illegal, ox radical activity. (22 instances) 
Faves ii ~152. 

%. Alerting family or associates to Hlegal, icamoral, 
radical or subversive activities. (5 instances) Pages 183-187, 

8 Alerting educational institutions to immoral, ileal, 
radical or subversive activity. (17 instances) Pages 139-154, 

9. idiscelianeous. (12 instances) Paces 155-166, 

ixtreme care should be exercised in connection with 
any use of the attached iaaterial, Public disclosure of some of this 
material could result in physical jeopardy to present and former F'31 
sources utilized in these prograzas, 

SLCORET 

mew 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

In Jul 5 1964» an an anonymous Letter was sent to 
8 number of snasviguels in the ee Wisconsin, area 

acy a OT: hy see Se 

80 they. = aight withdrais their 

There was no imow withdrawal of eee for. 
: newspaper, but at the same tine, the newspaper was 
ieotvine for meviberzhip in the 
Chamber of Commerce and their apr ioation was toned. 

_ JPM:tdp (9) 2 ae _* 
100-3-104-30-77, 82, 8h SECRET ee oe 

~ . » Pe Bi 

" 3 oo Pea 
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Counterintelligence =aree 

In December, 1969, an anonynous letter was directed 
to selected members of the United Klans of America, Inc. (UKA), 

_ dy the Richmond Office. This letter denounced Robert H. 
-.. Hudgins, Grand Bragon of Virginie, characterizing him ag one 

 Gnuterested in personal gain only. The content of the Letter 
guggested that it had boen prepared by. Raymond Adams, a 

_ former UKA member, who tad been banished and had been at 
odds with Hudgins. 

The anonymous mailing resulted in continuing 
disruption and migtruset in certain Elen unite. Hudgins' 
leadership wee challenged, The unrest at Danville, Virginia, 
caused a great reduction in income for the VEA in Virginia, 

. and affected Hudgins’ salary and expenses. Information 
available does not. indicate whether money for Hudgins'.salary 
and expenses obtained from UKA or his employer. 

TCD: bm 
- (9) 

Asrao-anouss, 115, 116, ns 
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_)- SECRET - 

: Counterinteliigence Programs 

FBI Headquarters, in Oetober, 1962 5 -guthort zed 
paration of an anonymous mimeographed leaflet . 

eriticizing individuals anc small groupes with communist 
whe consistently attacked the United States 

but never teak a stend against the Soviet Union. This 
was. to be done in connection with the scheduled October 31, 
1968 5 oe of Herbert Eugene Aptheker, a member of 

@ tational Committees, Commmist Party, USA, at the | 
State University of New York at Buffalo (UB), an @ pert 
of @ lecture series entitied NA. Political Spectrum of &. 
Contemporary World." Such individuals had been openly 
critical of an eerlier appearance by 4 British fasciet. 

| .” Aythority was aise granted to encrtymously mail 
public source inforgation on Aptheker to Dr. Charles 
shert: > UB, 4&4 ow membex critical of the far left. 

: | oy" jusiy distributed to 
| the locsl news media, the ee newspaper: and to 28 
— organizations and/or students. 

| Aptheker's scheduled speech was deferred by ae 
a last mimite in wunetion in New York State Court. It 

‘gs not kmown if the leaflets or letter had any bearing 
ef the tajuntion. An sppe eliate court later ruled the 
eee had the renee to invite Aptheker to _— 

_ RWH:tdp (9) * @ | ee gm | fag ee 100-3-10i=6~36, be hy 78 rr a er rr Ot 
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, counterintelligence Programs. 

In iia: 1963, the FBI ta Seattle, Washington, . ee 
became aware that a factional problem existed in the 
Communist Party (CP) Northwest District aa a redult ef = - 
the Gino-Soviet split in which the Communist anne, USA eer 

tS. IS acemietios the Boviet Union. | | 

7a | Hed Chinese lettex” ieieas their itd in: 
.. + the ideologteal digpute was condensed; criticisms of the 

| GPUSA pro~Soviet position were added, and an anonymous letter 
- 7 Lhd eer and mailed. bi a5 eee oF menhors in the ene 

bis riet. 

a Phe seattle FBI Office Jater eeu that some 
meubers. of the Seattle aren CP : steered their amma: 
with the Rational CP. pro-Soviet ‘posi tion and that this 

* gontributed to some disharmony ia CPUSA circles. The 
~ in deattie, discussed at ee state aud ipeal lub levels 

RPF:dsh 3 
(9) ..- 

| 100-3-104-50-89, 92, 96 | 
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| Counterintelligence Programs 

¥ . ° ‘During May, 1967, a leaflet wag mailed to about 

49 individuals in Pitteburgh, Pennsylvania, area. Recipients 

were labor union leaders, churchmen, members of the American. 
Society of Friends, and the American Legion Posts in vicinity 

of the residence of Arthur Edelman. Some of the recipieats 
were associated with Edelmas in promoting demonstrations — 
against the war in Vietuam and the leaflet was designed | 
to present the membership and leadership role of Rdelman 

and his wife, Beth, in the Western Pennsylvania Communist | 
Party (CP). . ie me og! a 

es arthur Edelman, after. being made aware of leaflet, 
‘ @nnounced it was time te come out in the open. An informant 

advised that Arthur Tuden, a coliege instructor in Pittsburgh, 

who was active in the antiwar movement, commented he was. 
considering beiug more circumspect in his dealings with 

Edelman, Subsequent to circulation of leaflet, Edelman 

claimed the erganization Trade Unionists For Peace in 

_-: Pittsbergh was on verge of collapse because of friction 

 gapong its leaders. : dhe at 

. ‘EPB:dsh | 
Oe 7 

~ oy 
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Counterintelligence Programs | 

During mid-1966, the New Orleans Office mailed a series of . 
letters to Assistant Grand Dragon Bill Windham, Louisiana United Klans 
of America, Inc. , in the name of a fictitious organization, The National . 
Committee for Domestic Tranquility (ICDT), en.anti-Klen group. The 
letters, which indicated that Windham was cooperating with NCDT, were 
addressed in a manner that they would be intereepted by a Klan member 

| and furnished te another Klan leader. . 

Resulted in & split in Klan leadership and ultimately in 
Windham's pene frem the Klan. | 

RLL: vb 
@®) | 

+ 157-9-88-46, 48, 49, 54, 56, 57, 59, 60 
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Counterintelligence Programs; 

The ‘Philadelphia FBI Office was authorized to mail an 
_ aRenymous letter te Robert Shelton, Imperial Wizard, United Klans 

_ @ America (UKA), Tuscaloosa, Alabama, from 2 "member of the 
Minutemen" in Pennsylvania, urging that Shelton drop Roy Frankhouser 
from Ku Klux Klan leadership in Pennsylvania. This letter would also 
suggest that Pennsylvania authorities, although not true, - were consider 

_ ing Frankhouser a8 8 murder suspect at that time. | 

: During March, 1967, Robert Shelten mentioned he had 
dropped Frankhouser from membership in the UKA and that he had. 
written acknowledgment from Prankhouser of this _— 

ELS:dsh/ ifj 
@) 

157-9-37-35, 37, 38 

| SECRET —. 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

The e Philadelphia FBI Office during June, 1964, 
matied an anonymous letter, ostensibly prepared by a disgruntled — 
Communist Party (CP) youth in Philadelphia, to Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, CPUSA, complaining about the domineering and over-. 
bearing attitude toward the CP youth on the part of Frances Gabow, 
Organizational Secretary ef the CP of Eastern Pennsylvania and | 

_ Delaware. The letter indicated Gabow had also lost the respect of 
- adult members because of her relationship with a married man. 

_ Gabow lost her position as ep Organizational Secretary. 

ELS:bmf/Ifj_ 
9) 

--100-3- 104-387-124 
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needing August, 1968, the a Angeles Office ‘aatiod 
‘@n anenymeus letter te selected faculty associates of | 
Rebert A. Nienan, an Assistant Profeseor at Caiifornia 
State College and a candidate ter the Peace and Freeden 9 ————— 

_ Party for the Califernia Assembly. The letter ridiculed : 
Hieman, pointing est that he wae white, did not truly 
Represent the biz } he had been arrested for 
Ss of natijuana, and of his background with the 
tudente fer a Benecratie Soolety 9 (spe) . Nieman was 

very active in SBS and supported SDS in anti-Vietnar 
War denonstrations. Hia arrest record, under FRI. 
Jdentifieation Nushe? 274-888-G, seveals that he wae 

| g®¥ested by the Les Angeles, California, Police 
Depaxrtuent, on 9/20/67 far vielation of the Health and 
Safety Gods (Possession of Wari juana) _ 

| - Nieman tost the election, ‘which he wad é be 
iiainciile, but alse stated that the letter sl gs ‘cae hin 
gueh embarvasemnt, both at the school, where an effort . 
was being nade to remove him, and amang biazek militents, 
who in seme cases waite ne — BY. — . 

RLL: vb/im 
(9) 

100- 449698-26-7, 13, 13 
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Counterintelligenee Programs © 

s+ ff Jeaflet eatitled “Call... to Progressive-Minded .. 

. Serica Announcing the. Holding of @ Conference Preliminary 

'- ': $9 the Founding Convention of a New, American Labor~-Hegro 

- Vanguard party" in November, 1961, was sent anonymously by — | 

"the Newark office to Communist Party (CP) officiale throughout 
-' the country. The aim was to hinder the formation of the ae 

American Labor~Negro Vanguard Party (ALNVP) which was @ 

project of the Harriet~Tubman Section which had already | 

peen expelied from the Communist Party, USA €CPUSA). It 

-. "as also to make the Harrict-Tubman Section appear aS a - 

_°. "provocative agent of the FBI trying to raid the €Ppusa of 

. dte membership and financial support. <9: = °°. 

' ‘the mailing ereated considerable confusion in the 
CPUSA, whieh found it necessary to warn its members through . 

ite newspaper, of the formation of the ALNVP and to warn = - 

against being taken in by this group. 9° 

JPM:dsh 
— | ek 

'.100-3-+104-31-3, 15. 
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Conmterintelt Leones Program 

During June, 1970, the Charlotte Office prepared 
- shout 1iG0 copies of a leaflet, in the form of a news item, 
prepared by a reporter for Southern Vanguard Revolutionary 
Party, (a defunct extremist organization formed by purged : 
Panther Jese Gonzalvez). The leaflet, sent to news services 
and to a number of yvyesidents in the vicinity of Black 
Panther Party @PP) -headquartera, Winston-Salem, 
 SNevth Carolina, was intended to publicize the split in the 
BPP group at Winston-Salem and to highlight that outside 
leadership has been brought to the HPP Wingten-Salem. 
leafiet mentioned Dougias Miranda, fctmexr BPP leader in 

. New Haven, Connecticut, had been transferred to Winsten- . 
Saiem and also attacked Larry Littie, a BRP leader in : 
Winston-Salen, as radical and insinuated he is pocketing 
donations obtained for’ GPP Breakfast for Children Progran. 
The leaflet contained truthful infornation.. 

After distribution of thia leaflet, sales ef the 
BPP newspaper in Winston-Salem dropped censiderably and 
vespect for BPP leaders in Wineton-helem was aaa te 
have been lost by mambers., : 

EFG:bmf/1m 
.. €9) 

* 100-448006-1829, 2088, 2094 
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- Counterintelligence Prograns | 

Douglas Paul wiranda was & soccenstul leader and 
organizer of the Black Panther Party (BPP) during 1969 and 
 -4970 im New Haven, Comecticut. An anonymous letter was. 
gent to BYP Headquarters in San Francigeo in Barch, 1970, 
using BPP slang alleging that Miranda had onbezzled BPP 7 
funds and questioned. whether his promiscuity was in the best 
interest of the BPP. There waa no specific information 

' Known to the FRE that Miranda was ,in a enbezziling SPP 
funds, but allegations had been yeceived that he was. S having 
sexual relations with ee fouales: in the New Haven 
aPea. 

| Hiranda foli inte disfavor with the BPP leadership } 
and disciplinary action wes taken with the approval of the 
national effice. Be was er to. en 

- Nerta Carolina. oe 

(9) | 

105-165706-32-~1150 . 
100-~-448006~1722 
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Counterintelligence Programs | 

| On June 9, 1969, an’ informant advised that Michael, 
Baynham, a Detroit Black Panther Party (SPF) member, disappeared 
£rom Detroit June 6, 1969,. after taking $150 of BPF funds. He 
allegedly purchased a gun with part of this money and left Yetroit. | 
The BFP was reportedly very upset over Baynham's actions. 4 

. On June 12, 1969, Lt. William McGoy, Special Investigations | 
Bureau, Detroit, Michigan, Police Department advised that Baynhan 
was found fatally shet that date in the hallway of Jackie Spieer's — 
residence, 13529 Dequindre, Detreit, Michigan. Spicer was present 
at the time of the shooting and advised police he had committed 
suicide. | . - he, | 

| The Wayne County, Michigan Medical Examiner's Office 
subsequently advised Baynham's death could possibly have been a 
suicide. 

On September 15, 1969, FBI Headquarters authorized Detroit 
. Office to sail an anonymous comumication to a "representative num - 

ber of Detroit BPP leaders" .and mambers and to BPP National officer, 

David Hilliard. This commmication, matled September 17, 1969, 
. would question the death of SPP mamber “Brother Michael Baynham," 

who it was believed committed suicide and would raise the question — 
-of peasible rasponsibility on the part of national BPP leaders for 
the suicide. The letter would also be prepared in a mermner to 
cause suspicion that Jackie Spicer, a BPP leader in Detroit, was — 

| the author ef the letter and thus cause disruption in the BFP. 

On September 19, 1969, an informant advised the receipt 
of the letter by Detroit. BPP persemne] convinced them that Jackie 
Spicer and Anita Hartman (also BPP member) wrote the letter, As a 
result, Frank Meyers of the Detroit Chapter contacted BPP Netional 

_. Headquarters on September 18, 1969, to a0 advise them. As a result, 

| Meyers was told to stay away from Spicer since she was probably a. 

police informant and the letter had come from the police through her. 

At a BRP neeting held September 18, 1969, a decision was 

nade to confront Spicer regarding the letter and consequently, she 

and Anite Hartman were purged from the Detroit BPP group. 

PEN:cah (9) | SECRET a oe 
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Counter intel Ligence Prograns . 

; Te Richmond. ortice of the FBI ceil an anonymous 
letter addressed to George Lincoln Rockwell, National Commander 
of the American Nazi Party (ANP) wherein it was alleged Alan 
Welch, Deputy Commander of the ANP, 1s a homosexual. and had 
engagediin an unusual sex act with another ANP member. Further, 
that Welch was turning away recruits from the National Head- -. 

_ quarters who appeared to be “too manly." A seurce whe had = — 
se furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Welch o 

had been deseribed by Rockwell in the past av "a reformed queer." 
. . he Riehnond Office furnished : this ra *e the Dallas Office 

so where it was mailed on. September a, 1 | 

| On Noveaber 26, 1965, Rockwell iii at the 
- Alexandria, Virginia, Resident " Agency of the FEI with four 

letters he received, one of which was the above, inquiring 
 &f these letters were in violation of Federal law. Rockwell 
advised the above letter caused a great deal. of disruption 

: in the ANP and it cast suspicion on one of bis most trusted” 
workers, nanely Welch. — : 

LEB : bmnf 
(9) 2 

-157-9-41-11, 17, 19° 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

On October 3, 1969, the Salt Lake City Office sent an 
anonymous letter to James Lucien Bever, President of the University 
of Utah chapter of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) 
alleging that Larry Hammel, a University of Utah student leader 
devoted to SDS, was an informant. On October 7, 1969, Bever 
appeared at an SDS meeting and confronted Hammel, Bever announced 
that he received information that Hammel was a traitor to SDS prin- 
ciples and an informant for the "eds." 

The above resulted in considerabie dissension among 
SDS adherents at that meeting and in future meetings, Hammel's 
loyalty to SDS remained in doubt even though he attempted to refute 
the attack. Shortly after the above action SDS became totally 
inactive at the University of Utah, 

TCD:lij 

(9) 

100-449698- 44-10 
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Counterintellipence Programs 

in February, i971, the Scattie Office advised that the 
sOLlowing action was taken to discredit Michael Thomas Justesen 
and Clayton Van Lydepyar among their fellow New Leit associates. 
buring December, 21970, in connection with the “Seattle 3 trial, 
hk Wee apparent that the defendants and their attorneys were 
under the impression that the Government intended to uncover 
other iniormants in addition to the one who was surtuced vor 
testimoay. (*he “Seattle ¢' is a name coined by news media to 
describe eixht persons iadicted py a Federal Grand Jury at 
seattle, Washington, on April 26, 1976, for violation 
ol the antieriot law aud conspiracy to destroy Covernmesat 
property.} Although there was general speculation that one 
of the defendants was a Government inforuant, this was not 
true. Tre Government had no othex informants to uncover. 
£0Liowine the declaration of « mistrial in the case, az 
anonymous call was mude to Defense Counsel Jelixrey Steinbora. 
(the mistrial was declared as a result ok actions uy a detendant 
who was cited for contempt.) ‘he auonynous caller offered to 
help steinborn in defense of the cuse but related a fear thet 
steinborn's phone might be bugged. dteinbora was instructed to 
preceed toe a particular bay telephone booth directly across 
ivom the Seattie Felice Department. Uo was observed entering 
the phone beota and the cali was piaced to hin. oteinbora was 
aavised that he was thea wader observation by the caiier which 
teit the impression that the cali emanated trom the Seattle 
Police Department. The caller disclosed an intention to fet 
even with United States Attorney Stan Pitkin of Seattle, and the 
FBI ior what they did to the Seattle Police Department. {It is 
noted that Pitkin handled the Government's case concerning the 
tWeattio 3," and aise received considerable publicity ilu 1979 
in commection with an Guy-ose o2 police carruption beLore the 
Federal Gruad Jury.) Tae anonynous calicr advised hii chat 
Michael Jugtesen and Clayton Van Lydeprat were Fur informants. 
(Justesen was in guvitive status at the time and Van Lydegral's 
whereabouts were not kauown.) In reality neither was an Luiormant. 
United States Attorney Pitkin was net aware of the above action. 

AS a result, Steinborn concronted Pitkin « yew nonths 
later and warned that disclosure during: any tutuve trial that one 
oL the deiendants was actually an YUE interstaut would jeopardize the 
Government's case. fitkin denied any Knowledge that the FBE might 
have an undisciosed informant within the “Seattie &." Information 
irom other sources indicated that some persons sympathetic with 
the “Seattle 8" felt that Justesen was an informant. This zave 
iurther indication of the eidect of the anonymous cali made to 

TCD: dsh (9) SECRET 
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Counterintellicence Procrans 

FPhigadeiphia oizice submitted anonymous letter to 
Gus Haki, General Secretiry of the Communist Party, USA (CPusA), 
mid Mortaney Daniel Rubin, responsible for barty youth activities 
diserediiinug Jarvis Tyner as bein, ineifective in making 
arragvements tor 2 convention and establishing 2 woriing 
organization, 

“ynher was subacqugntiy dowapraced in his position 
Within the Party and had to coordinate all matters with 
other individuais in New York. 

KAM+ dsh 

(3) 
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Counterintelligence Programs. | 

= In Jenuary, 1967, James Dolseni; Communist Party (CP) leader 
in Philadelphia, was informed by. the FBI, through an anonymeus telephone 
eall, of current status and triel date concerning Aeron Libson, a CP member | 
arrested for sodomy. This was:a continuation of previous anonymous infor- 
mation provided Doisen in November , 1966, about Libson's arrest. 

After Libson entered a guilty plea in February, 1967 , the fact | 
was published in a newspaper. Daniel Rubin, National Organizational : 
Secretary, stated Libson was dropped from cP. | 

HPB:-vb ao? 
@) 

100-3-104~364, 371, 374. 
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Counterint el Migence Prograns 

: ; In Seed, 1966, an anonymous letter was ‘mailed | 
- by the Jackson Division to United Klans of America (UKA) 

 ieaders and members near the Headquarters of the Knights of 
| Green forest {EGF} denouncing Dale Odus Walton, mee 
Wizard, EGF, an typical Kian language. | 

ood, | Hany ‘Kianesen discontinued their support of |. 
: Walton and this organization became ee . 

PWC om 
— @) a 

| 157-9-54-39, 41, 50° 
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In May, 1967, George Lucas, Mtamt | Conouniot Party 
(CP) Chairman since May, 1966, was engaged in an attack on 
the primarily Jewish CP memhership in the Miami area. It 
Was approved that an anonymous letter in Yiddish shout this 
situation be sent te Isaac Dantzig, Vice Chairman of the . 

_. Miami CP who was regarded as a leader of the progressive 
Jewish movement in the area. The letter was to question | 
the leyalty ef Lucas and his wife to the CP. -It was also - 

: approved, since Tucas hed been determined as the source of 
' @ series of anonymous letters to the FBI, that a number of 

CP members be interviewed about the letters isi a way that 
om suspect Iucas as the writer. | 

| ‘Me. fucas and his wife ware both an indefinite 
| dénapienitine by the CP. However, Iaicas had also been sending 

. ahenymous letters te the FBI and through interviews with CP | 
cembers they became aware that Lucas was the writer ef these 
letters. Ruth Lucas was interviewed but was uncooperative. — 
Also, CP operations in the area were thoroughly disrupted, 
CP membership became disorganized, and CP sources of funds 
dwindled. . 

| IPM:eah (9). | | | SS? 
100-3-104-29-9, 14, 15, 16, 18,- 20, a, 26, 27 7 
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iu detober, 406%, Consist Party literature was 

nymously mafied? to the residences of a crose section of = 
eaployess of the Olaon Publishing. Company, Milwaukee, Wiscousis 

oo ait dndigpant reaction by the recipients. x. Peter’ 

2, am executive of Byes a ae felt one of hiv enployecs, 

iat, eaponsi bi te for the mailings as she was the 

ie bor ‘j a
, 

. 
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Counterintelligence Programs: 

| ‘In November, 1966, 250 post cards cancelling a fund 
raising bazaar in Detroit, Michigan, scheduled by "The Volunteers," 
a front group of the Michigan District Communist Party (MDCP) to pro- 
mote "The Worker, " were anonymously mailed jast before the opening. 
of the bazaar. It was anticipated the mailing would be blamed on Break- 
through, a conservative anticommunist group in Detroit, since the 
communists knew a member of Breakthrough had infiltrated "The 
Volunteers" about three years previously and would therefore have a 
mailing list. It was also anticipated that this action would lead to the 

 eriticism of William Allan, a top MDCP fanctionary, as he sponsored 
the infiltrator. 2 ¢ a , | 

aoe __ Attendance at the bazaar was less than half of the De 
previous year's attendance, and proceeds for "The Worker" were _ 
also less than half of the previous year's proceeds. The proceeds _ 
for the 1966 bazaar were $428.00. 

‘JICF:ij 
(9) 
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Counterinteligencs vice wieaa 

eo puring | July, 1969, the Los iigelse Office sent 
 gucnyeous leafiets to ‘selected leaders and members of the . 

Black Panther Party (HPP) and New Left erganizations.. 
- gccusing Donald Preed of being 2 police informant. Freed 
was active in the Los Angeles area in developing a close 
een: relationship. between the BPP and New Lett organizations. | 

_ Buring a meeting of the BPP United Front Against 
; Fascian where the leaflets were alse distributed, Freed | 

abruptly left aad never returned. Although given 2 vote | 
of confidence by "The Friends of the Black Panthers“ a _ 
few weeks later, he showed a noticeable effect of cn 
experience and it may have impaired his bier anata and 
commane of his following. 

RLL:dsh | 
- (9) 
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By letter April 23, 1969, PBI siatiianaaeis 
autherized Jackson Office to mail anonysous letter to 
Dorield Wilson Jackgon, also known as Kubsamad Eenyatta. 
Letter would be ostensibly from a etudent defense 
committee and designed te discourage Jackson from returning 
to Fougaloo College, Tougaioa, Mississippi. Jackson and - 
his associates, 211 asseciated with the Black Panther Party 
and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, had been 
involved in incidents of violence on the campus during | 
weok ef April 10-13, 1969, oe en eee to Jackzon on 
April 25, 1969. 

a Jacksen Office subsequently advised that iia 
® confidential informant, it was learned that Jackson wre 
disturbed about the letter and on Fay 23, 1969, planned 
to leave the Jackson, Miusiaeippi, ares and to return te 
hig home in ne. 

JTA: buf 
(9) 
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Bechtmahn of the New York Chieu at Party, in Fanny 
1965, wad a. bard and successful worker fer the cause of 
'fpe Yorker,” a national publiesation of the Communist 
Party, USA. Hechtman was reported te be extremely neurotic. 
The New York Office made a pretext telephone call to . 
Hechtman on May 7, 1965, wherein the caller advised 
Hechtzan she was a friend of hers and wanted to warn 
Hechtman that the national Communist Party leadership was 
contemplating removing Hechtman from the national office. 
and transferring her to Philadelphia because of her 
nouratis tendencies. 

 Bechtsran advised a friend later of this call and 
was. Visibly upset and diaturbed by the phone cali. 

LEB : bmf 
(9) | | 
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Counterinteliigence Programs : 

National Council ef Americ alba Friendship The 
| sieiaiie ape) er was held in Carnegie Hall, New York, 
on November iz, Prior to the relly, 238 bogus post- 
cards were mailed by ak tor New York Office. to selected 
Communist Party, USA CPUSA), members in the Ney York area 
with a message denouncing the Chinese communists and 
calling for support ef the "new Soviet leadership,” The 
cards were mailed to the member's place of ee 

Willies Melish, Chairman, NCASF, denowmeed this 
as an attempt by an unknown right-wing group to embarrass. . 
and disrupt the NCASS. Many of the recipients of these 
postcards may have been subjected to embarrassment at their | 
places of exployment. 

LEB:tdp (9) 
100-3-104-54-909, 935 
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| Counterintel ligence Programs 

In 1966 a fraudulent FBI infernant report which | 
implicated Willian a ee member of the National Committee, 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA}, as an FBI informant was purposely 
misdirected to the CPUSA office in New York. The report was 
read and believed by the CPUSA. — 

- Albertson was subsequently expelled from the CPUSA 
causing a ffajor disruption in the GPUSA ns, | : 

LEB :cah - (9) 
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Couniterintelligence Programs = 

The San Francisco Office placed an anoliy mous telephone 
call to Mre. Thelma Seale, mother ef Bobby Seale, National Black 
Panther Party (BPP) leader. Seale, after a speech in Connecticut on 
May 19, 1969, was te make speeches in Eugene, Corvallis and 
Portland, Oregon. Telephone call was estensibly from a "brother" 
in Oregon telling Mrs. Seale it would be dangerous for Bobby to make | 
the Oregon appearances. Mra. Seale told BPP Headquarters ahout 
the call and it was decided that Seale should net go. 

Results, as reported in gan Francisco letter May 26, 
1969, were that Seale passed up $1, 130 in Eugene and $600 in Corvallis 
and possibly caused rift with affiliates of the Students for a Democratic 

 Seelety who were to appear with him. 

ST A:Ifj. 
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| Counterintell igenc
e Programs 

dn anonymeug letter was prepared and sent by the 

Pittsburgh Office on April 24, 1969, te 35 individuals and 

leaders of Fittsburgh area peace orgenizations alleging that 

Walter and Kay Tillow, leaders of the Pittsburgh Feace and 

Freedom Center, were being os influenced by menbers of 
the Peles st Farty;, USA (CPUSA). The publication of the 

Genter was likened to that of the “Guardian” and “Daily 
‘Werld" in content. The letter alse alluded to the Tillows 
association with Art and Beth Edelman, whe in turn were 

alleged to be associated with CPUSA leader Gus Hall. 

advised that Walter Tillew believed that the letter was 

weitten by the FBI in an attempt to harass him, 

TCDicah (9) eee 
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- information was developed through informants that. 
Albert Taylor, a meaber of the United Klans of Amevica (UKA), 
Lawrenee Lodge #610, Montgomery, Alabama, was suspected by | 
George Harris, gnother member of that ledge, ef being an 
PBI informant. Taylor was net an informant ef the FBI. on 
March 17, 1971, a letter, designed te cenfira Harris’ . 
suspicions, wad wailed by the Mebiie Office te Barris. 
Additinaily, an ¥BI automobile was driven through an crea 
near Tayler’s place ef employment in a further atteupt to | 
convines Harrie of Taylor's alleged cooperation with the FBt, 

According to inforuanta, since the time of the 
maiiisg of the letter, Taylor haa aot been scen at meotings 
of Lodge #610. | | | | 

HWP : hp 
(9) 
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Counterintelligence Programe 

' Headquarters sent to Southern offices having substantial | 
Klan activity a supply of three different post cards to be mailed anony- 
mously te a selected number of known Kian members. These post 
cards contained a earieatere of a member of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) 
in his hood and robe and two attacked the Klan's secrecy of membership | 
and the other inferred the Klan leaders are using Klan money for high 
living, both sensitive points in the Klan. 

Numerous mailings were made, some of which received 
newspaper publicity thereby causing disruption in the Klan membership. 
Specific individuals te whom — were made are not identified ia 
Roe files, | | 

| TED:1fj 
(9) 
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| enters tees nn 

iu paren to anerease the frict ion between the 
Student Nonvieleut Coerdinating Committee (SNCC) and the 
Black Panther Party (EPP), the New York Office, in August, 
1968, made pretext telephone calls to. the SNCC office in 
ah attempt to cenvey the impression to SNCC that the BPP 

. was “out to get then." ou was to increase rer | 
friction between SHCC and | BPP. 

This was effected ane iii: our | 
New York Office received information indicating that . 
James Formsin, SNCC leader, was recently threatened by the 
BPP who said they would “get hin.” ‘Forman was waking himself _. 

- treo with his location scnown bac te a wife and. — | 
_ am 

VRT:dsh — : : 
(9) - oe ees | 
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 SRORET 

~: Coanterintelligence Frogreme 

| On October 18, 1960, the San Francisco Office directed a ‘tetter. 
= to the San Frahcisee Branch Headquarters of the Socialist Workers Party -. 
 -<SWP) inviting attendance at an addresé to be given by Deniel Rubin,. National, | 
Youth Seeretary of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) ; on Octeber 19, — 
at the — Wright ekool of noe in San Frangince. a 

: Peetehetat SWP ‘ican attended meeting , a8 did a ite. se 
Tretskyists eaused considerable disruption and exposed Rubin as being a . 
communist, which he was attempting to conceal by elaiming to be merely the 
‘editor of "New Horizons." - The SWP Trotskyists identified "New Horizons" 
‘a8 a cornitinist paper ‘being pubiihed by the Communist — a 

| to influenes yea ne | . 

seatcaet 
@) | 
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Counterinatelligince Prograns ae roG : 

onymous Letters were ‘natled by the Chicage : 
Bivision = Septenber 2t, 1961, to Board meabers and i 
en Beptember 14, 1961, to rank-and-file members of the 
Cafeago Comeil ef American-Soviet Friendship (CCASP) . 
relative to e Board meeting of the CCAS? held September 15, 
19 » to @iseuss a policy statement on the Boviet Union's 
resumption ef suclear testing. 

The CCASF released a statement vinieh —— rated . 

"the First Secretary ‘of the e Soviet Enbassy, 
: D. Maraviey, jared at the Offices of the CCASF - 

manded Hedda er, & meuber of the Beard of | 

JDM: tap 9) 
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os Counterintelligence Programs } 

. On May 21, 1966, Jim Felder, UPI reporter at Montgomery, 
Alabama, was confidentially contacted and furnished information about the 
resignation, for finencial reasons, of United Klens of America (UKA) Grand 
Dragon William Braesell. Pricr to that date, there had been no local publicity 
in Montgomery papers and Bureau ' efforts were directed toward an 
Brassell. 

| on May 23; 1966, a UPI atory by Felder regarding Brassell's 
ouster from the UKA appeared in the Montgomery Adv Advertiser soernets: 
=e in adverse oe to the UKA. | 

_— 

“BWP: vb = 
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Couaterintel Ligence Programs . : 

. Miami Division advised Isadon eiiiediias 3 Bureau Chief, 
| “Palm Beach Post-Times," Belle Glock, Florida, of a severe . 
‘beating of a white male teenager following which a Klansman - 
Placed a card on the vietim stating, "You have just served a 
proud Klansman, United Klan of America, Incorporated, Palm Beach, 
County. Yours te good health, in God we trust.* Newspaper . = 
article resulted ‘in unfavorable publicity regarding the Kian. 

7 | as a result of the publicity, one of the Klanemen ; 
involved in the beating resigned from the Klan and was 
discharged from his employnent. due to hie public ‘identi fica tion | 
a9 a Klansman. Thie individual's identity was. not sho a 
Publicity also caused a great deal of internal criticism a 
in the Klan of Klan aenGer: lee ores | ea at 

TED:dsh | 
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_ Gounterintelligance Programs 
é 

- Im early 1966, the Miami Office determined that 
& . bublding located at 232 Southwest 30th Street, 
Ft. Leuderdale, Florida, being used as ea United Klens 
of America, Incorporated , (OKA UKA) operation. This informa- 
tion was disclosed to Milten J. Kelly, Managing Editor 
of the "Ft. Lauderdale News," and J, Lester Holt, Chief o 
of Police, by Lauderdale Police Department, was notified 
after a joint meeting of all Klaverns commenced in the 
Klan buliding that tae was the opportune tine to set 
tip roadblocks. 

Tae Apri 19, 1966, edition of the "Ft. Lauderdale 
News" contained an article captioned "Check Follows Meeting — 
Here - Klan Says Police Violate Rights" reported that a: 
group of suspected Ku Kiux Kiansmen returning from a 

. Seeret meeting April 16, 1966, ran inte a police cheokpotat ? 
Wewepaper photograpners took pictures and mugerous Klansmen 
were identified. Among those stopped by police were: 
Pavia J, Zhin, 2600 Southwest Second hveetaes Richard Harley, 
4600 Soythweet 32nd Drive, Weet Hollyweed; Drew EBugene 
Johnson, 1429 Southwest 35rd Courts Frederick Peal pttix ? 
1625 Nortireest 15th Place; San Richard McBroom, 1420 North~ 
weat First Avenue; a Gay Taylor 1425 Northwest First 
Avenue; Conda Lewla Me GC , 612 Southwest Eighth 
Avenue, and Harold Carlstedt, $205 Northwest Third Street. 
Chaos act confusion was createé among the Klensmen and 
the affatr was — extensive prem | 

TIS: tap (9) a Lo. a. as 
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a “Miamd Division alerted "Fort Lauderdale News" of Klan and a 
National States Rights Party rally at Vero Beach-Winter Perk, Florida, 

.. August 29, 1966, and participation of Charles Baker Riddlehoover, — , 4 
- ++ Newspaper articles of a negative x nature were ome ee the cee ; 

} — and Riddlehoover a , — 

eo AS a result of satis Sablalty in newspaper articles 2 
i Riddlenoover'a organization failed to gain. a following and relly at Winter | 

| atc si . : 

-. “TED: vb 
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Counterintelligence Progrens 

Commmiat Party affiliation of Runter Pitts O'Dell, a 
consul tant. a field staff of the Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference (SCLC), was furnished Ooteber 19, 
1962, to contacts in the news media field in Augusta, 
Savannah, Charleston, and Atlanta. | fae 

_. . ‘The exposure of O'Dell" & commun st background 
in newspapers resulted in his redignetion from ECLC. 

Public source inforwation which exposes the 

DML:tdp (9) | 
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| Countertatel 1igence ee 

- The portland office ‘contacted Richard Ross, 
News Director, Station KGW-TV, Portland, Oregon, 

- @eoneerning planned arrival in Portland of Hyman Luner, 
National Committee member, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
on February. 25, 1964. Lumer was to conduct a class in 
Marxism for CP youth and intended CP members. Ross 
ee coverage of Liner "s arrival in Portiaad. 

 - Gamer war incensed at the attempted interview 
aad photographing of his arrival.at the Portland airport. 
Ne cursed Richard Ross and swang Bia briefcase at the ir ng 
Yapher. The film clip of Luwer's conduct was shown locally. 
in Portland. and subsequently ou Yebruary 27, 1964, by NBC 
on the national ad televised Mins lay~Reiakiey. news mronncnat ; 

_ HRB: dsh. "' 
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. . SECRET 

| Counterintell igence Programs 

The Cleveland Office furnished questions releting 
to the background and activities of Frank Wilkinsen, Executive 

Director, National Comnittee to Abolish the House Committee - 

on UnAgericean Activities, and Richard Griley, member of the 

District Committee, Commmist Party of Illinois, for the use 
on May 18, 1962, when the two ware to appear on the Mike 
Douglas Show en KYW-TV in Cleveland. | : 

‘Wilkinson was evasive ond on. the defensive during 

his appearance. riley did net appear due to @ change in 

TIDicah (9) 
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Counterinteliigence Programs 

: PRY contacted Morrie Litman of the “Pattadelphia 
inquirer” to alert him to the background and plans of the 
Philadelphia branch of the W. B. B. DuBoia Clubs of Anorica 

and apectficaliy ita plage to picket the Democratic | 
National Convention. The point to the contact was to uncover 

' the BCA effort to conceal its Communist Party agsociation. 
. Avtieles appeared in the July 27 and August 2S, 1964, aoa 
ef the ‘“taquirer.” 

| The DCA members admitted dal, articles 
Rindered their erganization efforta and that the articies 
reduced the number ef persons who uitimately traveled to 
Atlantic Caty, New Jersey, to en the convention. 
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Count «: erintell igence Programs 

on july 14, 1964, Milford Sutherland held a press 
ee conference in Seatt le, Washington, where he announced his. 

intention to run for Governor of Bashingten. Gne handred 
nomnisat ing wigzatures were eee to be placed in nomina- 
t ion. 

S, 1964, Lyle Burt, teporter, desttie | On August 
Timss, eontected the Seattle Office for bac background Taiornmat ion 
regarding Suthoriand, which Burt said he would publish in the 
August 9, 1964, issue of the newspaper. Material relating to 
Sutherland's Communist Party ba¢ nd. wes given to Burt. 
Suek an article was published documenting this background 

. Snfersation, and on September 4, 1964, Sutherland withdrew 
his candidacy.for Governor. Sutherland blamed the Atrborney 
«General's Offiee, the Secretary of State (Califernia), and 

Ww 551568 

the Washington State Supreme Court for dilatory tactics is 
not making a decision anne his refusal to ‘wign ® leyaity - 

oath. ’ ! 
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. On May 28-30, 1966, @ convention of the Northwest 
‘District, Comumist Party, USA (CPUSA) was held at Seattle. 
‘The CPUSA intended this convention to be secret. | 

Confidential sources of the Seattle Office were 
made aware of this "seeret'* convention which resulted in 

' considerable newspaper and television publicity given to 
the event. Additionally, anti-CPUSA leftists and members _ 
of the Secialist Worker's Party were invited via en FBI | 
producad invitation. Upon appearing at the convention these 

- people were denied admittance or expelied from the convention, 
thus bringing the convention into disarray. : 

. . Reporter Jack Eddy, KIRO-TV, one of the newsmen, 4 

confidentially advised of the convention, and his cameraman, . 
were recommended for a raise as a result of their outstanding | 

news coverage of the CPUSA convention and the general manager 
. of the station indicated that he was interested in nominsting 
Eddy's coverage. for a Sigma Delta Chi award for excellence — 
in television reporting the next time such awards were to be 

| JWM:eah (9) - ae ot a : 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

St. Louis Office of FBI furnished to Richard Amberg, 
Publisher, St. Louis "Globe Democrat, "a copy of Law Enforcement 
Bulletin plas 19 newspaper articles relating to.W. E. B. DuBois Club _ 
of America (DCA). . Information was used to publicize appearance of 
Herbert Aptheker, theoretician of Communist Party (CP) and member 
of National Committee CP, before DCA group in St. Louis on 
February 14, 1965. Publicity in newspapers resulted, 

a Adverse publicity resulting was assessed by gt. Louis 
Office ag having dealt DCA in St. Louis a severe blow. 

HPB:If} * . | 8 ee | 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

In November or December, 1965, information regard- 
ing a replevin suit filed by Almoreen R. Woods against three Klansmen 
who took his Kian robes and book from his car after he was thrown out 

the Lake Wales Kiavern of the United Florida Ku Klux Klan was . 
furnished "anonymously" (methed of transmittal ~—e to the . 
“Lakeland Ledger Daily” newspaper. 

‘Blan received bad publicity. 

‘WDFilfj 
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= Sanaa Programs er | fae ey i gee 

On ve 2, 1969, the Pitteburgh Office furnished siiteeceiadi! 
regarding David Owens to Sherley Uhl of the "Pittsburgh Press" newspaper. 
Owens, a candidate for Pittsburgh City Council and an empleyee of the Urban . 
League, was arrested March 80, 1969, following a gun battle between Detroit 
pelice and members of the Republie of New Africa (RNA). Since Owens was. 
on bond in Pittsburgh following involvement in a shooting incident with - 
Pittsburgh police, it was heped Uhl's disclosure would cause Owens’ bond - 
to be revoked. Also, the Pittsburgh Office furnished this same information 

' toan informant of that office . So og | 

Information furnished to Mr, Uhl resulted in unfavorable 
publicity for Owens eas a City Council candidate. The information furnished 
to the informant resulted in Owens! lesing his Urban League jeb. 

‘STA: vb | 
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| Counterintelligence Programs 

In February, 1960, an anonymous letter was mailed toe the 
publisher of the Chicago neighborheod weekly newspaper "Southwest 
News Herald," which enclosed a copy of a "Chicago Daily Tribune" article 
dated December 5, 1956, which names Vicki Starr and her husband 
‘Ed Starr as communists. Vicki Starr was a candidate for the President of 
the Parent Teacher Association (PTA) of the Mark Twain Public School 
in Chicago. The "Southwest News Herald" was a conservative neighbor- 
hood newspaper which regulerly reported the sctivities of this PTA. 
The December 3, 1959, issue carried a photograph of Vicki Starr and 
described her as vice president of this PTA group. — 

it was learned from an informant that Vicki Sterr was no. 
longer considered a candidate for the position of PTA President. 

_ PWC: vb 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

Public source information was furnished to Dennis M. Higgins, 
special features reporter, "The Philadelphia Inquirer," to expose activities, 
programs, officers, and true nature of the Philadelphia Social Science | 
Forum Committee (PSSFC), a Communist Party, USA front greup. Two 
articles were prepared to be published about January 17, 1365, and 
January 24, 1965, in the newspaper. The publications were to bracket 

| 2 acheduled PSBFC meeting on January 22, 1965. : | 

One article was printed on January 10, 1965. The uae on 
January 22, 19¢5, where Dirk J. Struik spoke attracted 125 persons. 
Prior meetings with other speakers had attracted 200 persons. A follow-— 

. wp article appeared on January 23, 1965. Elease Sullivan, 4 member of 
- the Independent Citizen's Committee, a communist front group, was 
_ blamed for furnishing the information to the “Inquirer,” which wag — 
included in the vinquirer” article of January 23, 1865. 

| sini: 
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Counterintet1 igence Programs 7 

The Wat ional States Rights Party (ISRP), liad 
insissippi, intended to use a building lecated at 188 . 
Lougino Street , Jackson, a8 a meeting hell and in an attempt 
to organize a new HSRP unit and veeruit new mombers. In May 
1976, a letter, purportedly a compldnt from a neighbor on 32 
Longine Street that Number 188 was being used in violation of 
residential zoning laws, was mailed by the Jackson Offiee 
to the “Jackson Daily Newa ‘Jack Sunn'" column. The letter 
pointed out that pea 18% had been used for a meeting on 
Aprii ae, 1970. . | 

On Sune 1, 1976, the letter seeded is the "Jackson 
Daily News." Althavugh the precise results were unknown, 
further publ te ene wore heid by the —s at 188 Longine 

The NSRP was. organized in 1987 in Knoxville, eink 
. gad through propaganda promotes hatred of Jews, Negroes, 
Communiats, and on lew enforcement agencies ee 

HWP: hp 
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an article an at ¥BI iieilidaniaeliie concerning - 
Mtertin Luther King, Jr., being the keynote speaker at a 

. fund-raising activity sponsored by the Communist Party~- 
controlled Freedomways Associates, publishers of the maga~ — 
zine "Freedonways," on February 235, 1968, wes released to 
the masse nedia prior to the date of the ent =. 

vin set forth King's ag mn
itt Party oe nections in the 

ae, upinted his connections with the ‘"Freedonweys" 

mega : — 
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The Philadelphia Office furnished public source 
information to Ivan Scott, announcer fer radio station WIP, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, prior to March 31, 1962, 
depicting the true facts in regard to Morton Sebeli's trial 
and conviction for Cengpiracy to Commit Espionage in effort 
to cousteract propaganda being spread by the communists. 
Scott interviewed several pickets during # demonstration 
on March 31, 1962, aponsored by the Committee to Secure 
Justice for Morton Sohell et Philadeiphie and asked if 
they were communists. | 

| Tapes made during interviews were played on news 
broadcast March 31, 1962, and portion used was te the dis- — 
advantage of the Natienal Cemmittece to Secure Justice for 
Morton Sebeld and the Philadelphia Sobell Gommittee. It 
was felt questions ae ae may have the effect of curtailing 

| future picket activities of the Sobell Committee. : 

KAM:tdp (9) 
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| Counterintelligence Programs — 

In October, 1968, the St. Louis Office confidentially 
advised Mr. George Killenkey, ‘Associate Editer of the “St. Louis 
Globe-Democrat, " that the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) 
in St. Louls announced an intention to make inroads into area high 
schools. ae articles concerning ens appeared in the | a 
"Bt. Louis Globe-z jem erat." Po. OF 

AS a result of the newspaper articles, Lindbergh 
High School cancelled an SDS speaking engagement. if also resulted 

| ' countering further SDS oe to make inroads into that school. 

— TCD:ifj 
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On June 13, 1964 denry "inston Chairman 

Commis? poo ng usa, ( (CHUA), wag scheduled bc Pere on 

padio station WB% in Boston. Prior thereto, tne Rea 

Office contacted Whz oEriosals in an effort have Winete 

appearance cancelled. 

The June 13, 1964, seaho appearance of wWinetos's 

Was amontion. | 
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Counterinteriigesce Programm: 

tn Jane, 1986, Lon angeien Dives eade anonym — 

telephone omg to newspapers in 
¢o antert thes to an wocoming Comaunist Party, UGA, (ceUSA) 
District Aaueiation to bo held fin the ‘Lem Angeleé ares. 

Because of resultant press Coverage, aéme sesuions 
oF the Convention were cauceiled, 

ROP 
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Counterintelligence Programs . 

During August, 1963, a Cleveland informant advised 
that Frank Wilkinson, Exécutive Director of the National Committee 
to Abolish the Houge Un-American Activities Committee (NCAHUAC), _ 
was scheduled to speak at the Unitarian Society in Cleveland, Ohio, 
on October 18, 1963. ‘The Cleveland Office eee furnishing 
-"Yhe Plain Dealer" newspaper, Cleveland, Ohio, and "The Youngstown 
Vindicater” newspaper, Youngstowa, Obie, with the following public 
source information regarding Frank Wilkingon and the NCAHUAC: 

| «I, Citizens for Constitutional Rights (ccR) letter 
dated August 1, 1963, which announced Wilkinson's appearance 
October 13, 1963, at above meeting, 

- 2 ‘News article "House Quiz ¢ Opposed by visitor Here® 
. from the May 19, 1962, issue of “The Plain Dealer. " 

| 8. Citation of the NCAHUAC contained in the "Guide : | 
b&b Subversive Organizations and Publications" prepared by the HUAC. 774 

- The October 11, 1963, igsue of “The Youngstown 
| biases carried an article announcing two Wilkinson appearances, 

: The October 14,. 1963, issue of "Phe Plain Dealer" con- 
tained an article captioned "Racism Charged to House Unit" concerning 
the above-noted Wiikinson appearance. The article noted that a 20- 
second scuffle cecurred when Mrs. Leta M. Wood of the Organization _ 
te Fight Communiem demanded to know why Wilkinson had not mentioned 
that he had served time in Federal prison in a contempt of Congress 
case. Mrs, Wood and three supporters then left the meeting which 
apparently contimed. | 

'TEB: if} | | a) a _- SECRET 
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as | In October, 1961 : a note with a photostat. copy | 

of an article appearing in the May 5, 1954, issue of the. 

‘Petroit Free Press was sent to Mr. James C. MeGahey, 
President of the U “at oF the United Plant Guard Workers of America. _ 
This article alluded that Ann Sargent Crowe, an employee 

of i. McGahey, had communist affiliations. Sue oo 

7 On April 22, 1963, Ann Crowe resigued as Secretary 

_ for the United Plant Guard Workers of America, Local 114, 
13722 Linwood, Detroit, Michigan. On May 1%, 1963, a 

‘My, James C. MeGahey advised that because of information 

‘he had obtained concerning Ana Crowe's subversive background, 

he hed instituted an investigation of this individual. He 

further advised that he felt that aga reauit ef this 

investigation, somewhere along the line word got hack to 

Ann Crowe that she would be dismissed and that he was going — 

- (9 take the matter up with the Executive Board of the Union 

and thia precipitated her voluntary resignation. Mr. MeGahey 

- stated that Aun Crowe's last day of employment at the Union — 

was Friday, May 3, 1963. — pO a eS oe ge 

. PWC:dsh | 
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Counterinteliigesos Program 

a February, 2964, ihe New York Office 
feular tatives that. 

ty 

party at the Soviet Miasion to the United Watton on, 
February 4, 

Rustin resulted. 

RDS : ekw 
(9) | 
100-3-104-34-599 _ 
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sniovmed part ar newpaper represen Sayard 
Rustin, civil rights lender who was in the forefront of « 

of Ney York Ci ole, was to attend a cocktail . 



a  Someeausennicn Prograns. 

the Attanta Division furnished eritten watertial - 
intendéd toe expose and ridicule the Kiang in the Bouth to 
Ralph MeGiitl, of “The Atianta Constitution" who in turn passed 
on this material, without disclosing source, to Hai Martin 
~~ utilization in article to appexr in the. “Saturday Evening 

i 

Thie information was also ; absiteed in past by Ralph 
WeGi2l whe published two articies conteining unfavorable —. 
publicity regarding Kian agtivition. Artietes eppeared in 
“Te estan Constitution, = 

TED: ekw 
(9) 
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7 Herbert Aptheker, peaber of the National Committee 
of the Communist Party, USA, was invited to speak at Qhio | 
State University on May 21, 1965, by. a newly: formed student 

| group to challenge an earlier ruling by the University 
denying an earlier scheduled appearance by the communist 
leader. Public source data on Aptheker was furnished local 
news sources and college officials were given a letter from 

. the National Economic Council, Incorporated, which argued 
against campus ‘appearances by communists. 

De Aptheker. appeared, but ‘gat silently while other 
persons read aplections of ope Wert eeeee 

 TID:dsh ot Se eee 
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.. 4 In April, 1966, the ‘Chicago Daily News? newspaper ¥ was furritshed i = Ge 
2 information regarding the ownership of‘an apartment. baliding inaslum ares: 9° 
by Claude Lightfoot, Chairman.of the Illinois Communist Party. The building. . 
was in the area of Martin ‘Tather King's  nesdquarters for a slum elearance 

cs drive. * | Su 2 | 

rr ee ed Newspaper articlen about. t Lightfoot’ § iain of a: ‘"yat-infested | 
ee “ham? appeared in Chicago en May 2-3, 1966; and the Party official was’ 

|. .ardered to appear t before the ere Board of on Commigsioners' 
in Chieage.. Poa we | : 

“aonve 
@) 

. 100-3-104-9-560, 561; 562.” 
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Counterintelligence Prograns 

"Richard Henry , one of the leaders of The Sadia: 
of New Africa (RNA) appeared in Jackson, Mississippi, during 
early July, 1970, and proposed that a conference of the BNA — 

held in Jackson, Mississippi, during the period 
| duly 31 to August 1, 1970. Henry made several contacts 
with legitimate Negro figures ree a — site 
for the conference. : 

| ee The Jackson Office made ‘available to ro Ward, : 
paitor , daekaon Daily News, Jackson, Miesissippi, publie-type- 

. Snformation avai.iat regarding the.RNA, showing iavolvement 
| s@f its members in violence or ia situations showing them in. 

. an unfaverable light. 

fhe evening before the scheduled RNA cians in 
Jackson, Mississippi, the Jackson Daily News. printed articles . 

. | exposing the RNA's violent objectives. The articles caused : 
'-. Jeeal black leaders to withdraw their support of the BNA | 

conference, the scheduled agenda for the conference had to. 
be shelved and. the conference dealt entirely with critician — 
of the RNA's violent objectives. Ome local biack group . ns 
denied the RNA the use of its facilities te hold meetings | an 
due to their histery of violence as exposed in the newspaper. 

(9) | 

100~448006~1893. 
157~9079-980 
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; Counterintelligence Programs 

On August 14, 197 0, the Pittsburgh Office conf identially 
advised Sherley Uhl, "Pittsburgh Pres s,"' Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
that the Peace and Freedom Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in — 
cooperation with both legitimate and subversive organizations, was 
sponsoring an Ohio Valley Regional Coalition Conference. It was 
emphasized to him that certain sponsoring organizations were sub- 
versive and/or extremist in nature, . 

: Mr. Uhl prepared an article ¢ on the conference which 
appeared in the August 14, 1970, issue of the “pittsburgh Press." - 
Two follow-up articles also appeared in the "Pittsburgh Press."' The 
conference received unfavorable pore and some disruption occurred 
during the conference, 

TCD:]fj 

(9) 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

| - Om September 16, 1960, the Chicago Office was 
authorized to ativise reporters of the "Chicago Tribune"* 
of forthcoming meeting of the Commmist Party, USA, to 
be held September 17-18, 1960, to be attended by well- 
known communist figures Carl Winter, Sam Kushner and 

: others. 

_ On Septesiber 16, 1950, "Chicago Tribume" reporter 
“Zendy* Smith and two photographers caused extensive ¢ccon- 
sternation vhen they tried te interview the attendees. - 
The September 19, 1960, "Chicago Tritme* had article 
captioned "20 Top Reds Hold Secret Talke Here,* gub- 
captioned "Parley is Linked to Nikita Visit.* 

-  100~3-104-1920, 1929 
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_ Counterintelligence —— 

| Detroit Office called the "Detroit Times, ' Detroit 
News, “ and the "Detreit Free Press, " local newspaper publications, 
advising them the Global Books Forum was sponsoring a lecture with — 
Harvey O'Connor as the featured speaker to be held October 21, 1960, 
at Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan. They were asked 
whether the newspapers could comment in view of their interest and 
Wayne State University's policy of not allowing communist organiza-~ 

' tions the use of any of its campus buildings. They all replied they 
had noe knewledge of this situation, wheréupon the telephone calis 
were immediately terminated. -* 

: Shortly after the placing of ie anonymous s telephone 
calls, Mr. Homer Strong, Director of McGregor Conference Center, 
Wayne State University, and Director ef Alumni Relations, Wayne State 
University, telephonically contacted the Detroit Office. He advised the 
University had been approached by the "Detroit Times" newspaper and 
asked if the scheduled lecture for October 21, 1960, was a communist 
meeting. Mr. Strong pointed out that a check of "Who's Who in America" 
determined that Harvey O'Connor was listed as an author and to have 
been connected with a | number of ne and “eivil Tights 
groups. 9? 

. he speech appearance was cancelled by officers of 
Wayne State University. The cancellation caused consternation 
amongst the Communist Party (CP), which was sponsoring the a 
and Helen Wiater, CP Headquarters, sought an injunction. Wayne Cir- 
cuit Judge George E. Bowles granted the injunction and ordered Wayne 
State University to permit the meeting. The méeting was held | 
October 21, 1960, at Wayne State University and about. 100 — . 
attended, 

Helen a Winter, supra, subsequently quit her job at the 
Weldwire Company, 3341 Puritan, Detroit, Michigan, reportedly 
because the adverse newspaper publicity was teo much for her and . 
she felt she would be — — 

8) ‘ity | SECRET 
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_ 4 Countartateltigenee Programs 

- On senhciies 3, “1969, FBIEQ furnished Miami Office icles of | 
_ the Director's testimony on the Nation of-Islam-(NOI) group given before. 
‘the House Subcommittee on Appropriations on-February 10, 1966; February 16, 

- 1967, and February 28, 1968, and a copy of a statement by the Director before —s_ 
the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, September 18 ; 
1969, which sets out information on the NOI on page 9, These items were to - . 

_ be furnished Gene Strul, News Director of WCK~TV, , Miami, Florida, for use .. 
of that station's ee of the NOI. : 

i | ‘The documentary expose was shown at $:30 p.m., October 9, 1969, 
to an audience rating of in excess of 200;000 persons: It showed ‘the NOI 
leaders to be of questionable character and living in luxury through the _ 

. large amount of money taken as contributions from their membership. The | 
«extreme nature-of NOI teachings was underscored. As a result, NOI leaders 

_ displayed concern and attempted to rebut the program at each opening meeting . 
of the NOI (per Bureau source) . 

ane Attendance by visitors at weekly 2 Mor ee reportedly dropped 
60 peteent one to this eee 3 : . 

BEN: vb © 
@) 
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‘ ‘Gountarintaitigumes Programs . e / a z 7 “ : - ; 

ae 7" Oetiber, 1967, the o Miami Offies 4 furnished newspaper. articles a 
: to television station WCET-TV. regarding bombings and firebombings. Some  . 

individuals invelved in the firebombings and bombings were Klansmen and 

| were identified a8 such in the newepeper: articles. 

Ae : whe articles were used in an expose coneerning the Kian aired 

- Oceteber 22, 1967, by WCKT-TV. ‘Mier . Florida, entitled "KEK - A Change. 

of Linen." : | ; 

The expose resulted in etsruption in the Florida Klan ond lack. 

«Of success in Kian pica | 2 

WDE vb |: 
| (9) | 
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Counterintelligence Prograna 

Between February and April, 1969, the Miemi — 
Office furnished a number of items or topics which ceuid 

a, be explored by Managing Editor, Mr. Milt Kelly, "Ft. Lauderdale 
News" in a follow-up news article concerning Klan ee 

. in Breward County, Florida. 

A tywo-article series was published in the 
"Ft. Leuderdale News" which ridiculed Klien secrecy. 
Klangmen, Robert Quarterman end Jack Mavro, resigned pig 
@ result of the articles being published. Dissension end 
suspicion were created within the Kian. | 

WDF:tdp (9) 
157.-9-29-206, 210 
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Anonymous letters were mailed to Marion Le Huit, 
Dean of the Office of Student Affairs, State University 
of Iowa, Yowa City, Iowa, and the “Daily logen," student. 
newspaper at the State University of Iowa on October 19, 
1962, indicating Frank Wilkinsen, whe was described as | 
having been identified as a Communist Party member in . 
Salifernia during House Committee on Un-American Activitiss———— 
hea®ings in 1968 and had served a. prison sentence fer 
contempt of Congress, was toe een st the college on 
Ogteber 22, 1962. 

The Daily fevan" published a an atticie gub- : 
seqient to Wilkinson's appeatanes on the campus in which 
it was pointed out he had served a pt isen sentence for 
contempt of Congress, which information, accerding to 

. the a®ticle, had been deternined during an interview 
ef Wilkinson by the paper. 

aie | 
(9) | 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

| Ia October, 1967, Boston Office furnished to confidential 
sources at WBZ-TV, Boston, Massachusetts, public source data . 
regarding communist background and/or connection with the communist 
movement of the following organizations: Socialist Workers Party (SWP), 
Young Socialist Alliance (YA), Communist Party (CP), ard the W, E.. B. 
DuBois Clubs of America (DCA). WBZ-TV made a television documentary 
which presented an in-depth television study of campus radicaligm in the 
metrepolitan Boston area, The public source data was used by WBZ-TV 
to show the connection between the SWP and the YSA, the CP and the DCA 
and other groups, showing that the preparations for "Vietnam Week" 
were formulated with the connivance and aid of representatives from 
these groups. — 

| WBZ-TV received numerous. favorable comments concern~ 
ing the television documentary, and the image of the aforementioned | 

- groups was damaged, . 

_ RDSIIEj 
(9) | 
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| On October 20, 1969, the Jackeon OFfiee sania a 
fictitious signature letter exposing the Nation of Islam (NOX) | 
as an organization bleeding its membera of money and preaching 
segregation of races, This letter was sent to the "Jackson 
Daily Hews" for use in the “Jeck Sunn‘ column. Immediately 
after uailing the letter, Jackson Office Agents contacted 
Editor Jismy Ward to advise him that Agents had learned a 
velative of a Muslim had sant some type of letter to the 
newspaper critical of the NOI, and Ward waa requested to 
contact the Jackson Office whenthe letter was received so 
Agents could prepare an appropriate response to be published 
with the letter in Ward's regular coliwan which aired complaints 
and gave advice. There ia no indication Ward was aware that 
the fictitious letter originated with the Jackson Office. : 

| On receipt of the letter, Ward notified the Jeckson 
Office and the response was printed in the “Jack Sunn" column, 
following preparation of seme by the Jackson Office, The 
aeticle was then mailed by the tackson Office to Elijah 

eos "Muheomad Speake" newspaper, and Muhammad‘ s Mosque 
mnber Two, all in Chicago. Shortly after the article appeared 

in the “Jackson Daily News,’ the Jackson NOX group was told 
_ by persons responsible for allowing NOT use of a particular 
building for meetings that the buliding could no longer be | 
used for weekly NOI meetings. The persons responsible for 
allowing building use are not identified. 

JPG:HWP:tdp (9) 
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| Counterintelligence Programa 

Warden Woodland, Editor of the "Los Angeles Examiner” 
was furnished a list of possible questions to be used for the 
purpose of interviewing Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, National 
Chairman of the Comminist Party, USA — a — interview 
on May 4, 1961. 

Questions ‘hea ok Vives ction the press conference 
succeeded in frustrating her and seemed. to embarrass her, 
—— a the conference to le ici | 

JDM:cah (9) 
100~-3-104-2571 - 
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_ Counterintelligence Programs — 

- In May, 1970, the Miami Office furnished information 
_ to Milt Kelly, Managing Edttor, "Fort Lauderdale News," regarding 

_ , the arrest of Reverend Armand James Chandoanet, a local kdansman., 
--. He was furnished information regarding Chandonnet's being charged 

with — and misappropriating church funds, 

As a result of this informal! on, articles appeared in . 
the “Fort Lauderdale News" on May 27, 1970, and on Junei, 1970, 

. exposing the situation, and thereafter, dissension between two klan 
| . chapters was intensified: at least five klan members es and 

Klavern _— #108 was eres. | 

| WDF a) 
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| Three informants of the Cleveland Office sevntiate 
with the W. E. B. DuBois Clubs of America (WEBDCA) were 
approved November 10, 1965, for use in an attempt to discredit 
‘Fed Cohen, Midwest Organizer of the communist youth group. The — 
effort was to bring to the attention of Phil Bart, Ohio Communist 
Party Chairman, Cohen's questionable management of funds and hig — 
personal insults toward Bart. The aforementioned informants then 

' commenced ba bring Cohen's shortcomings fe Bart's attention. | 

| ‘Bubsequently on December 3,. 1965, Bart advised one 
of the informants that Cohen had been removed from his position as 
Midwest Organizer of the WEBDCA because at his questionable 
financial aaa his ineff icient mainte s af operation and his 
ssh a 

eo 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

in order to cause an increase in factionalison 
asiong the Communist Party (CP) membership in Philadelphia, 
in March, 1965, an informant was directed to suggest to 
Aaron Libson, youth leader of the CP in Philadelphia, 
that Francia (sic) Gabow, District CP Board member, be 

‘foreed to take a six-sionth leave of absence for health 
reagons, Gabow was critical of Edbson (and vice-verar) 
but had been previously ordered by her doator to have 
bed reat because of 3 nervous condition. It was hoped 
that Gabow would be forced from CP work bécause of shies 
and/or resent Libson ts effort. 

Gabow tendered her resignation from all positions 
= i in the CP ne Pennsylvania pRaenaee oF. 

y 4 be. | 

RHR:bmf 
(9) 
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" each other which caused tension within their CP club. 
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7 During heante 1965, ‘anal t Party (CP) informants of the 
FBI in Seattle , Washington, area were instructed to contact Henry Huff, an 
influential-CP member and former Smith Act subject, to express dissatisfaction’ ; 
with Fred Sandborg, a member of the CP in Seattle. Sandborg was known to 
criticize his CP club leadership and to be disliked by Huff. Sandborg was 
a strong. finanefal a of ie CP and it was — te oust — be me 
cP. i 

: Formal cP eritictam of Sandberg was made by the lesdership, ; ‘but. 
he was not ousted. He complained about his being eriticized, Huff was also- 
eriticised by the leadership. Huff and Sandborg continued en ee. 

-HPB: vb 
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Counterintelligence FF 

i _.. Phe Tampa Office, during 1969, directed an | es informant to oppose the Klan activities of Norman. Bennett 
| Carter, 2 newly reactivated member of the Melbourne, Florida, Klavern of the Knights of the Invisible Eupire. 

"e | As a result of the informant's efforts, Carter left the klavern and joined another group. - - 

RLLsbmf 
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Counterintelligenee Programs 

. * Buring 1968, the Students For a Democratic Bociety (SDS) - 

Chapter at California State College was factionalized. The Los Angeles 
Office directed informants to attempt to widen the breech between the 
groups by implying thet Robert Ray, head of the SDS Chapter, was using 
SDS funds to support his drug hebit and that Delfin Lugo, an active SDS 
member, had used SDS funds for his own use while he hed been treasurer 
of the Chapter. Although Ray, according to one informant, was a heavy 
drug user, we are unable to verify whether he or Lugo actuelly misappro~ 
priated SDS funds : 

At subsequent SDS meetings, there were fist Tights between 
the groups, thus disrupting the ueetings. Additionally, members of one 

_ faction made threatening early morning phone calls to members of the 
_ other faction if they showed up at the meetings. Robert Ray was eventually 

. |. @iseredited and replaced as Chairmen of the SDS Unit. 

REL: vb . 
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Counterinte Lhigene Programs 

Tn dune, 1968, a2 informant in the San » Diego, 
| California, area, who was a Communist Party (CP) member, 
claimed to have been offended by Ben Dobbs, Executive 

. Secretary of Southern California CP, who was running 
for state-wide office.. The informant, a black, claimed 
to have been ignored by Dobbs and raised the issue that 
he engaged in discrimination against blacks in Southern 
California Digtrict CP. The claim was made at a Southern 
California Digtrict CP Negro Comission mvaticg, and a) 
= recording nade of the meeting. 

Dobbs apologized ta the informant. the above | 
tape. recording wes played to the CP District Board members | 

_ nd caused intertial dissension between Board nenbers. 
Some maintained the taped meeting was designed to discredit 
Dobbs and was staged by Board member B¢31 Taylor. Taylor, 
in turn : was angry at. the ether Beard members. 

HPB: bm - 
(9) —- 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

In Getober or November, 1966, the Miami Office 
made it known to the Ku Klux Klan in Okeechobee, Florida, 
through an informant, that James W, Crawford had a felony 
conviction. Crawford was thereafter voted out of the 
Kien for thia reason on November 350, 1966. 

WDF:tdp (9) — 
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. On Joly 26 , 1968, FBIHQ ippnoved plan by ibd Office to iad 
informants attend a State Officers meeting of the Knights of the Invisible 
Empire (KOIE) on August 2, 1968, to vote for removal of Bill Richardson, 
Grand Dragon, KOIE. Action suggested — a recent arrest of 
Richardson for argon . 

: This action teolated Richardson's influence and reduced his — 
effectiveness o* . 

STA: vb | 
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On May 25; 1967 , PBI Headquarters approved 
mendation that an informant of the Tampa Office 

atteupt to build entagoniam toward Edwerd R. Jones, 
Exalted Cyclops of the Orlande, Florida Klavern, 
United Klang of America, Incorporated, { Knights 
of the Ku Kiux Kien, in efforts to have him removed 
from that position. This action followed an unsuccess- 
ful Klen rally held May 15, 1967, which Jones orgenized. 

On May 210 19675 it was reported that Jones 
resigned from the Kien es a result of grein within 
the Orlando Klavern. | 

STAstdp, (9) | 
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Io Se ptember, 1966, diiinieaias Judd : Director of 
Sedets and Security, Great takes Steel Corporation, Ecorse, 
Michigan, advised that Joseph Kransdorf was on sick leave 
from August 26, 1966,to September 18, 1966, and that he 
‘had presented a certificate from a doctor in New ~ ggg 
when he returned to work. Joseph Kranador? waa a member 
of the Youth Group of the Michigan District Communist 
Party and son of a leading national functionary of the _ 
Communist Party, USA. The sick leave wap during the —— 
sane period as a Communist Party, USA Youth School at 
Camp Webatuck, New York, ~.Judd was furnished newspaper articles 
concerning the camp. A tetter wae sent by Great Lakes — 
Steel Corporation te the doctor who ene that he did 
not examine Xransdoré . : 

In October, 1966, Kransdorf wae ssliaiads a ten day 
etibiiaitiain from hia employment for fraudulently obtaining 
sick leave. His address at that tine was 12963 Yoodwerd, 3 
Highland Park, mere 

JCF :bnt 
(9) | | 
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| Counterintelligence Programs _. | 

The Litthe Rock Office directed anonymous letters to 
the employers of members of the Forrest City Klavern of the United 
Klans of America in which were enclosed copies of an articie dated: 
September 24, 1970, which appeared in "The Arkansas Gazette," a 
Little Rock daily newspaper, concerning the arrest of klavern ae 
bers at Parkin, Arkansas.. Thirteen individuals were arrested for 
‘nightriding and other charges. . | 

"Amos and Leonard Holland were discharged jeans their 
: einer with Tom's Peanut Company. Sam Littlejohn was dis- 

charged from his employment with the DX Oil Company. The employer 
. @f Steven Gelden advised Forrest City Resident Agency he was eurtail- 

ing the activities of Steve Golden which 7 cause embarrassment to 
_ the. employez, | . 

TED:Ifj 
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— Memphis Division forwarded anonymous letter to — 
headquarters of Kimberly-Clark Company ‘concerning. efforts | 

of Clinton Eugene Daniel, an employee of Kimberly-Clark — 

in Memphis, te recruit. Kian members at the. company's 

Memphis operation. laapoee « - 4 a | 

eZ ' Daniel was placed on a predominantly aight shift 
_ ghortly after anonymous letter was sent, This prevented — 
Baniel from attending loeal Klan meetings which were held 
in the evenings and Daniel was expeiled. from Klan for - 

—nonattendance of Klavern meetings. — ap re Ss 
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During the Summer of 1967, William Virgil Fowler; 
| State Chairman and' Honorary State Cyclops of the California . 

€pights of the Ku Klux Kian (XKKK),. departed the Los Angeles. 

- area leaving behind unpaid debts. | Fowler moved to Stone 

.| . Mowatain, Georgia. The Los Angeles Office subsequently 

arranged to have letters, purportedly over. the signature _ 

of Fowler, sent to his creditors instructing them to forward 

napaid bills to James R. Venable, a Klan leader, for payment. 

oo Ae ee result of the above letters, a split developed ~— 

between Fowler and Venable, atid Venable reported that Fowler . 

was mo longer affiliated with the KEKE, but had moved to 

Florida, 0000 
t- 

7 TJS:dsh : / . : 
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Authority granted November 18, 1960, for Loa Angeles 
Gifice to aiviae Young Men's Christian Association & MCA) official 
at Buebenk, California, by anonymous telephone call ¢ t YHCA | 
paxt-tine aegiestant instructer Richard Lund ip a communist, 
4n his wife Hancy Rosenfeld lund, citing testimony before  Hoage 
Cemmittes on Und: an Activities: ag source. | 7 

7 On %, 2961, 1¢ was determined Land*s emp: 

bead been om gone, e the requert of % the WEA Porecunel Ge 

| JDM: ekw 
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SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs 

: The Cincinnati 4 Office advised on March 19, 1969, 
that Reverend Augustus Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio, had visited 
Huey Newton, Black Panther Party (BPP) leader, and as a resuit. 

"> wrete an article favorable te Newton published in the "National 
Catholic Reporter." Since Taylor had a regular television show 
on WSTY-TY, Steubenville, Ohio, to air his black nationalist views, 

_ FBE Headquarters approved on March 28, 1969, that an anonymous 
- letter be mailed to WSTV-TV ertticizing Taylor and revealing that 

his article had heen reprinted in the BPP newspaper. 

_. Oa May 15, 1969, Cincinnati advised that Father Miteheti 
Wilamoskt, Principal of Catholic Central High School, Steubenville, | 
Ohio, disclosed on April 9, 1969, that at a meeting at the Bishop's 
Office it was decided Reverend Taylor could ro longer continue his 
Sunday television pregram. The Bishop had given Reverend Taylor 
a ant requiring constant travel and. was en a transfer for | 
Tay Pe 

STA: Ij 
(9) ot ts 
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SECRET .. 

; : Counterintelligence Programs — 

aa ‘On sles 25, 1969; the Washington Field Office confidentially 
advised @ source at First Virginie Finance Plan, Inc. 2924 Columbia Pike; = - 
.Aflington, Virginia, ‘of the location of the car of Dorothy Jean MeQueen Hughes, 
secretary to Stokely Carmichael, a well-known black. extremist. Haghes was - 

_' three months in arrears on her car payments. 

The ear was  Feposcessed on Mann a; ‘i69.. 
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: On March 13, -1969, the Miami Office mailed an . anonymous - 
letter, containing true facts, to Elijah Muhammad, netional leader of the 
Nation of Islam (NOI), Chicage, Nlinois, advising him of extramarital 
activities of Barl King , Minister of Mosque 29, . Miami, Florida : 

| | The Minister was ramoved from his position , but remained =~ 
in Miami as a rank-and-file member of the NOr. " : 

a ~ e coe <8 

-100-448006-681., g24 | ) oO 
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SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs | 

| During June, 1969, Mr. Patrick Poulte, Poulte Realty 
Company, Ann Arbor, Michigan, was contacted by the Detroit FBI 
Office and confidentially furnished public source information concern- 
ing the Radical Education Project. (REP), which is the educational arm 
of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), in that REP had office 

7 space in a building owned by Mr. Poulte, 

= REP offices were yacated on about duly 1, 1969, when 
they were unable to secure extensions on. their lease, 

 ‘ELS:bmf/ifj 
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SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs 

_ _. . | On dune 11,1964, Kenneth 8. Smith, Treasurer of the University 
Circle Development Foundation, Incorporated, Cleveland, Ohio, advised that 

. Michael Cooperman was employed as a Community Relations Coordinator with 
the above organization. This information was developed epparently during 

_ the course of FBI investigation concerning Ceoperman's subversive background. 
_ Mr. Smith advised he was concerned about Cooperman's background, 

} ' FBIHQ approved Cleveland's recommendation to confidentially 
furnish Mr. Smith "lead" information for his assistance in verifying Cooperman's 
background. ee ee - Te a 

a _ On duly 27, 1964, Cooperman appeared at the Cleveland FBI | 
Office and stated he wished. "to set record straight." He stated that in the — 

_ past he had been contacted by FBI Agents at which time he had not been — 
‘fully cooperative. He wanted to now advise the FBI that he ne longer... 
believed in communiem or the Communist. Party (CP) and had nothingto —s__ 
do with communists for the past five years. When asked what prompted his ‘ 

| Visit at this time, he stated that Oliver Brooks, Vice President of the 
University Circle Development Foundation, had requested his resignation 
effective October 1, 1964. Cooperman added the reason given by Brooks . 
was that it had come to their attention that Cooperman, in the past, had.” 

. used an assumed name. Cooperman admitted to. Brooks that this was. so and 
Brooke then went on to explain that the Foundation, which was attempting - _' to raige a large sum.of money, could not risk unfavorable publicity as the 
result of the activities of employees. eg oe Be i 

_-_- Ceoperman said he was considering accepting one ef several other 
empleyments availsble to him and in this connection he was attempting te: make 
it known in appropriate circles.that he had been disassociated from the CP 
for many years. . ee “ 3 ye eS Se 
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SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs 

On December 5, 1966, W. G. O'Neal, Chie? Investigator, 
North Carolina State Insurance Department, was confidentially — 
contacted by the Charlotte Office about an insurance progran, 
the Widows Benevolent Fund, being administered by J. R. Jones, 
Grand Dragon of the Ku Kiux Klan (KKK) in North Carolina. The 
insuranee program was set up in February, 1966, and certain 
apparent discrepancies in management were not ed. The FBI 
action was an attempt to deny the KXK a source of funds. 

On October 29, 1967, the N.C. Insurance Commission, - 
following examination of Jones’ books and procedures in 
handling the fund, decided the fund would be terminated. At 
termination, there was reportedly $3,800 in the treasury, 
with $1,800 to be paid to each of three widows. 

HWP:hp oS ee UO el Ue | . 
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Counterintelligence ‘Programs “ee 

“. ‘Jn August, 1964, Mrs. C. P. Kandahl, Seattle Ski 
Club, was contacted in order to have her deny use of Seattle 

Ski Club site at. Snoqualmie Pass, Washington, to members of 

the Young Political Explorers League (YPEL), a Communist: 
party (CP) front, for use as a summer camp. YPEL had 

“ ayvdnged camp rental under guise of using camp for ae 

underprivileged children... Mary Sutherland, wife of District 
CP Organizational Secretary, Milford Gutherland, was advised — 
that camp's water system had broken down; therefore, the — 

camp could not be Reld. = ; in? 

os SWM:dsh 
(9) 

_ 100-3-104-50, 134, 135, 138 
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| SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs 

On anna 14, 1966, the Richmond Office of the 
FBI mailed anonymous letters to six ‘individuals who were financial 
contributors to the American Nazi Party (ANP), telling them to 
discontinue contributing to the ANP because the Federal Government | 
would probably obtain their names and harass the contributors in the 
same manner the Goverament is harassing the ANP. 

| Subsequent to the above mailing, George Lincoln 
Rockwell, national leader of the ANP, claimed that Karl Allen of 
the White Party of America wag trying to force him out of business 
by writing the above-mentioned letters. Rockwell considered suing 
Allen in this matter. Allen formerly worked for ae in the ANP 

| oftice and left to. form his own group. - 

LEB} 
~@). 
 157-9-41-19x, 42- 
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Counterintelligesce Prograns 

3 On June 16, 1970, the San Francisea Office con~ 

tacted Fred Green, manager, Hunters Point Housing Project, . 

 ‘goneeraing activities of the Slack Panther Party (BPP) ~~ 

within the project. During this contact with Green it 

Was mentioned that Apartment 304 in the housing project. 

rented for occupancy by a woman on welfare and her two 

children hed become « BPP Community Center. It was 

further noted that the windows of the apartsent vere : 

covered with large BPP posters and that several Housing ~ 

Authority cules ragarding occupancy of this apartrent — 

were being violated. | : = as 2 

| Qn Getober 31, 1970, Green advised that he had 

heen able toe eviet the members of the BPP from Apartment 504 

and that all BPP postexs had been removed. The woman and 

children were not evicted since their name was on the lease. 

| EFG:ekw | 
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J Counterintelligence Programs - 

. On October 27, 1966, the Richmond Office sent 

an anonymous letter to businessmen in Amelia, Virginie, 

critical of the Ku Klux Klan and its disagreements with 

the Amelia Dress Company,a new dress manufacturing plant . 
_. which was having to lay off a small number of employees. . 

- Several Klan "throw aways" entitled "The Ku Klux Klan is 

watching you" had been sent to the plant superintendent 

‘and had caused concern in the town that the plant might 

moye away from Amelia. -_ | | 

-.. .. ‘fhe anonymous letter ‘sent to the businessmen by 

_ the Richmond Office united businessmen against the Klan and 

" gubsequently caused disruption within the Klan. — | 

WF:lek (9) 
157-9-41-57, 72, 81 
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Counterintelligence Programs —_ | ie 

fhe Indianepolis Division determined in late | 
1969 that the Indianapolis Black Penther Party (BPP) ea 
Chepter owed the Indiena Bell Telephone Company for 4 
several months of telephone service. | rf 

: Unknown representative of the Indfana Bell = / 
. Pelephone Company was entouraged to remove the telephone: 
gexvice from BPP headquarters. Telephens service was | 

cut off at the BPP office on or about September 15, 1969. — 

7 

h 
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7 | On May’ 2, 1962, ‘the Cleveland Office alerted the Qhio siailiaia 
Bank to the faet that Jeck Kling, Chicago editor of the Jewish-language 

 / Copimunist newspaper, od Fretheit my Was to — at the bank's 
_ auditorium on Mey 4, 1962. 8 4 | 

| - Permission to use the auditorium was withdrawn on May 3, 1962, 
necpscitating ot an alternate site on one day's notice. 

oma TID: vb: 
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Counterintelligence Programs -” 

| _ Gn June 30, 1965, Joseph Corley, Menager, Seth Boyden Terrace, 
‘a public housing project, Newark, New Jersey, was furnished public source 
material concerning the communist background of Harry Bloksberg, a resident 
of Seth Boyden Terrace, who had requested permission from Corley te 
organize a club among the teen-agers of the Terrace. It wes believed the | 
a of the club was to indoctrinate youth in Marxism. : 

Corley, when furnished the publie source information , cavised. ; 
: ne weuld not ner Bloksberg to —" the club. 

DML: vb 
(9) 
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| Countertntalligence Programs | 

| On pina 29, 1969, FBIHQ authorized the Milwaukee Division to _ | 
anonymously mall copies of articles, furnished that office previously, from 
igsucs of the Black Panther Party's (BPP) newspeper, showing hatred of the 
white man by the black community es advecated by the BPP, to various churches 
and main offices of grocery stores which were involved or might become 
involved in contributing to the BPP's Breakfast For Children Program. 

: In subsequent interview with Kenneth Berry of the Godfrey 
Company, Waukesha, Wisconsin, which handled Sentry Food Stores in the 
Milwaukee area, it was learned he had been approached by members of the 
BPP regarding contributions to the Breakfast program. The request was — 
turned down as 2 result of the above mailings. Berry indicated that other . 

. chain stores had done the same esi | 

PEN: vb 
- (9) 
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Counterintelligence Prograns 

- Gn October 9, 1969, the New York Office contacted 
United Air Lines (UAL)-Air Freight Division, New York, , 
International Airport, Jamaica, New York, and advised that 
the Black Panther Party (BPF) was shipping its newspapers via 
air on a weekly basis. UAL was charging BPP the general rate 
for printed matter. Hewever, after UAL officials were alerted 
to the contents of the BPP shipments, the Ont began i 
the BPP newspaper freight rates. 

The additional shipping cests te the BYP ’ New York, 
amounted to between $225.t0 $300 per week. UAL also advised 
they were considering a. suit for recovery of the difference 
in freight tariff collected for the past six to eight months 
from the New York BPP. Tt was estimated that this difference 
would be in excess of $10,000. 

EFG:cah (9) = 
100-448006-1376, 1377 
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Count erintel Ligence Prograns 

7 . a February, 1965, a mimeographed leafiet was 
circtilated exposing the "Labor Presse Spring Bazaar" to be 
‘held at the Jewish Music Center, 14868 Schafer, Detroit, 
Michigan, on March 20-21, 1965, as a front effort by the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), in Michigan to raise funds 
for a financially beleaguered communist newspaper. Aliso 
in February, 1965, an anonymous letter enclosing newspaper 
advertisement on the spring basaar was sent to patriotic 
veterans organizations in Detroit area, protesting this 
communist endeavor and calling for these. groups to acon 
this function, 

| This banaar was cancelled by owners of the building 
where it was to be held as & result of fiocods of protests. 

| pWC:dew 
(9) 
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: ° On September 21, 1965, the uitewas Real Estate diane: 
a specifically Ben Powdermaker and Dick Dalsemer, were contacted regarding — 

recent vandalism damage, i.e., two windows: broken by unknown PESeOns ‘ 
incurred by a building owned by them at 3260 North Broad Street, 

" Philadelphia, and rented by the Philadelphia Chapter of the W.E.B.. . 
DuBois Clubs of Amerien (BCA). They were advised thet such damage | 

_ might eontizue because of friction in the neighborhood if the DCA . ae 
: eontinued te rent the building. The desired result was " have the 
ey month lease eres . Ss 

i, : The owners piquired DCA to pay $85. 06 for thebroken 9° oo - " windews which was done-in November, 1965. DCA was notified by Dick oa ee 
 Balsemer of eviation to be effective. December id 1965. DCA was evicted — ee ee 
on December 31, 1065. ee | | a : 

| 100-3-104-37-264, 261, 269,294, 304 - 
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in May, tei fz anoayaous Letter was sent to 
Bary Urbant, operator of Beachnut Grove Fienic Grounia, 
$366 Piddlebelt Road, Roanlus LODALCRE oe Torrghin, TILER, 
—s at wen wold knewn sacond neighbors that ghe rents grounds 

‘ommuniet Party (C9) members, Thic was an effort to disrupt - 
ommnist pienie scheduled to be held on Hay 30, 1964. 

Ure. Urbaent refuead to allow the planned communist 

PWC : ekw 
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my 14, 3965, the Charlotte Office eontidentially 
alerted ¥, %. ¢ , Chie? Investigator, Narth Carolina State 
Ingurance Department, that the United Elans of America (ua), 
Enighte of the Ru Klux Kian, through arehall Zornegay, a wenber, 
wae promoting a - health insurance plan for membera of the 
OKA. &'Neni agreed » have hig a trai tnvestigate _ pian 
to determine if it net atate requirements. 

| @ dune 3, 1965, Br. O'Neal contacted the FBI to 
eévise the above insurance plas, Lasied Sy the Interaational 
Lite and accident Insurasce Company, Wilmington, Horth Carching, 
had been transferred to the tite Tasursnce » Company of Florida, « 

Following inquiries at the new company, which learned of the SRA 
amsoctiation with tae henith pian, the hearth Progran was cancelled. 

(9) : 
157-9-8, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 19° 
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 Gounterintelligence Programs 

On July 24, 1969, San Diego Office placed a fictitious 
name 2 phone call to-Norman Kay of the Cabrillo Realty Company, 
San Diego, California, the personal representative of Henry £. 
'Jaekson, Jr., owner of the building at 6181 Imperial Avenue, 
San Diego, California, which was being used by the black. 
extremist US organization as its meeting place. The caller, 
using the name T. BE. Ellis, complained of activities being 
conducted. at the above address and expressed fear for the 
safety of himself and his family. Caller also demanded 

_ semething be done to control the US ne ee effect its 
oe 

Mr. Kay appeared alien and disturbed over = 
receipt of the complaint and the activities at the imperial 
Avenue address. 

oe folloving day, July 25, 1969, us ei evicted 

from the address at 6161 Imperial Avenue, San Diego, California. 

PEN: cah (9) 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

 Onduly 19, 1968, Mr. L. B. Egenberger, Supervisor of Security, 
Nlinois Bell Telephone Company (BT), Chicago, Hinois, was contacted by - 
the Chicago FHI Office for the purpose of ascertaining if ell telephone service © 

. to the Chicago Office of the National Mobilization Committee to End the War | 
in Vietnam QGIMC) eeuld be discontinued in view of telephone charges that 
were unpaid by NM C. 

‘on duly 19, 1968, tr. Santieniice was contacted end, at this time, | : 
he advised that the NMC had made a deposit of $850.06 for use of the Wide . | 
Area Telecommunications System (WATS), which would not be returned and | a | 
in addition, there were charges outstanding in the amount of $2,167.00 | 
for WATS service. Mr. Egonberger stated the NMC's WATS service wes 
being terminated in view of excessive, outstanding a NEC's | 
regular nes service was not ee 

ELS: vb 
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Counter inte iligence. eee 

, On 1/ar/6s + the Birminghan Office made anonynous 
mailings to fifteen Negro churches identifying Carl Ridout, 
Manage? of Ensley Finance Company, Inc., Birminghan, as a 
member of the National Executive Committee of the National 
States Rights Party. Rideut was then transferred to the — 
-Pairfield Finance Company, 5011 Gary Avenue, Birmingham, 
which was under game cywnership as Ensiey Finance Company. 
Fifteen letters were then anonymously mailed to Negro- 
Churches identifying Rideout as Manager of the Fairfield 
Finance Compan =o and alse a member of the National. Huecutive 
Committee ef the National, Stated Rights Party ; | 

Ridost was: ‘gubeaquentiy fired but we: are augble 
. to determine if this wae sa direct vegult oe the Counter- 

intelligence ‘Program activities. — 

The National States Rights ihe is A white hate — 
group that has been involyed in vicient activitiog directed 
téovatd eee _ . 

TED:cab/1m - 
(9) ) 
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- Counterinteliigence Programs 

r In May, 1959, an anonymous letter was sent to 
Mr. Theodore A. Jones, President of the Chicago branch 
National Association for the Advancement of: Colored 
People (NAACP), advising him that a "left caucus" slate 
calied Coordinating Committee of NAACP comprised of 
members of the Communist Party (€P), Secialist Workers : 
‘Party (SWP), socialists and other Negro nationalist~ 
type individuals, had been formed and ate — ective 
was to oust him from leadership. - 

The "eft caucus" Slate was defeated at: the 
membership meeting . 

PWC: :dew 
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| | ‘The wittiadsiotity Office was suthorized to contact prominent 
Jowish organizations, such a3 the American Jewish Congress, and Morris 
Litman, City Editor of the "Philadelphia Inquirer," in an effort to have them 
contact Herry Beichman and David 8. Landes, Office Secretary of Boslover 

_ ‘Hall and President of Beslover. Ahavas Achim Belzer Association, respectively . 
. in an effort to have an appearance of Gus Hell cancelled at Boslover Hall - . 

before the Philadelphia Social Science Forum Committee on donuary 24, 1964. 
Contact was to indieate bad publicity received and advise of riot which ensued 

_, following a previous on of Fall before the ‘same committee i al 
 . 1962. , a 

 Boslover Hell cancelled the ahi’ which had been scheduled 
| for January 24, 1964, and Gus Hall aid not appear in the Philadelphia area. 

KAM: vb 
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f? 

In September, 19869, a series of three : anonymous 
telephone ealls were made by Agent personnel of the San Diego Office 
to Bishop John Quinn, Auxiliary Bishop of the San Diego, California, 
Archdiocese, in pratest af activity on the part of Catholic priest 
Reverend Frank Curran, Christ the King Roman Catholic Church, 
S2nd and Imperial, San Diego, California. Reverend Curran had 
indicated an open advocacy of the Black Panther Party's Breakfast 
for Children Program and had used his church as a ere for 

- Black Panther Party (BPP) mémbers. 

AR anonymous letter for mailing to the Bishop was also 
approved by FBIHQ on September 11, 1969, outlining objections to 
Father Curran's activities, This letter was to be signed T, E, Ellis, 
a fictitious name, and was to insiteate its writer was a member of 
— Curran's parish. ‘ 

Father Curran subsequently transferred from the 
gan Diego mernennenes and the BPP Breakfast for Children on 

er | | : 

PEN: Ifj . 
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Gounterintelligence Programs 

Jn April, 1962, the Seattle FBI Office contacted | 
Lawrence Timbers, former Chairman of the Anti-Sabversive Committee 
af the Washington State American Legion, to make arrangements for a - 
group of anticommunist citizens to attend a public meeting at. 

_. Washington Hall, Seattle, on April 27, 1962. Herbert Eugene Aptheker, 
member of the National Committee, Communist Party, USA em 
was a schedujed speaker at this meeting. 

3 Mr. Timbers, a commercial printer by trade, obtained 
a $1, 50 ticket in advance of the meeting and printed and distributed 

| several hundred tickets. These were distributed to persqus known 
for their anticommunist sentiments. 

AS a result the Communist Party did not receive revenue 
.. for over 100 persons who attended the meeting. Aptheker completed 

bis speech, but was intermittently heckled and by the anti~ - 
. communist attendees. This creap 1 later marched through the aisles 

= — patriotic songs. : | 

CPUSA leadership w was displeased at the way: the Seattle . 
 €P crop eee and handied the affair. . 

| RPF:j 

(9) 7 
100-3- 104- 50-25, 30 
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Counterintelligence Prograns 

: The aida Party of Illinois ‘scheduled a ieee. 
to raise money for the Varty newspaper, "The Worker." Party 

. embers received letters allowing each recipient to receive, - | 
on behalf of the bazaar, $3 in goods, money, or trading stamps 
from the Jewel Tea Company, which had 101 stores in the area. = = 
Bach store to donate $3 as noted. Chicago Office alertad the . 
Jewel Tea Company to the nature of the bagasr, 

A forker FBI Special Agent euplayed by the Jewel . 
ten Company made arrangements to insure no ee Were 
nade ~ the Sonery 

-“TJD:ekw/cah (9) © 
100-3-104-9-627,° 648 
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SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs» | 

In December, 1967, an anonymous letter was mailed 
- to officials of Carrsville Community Center, Carrsville, Isle of 
Wright County, Virginia, stating that the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) was 

' using the community center for holding dances. The Klan was 
using the cover of Southhampton Activities Clab. The group was. 

-  partef United Klans of America, Ine. . KKK, and was — funds 
: a the dances. , 

After February, 1968, the lease to the Kian was ter- 
minated, The officials considered the dances had become rowdy and 
they did not know, sia that the Biss was ee | 

HPB:lfj. 

(9) 

157-9-56-34, 35 
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‘SECRET 

: Counter intelligence Programs 7 

: In July, 1968, the Pittsburgh Office confidentially alerted | 
_ a staff worker for the Mellon Foundation of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
that Unity Incorporated, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has a store which is 
utilized as a black power center, and one af the leaders of Unity Incor- 
porated said the basement of the store would be remodeled as a target 

- vange. The leader of the group was in possession of a suitcase contain- 
ing several pistols and aramunition. The purpose of this contact was fo. - 
prevent Unity Incorporated from receiving a grant af $150, 900 which — 
that es had requested from the Mellon Foundation. . 

‘Unity incorporated did = t ge the $150, 000 grant, 

VRT:dsh/ lfj 
Q) 

100-448006-171, 255, 280 _ 
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Counterintellsgence Programe 

a February, 2965, Sit anonymous mailing was sent to | 

| oa | 

, ae ninteters (Dc. Janes £. Laird, Reverend Charities FB. fubton, 
and Reverend Herman EK, Dewise) associated with the Methodist 
Church, 23 B. Adame Strest, Detroit, Michigan, his mailing - 
enclosed & newspaper clipping depicting eg Ehrusichey and 

. Zerbert Aptener & bigh Comaunist Party, Uah (CPUEA) official, 
a 2 Copsey at bher of eth a Flynn, late to t 

Boseow. The pw one @ 11mg was aler pt ein officials 
of Aptheker's CPUSA affiliation and hig appearance et this church 
wound be discowaged or cancelled, } 

Herbert aptheker speakers! ance at this church 
Was not advertised in weekly church butietin. ae ie customary, 
Sa @ yeeuit, attendasce at als ¥ wae poor aed collection taken 
wast ineutficiant te meet | ytpenees of the affair. 

PWC :ekw 
(9) - 
100-.3~104-~15-149 
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ek 
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“SECRET 

- Counter intelligence Programs 

7 In April, 1959, a flyer, revealing Communist Party, | 
USA seein as true sponsors of May First Celebration scheduled - 

- to be held at the United Plant Guard Workers of America Lecal 114 
Hall at 13722 Linwoed, Detroit, Michigan, was sent Mr. James C. 
McGahey, president of the union. | 

The CPUSA was locked out af the union hall and they: 
os had to hold the affair elsewhere. = MeGahey refunded the rental . 

| fee to the ee 

PWC:lfj | 
(9) | 

_ 100-3-104-1054 - 
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SECRET _ 

| Couaterintelligence . Programs | 

| paring late 1967: an anonymous letter was mailed - 
: to. the National Rifle Association by the Jackson Gffice 
advising that the Coscordia Pistol and Rifle Club at 

Ferriday, Louisiana, was actually a club organized te 
- disguise a unit of the Minuteman organization. The club | 
was organized by James Lee Scarborough, an active Klansman, 
whe had applied for elub membership in the National RAZ1e | 
Association. 

During pa Z 1968 ened, seid: the 
members of the clu that the National Rifle Association 
had turned down their application for charter. membership. 

$ 

RLL: dsh— 

_ (9) 

157-9-54-51, 53, 54, 55, 58 | 
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SECRET 

_Counterintelligence Programs. . 

| | hh November, 1968, the Detroit it Office mailed several. 
' anonymous letters to expose the extremist nature of the “South End, " 
_ the student newspaper at Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, 

.. . which is a state- supported university. This newspaper has a black | 
extremist viewpoint and is self-described as "revolutionary." The 
anonymous letters were supposedly from a concerned parent and a 
concerned student and were directed to state and university authorities 
. responsible for funding this newspaper, including Governor Romney of 
Michigan. A letter was also sent to - Archbishop of Detroit concern- 
ing a Catholic group funding W. E. B. DuBois Institute af Black Studies: | 

. &t Wayne State eeres: which funding w was ot ized in the 
: a em 

| ns ‘These ancaymous mailings vineed a part in the reduetion 
of wie funds ere to the newspaper by $10, 600. 

VRT:1fj 

8) 
100-448006-354, 631 
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SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs 

Two anonymous letters were sent between April and. 

July, 1965, to nine responsible officials of the Hartford | 

Avenue Baptist Church, Detroit, Michigan, protesting the 
action by Reverend Charles A.. Hill, the pastor, in allowing 

Communist Party, USA (CPUS) functionaries to openly speak 

at his ehurch and in allowing commmists use of the church 
for secret meetings. In August, 1965, a fellew-up letter 
Was sent to individuals residing in the neighborhood of the 

_ church complaining about the communist use of the church. 

During September, 1965, information Was received 
that Reverend Hill was forced to cancel a communist bazaar | 
at the church due to the letter distributed in the area . 
which was critics] of the use of church er for 

| communist ee and related pod aragt a 

JCF:cah (9) _ 
a onwnem 180, 181, 195 
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SECRET 

Counterintell igence Programs 

| On: ieeuaa 15, 1969, Jack Noble, Assistant State 
Attorney General, Santa Fe, New Mexico, contacted the Santa Fe 
Resident Agency of the FBI and requested that he be furnished 
public source information regarding Peter Gunn Montague te 
agsist Governor David ¥. Cargo in deciding whether or not to 
appoint. Montague to the Gevernor's Technical Advisory Committee 
on Air and Water Pollution. Montague had been affiliated with 
the Albuquerque Movement for. e Defocratic Society which was 
affiliated with Students for « Democratic Society. 

Oa November 18, 1969, Mr. Koble advised public 
 gource information regarding Montague enabled the Governor ~ 
to make the correct GOST On in eaeteane — appointing 

en 

' JWD:cah (9) 
100-449698-15, 17 
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a SECRET | 

> : oousterintettsgence
 Progra Bis 

pe “In guly, 1968, . ‘the Pitteburgh office a*,- 

suggested to a member of the Beverly Heights Presbyterian _ 
- Church, in Pittsburgh, that Reverend William 2. Taylor, | 
of that church, might be interested in her . information | 

about Carl Nicholas Flournoy, a militant black aationalist. 

Flournoy had been receiving finances from the ee 
and Catholic Churches jointly. | | 

Sef It was subsequently determined that this. act ion 
- was apparently instrumental in part in influencing three 
ehurches in refusing to provide supporting funds to racial on 

a groups unless sound reasons ome for fala SO. 

VRT:dsh 
~@) 

100-448006-173, 225 
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toonteriaweshigenes Proareans 

On Decembor 1, 1964, Jaues Farner, National 
Daxvector. of ae Cougress of facial mroalsty (CORE), was 
furnished information abort Rugene | Fourneur, 
8 an crvanizer of CORE, S17 ee Street, Chicage, tiiinois. 
Touxsnour had been active in Communist Party organiwatioz } 

O87 and tn 1964. ‘was considered a Comuniet Party member by 
leaders of the Party im Chicsge. An FBI Hendquar tere ——- 
furnished thia information to Er. Farner « 

On Janusry B35, 1065, Tournour 92 an inferuan 
cant he received * letter fre one's ational office firing 

100-3-104-9-480, 480 © 

126° 
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SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs 

= In February and March, 1967, informants disclosed that certain. 
members of the security guard, Belmont, North Cerolina, Klavern of the . 

. United Klans of America (UKA)*, had joined or were joining the National _ 
Rifle Association (NRA). An informsnt advised that, under certain 
circumstances ; the Director of Civilian Marksmenship, U.S. Army, 
would supply NRA-affiliated clubs with rifles and ammunition, and that 
the UKA was joining for this purpose - An anonymous letter was mailed 
to the NRA on May 2, 1967. 

“On June 20, 1967, an tadoeiant advised that the NRA had not . 

accepted the Belmont Rifle and Pistol Club (of the UKA) application for a 
charter, The informant stated that, for all practical purposes, the club 

. .was at an end, had met on only a few occasions, had never constructed 6 a. 
desired ee ‘ and nee not undertaken real — — 

HWP: vb > 
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nn “ee | 

| In November » 1958, information was made available by 2 a souree, 
to Mr. Theodore A.-Jones, President of the Chicago Branch of the National . 

: pote for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), that the "left 
eaucus," comprised of Milton Cohen and Lester Devis, membera ef the . 

| Iiinois State Communist Party (CP) Committee, Fritzie Englestein, [linois 
CP member, Barney Taylor , Socialist Workers Party (SWP) member, Saul — 
‘Mendelson, former member of Independent Socialist League National 
Committee and the Bullock~Abner Coalition, pees to elect nine leftist 

| delegates to the NAACP National Convention ‘ 

Noe one from the "left seaman candidate plate was elected. 

PWC: vb 

(9) 

- 100-3-104-1342 
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ee — 

-° Qn ‘April 1, 197 o, the Pittsburgh Office ccnfSdeatianty advised . 
. Mr. Richard Mi. Larry , Sarah Melion Scaife Foundation, Pittsburgh, concerning 
a conférence at Carnegice-Mellon University (CMU), scheduled for the next _ 
weekend by the Gulf Action Project (GAP), to plan for the disruption ofa 
Gulf Oil stockholders meeting scheduled for Apelt 2 bag > 1970, at Pittsburgh. 
Mr. — advised the CMU Administration ; . 

CMU officials contacted representatives of GAP siditilas the 
conference. GAP protested the cancellation and ultimately CMU allowed the. 
conference to take place provided same did not anstude planning for the 
ne of the stockholders aes: eo 4 

TCD: vb 
(9) ° 
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Comterintelligence Progrens | 

«Between July 1, 1968, and October 1, 1968, the 
Miami Office sent an anonymous letter to Mayor Dunhen, 
Okeechobes, Florida, advising him that city employes 
Charles Frenklin Smith has been seen at Ku Klux Klan ane 
meetings. 

It is haa noun sees wee ton nee taken; however, 
the employee was noted to not be in attendance at Kian 

a neetings thereafter. 

VDF: tap (9) 
157-9-29-196 © 

_157-9-29-201 . 
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SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs 

| The Albany Office en April 1, 1969, confidentially alerted the ? 
President of the Couneil of Churches, Syracuse, New York, of the extremist | 
nature of the United Black Brothers. (UBB), Syracuse , and of the criminal. 
backgrounds of UBB leaders and ne - The Counel) wes Churches | 
was = the UBB. , 

.  Coumetl of Churches President advised he would recommend no! - 
further funding for UBB + : 

VRT: vb 
(9) | 

100-448006-758, 972, = 
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_.. SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs ._ 

tt was learned the National Episcopal Church. (NEC), 
New York City, furnished the Afro-American Society of Greater 

_” Atlanta (AASGA) funds totaling $34, 000 ostensibly to improve race 
- relations in Atlanta. NEC then retrieved the money to check status 
of the AASGA. Since AASGA was.actually a front name for the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (GNCC), FBI Headquarters 
authorized Atlanta Office on March 11, 1969, to furnish information _ 
to this effect to Jack Tarver, President of Atlanta Newspapers, Inc., 
Atlanta, —— it is unknown if ee furnished to Tarver was 
published 

| NEC niacin recalled this $34, 060 grant f from 
Charles * —— leader # BNCC in Atlanta. 

JTA:cah/ifj 
(93) 7 | 

100-448006-751, 771, 836 e | 
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} Counterintelligence meee, = 

= | “‘Decedent Walter Stochmal died in Ohie hiceliit 1964 and pide : 
ar $1 000 to "Glos Ludowy ," and the remainder of his estate, after payment of 

‘Just debts and other bequests, to "The Worker." "Glos Ludowy" is a pro- 
Polish Government fereign language newspaper published at Detroit, 

_  Miehigan. "The i daa was an east coast. asc newspaper » now 
_° defunct. : a rr. > >» -& 

On July 22, 1984, FBI i ieiaas authorized anonymous bos , 
_ communication ‘to decedent's son-in-law John Henninger containing public 
' source data relating to the communist backgrounds of the executor, attorney 
and witnesses‘to the will of Stochmal in. effort to persuade Stochmal's =~ 

| surviving relatives to contest the will, — en em re to.. 2 a 
"Glos all and "The Worker." . | 

| ‘Subsequently , Mr. Sinisshnaoacs advised FBI he had received 
- certain anonymous material eoncerning comraunist connections of executor, 

. ” ete. On October 6, 1964, eee advised that the — was beige a ae 
‘the Stochmel will. a | OF : se oe oe 

= | An aie in the Cuyahoga die Brobate Court sil 5 (Ohio) fon os 
_ dated August 16, 1965, revealed the court authorized executor to pay the . - 

' surviving spouse the widow's allowance cone-third of we The estate 
ao at wen on was valued at — 000. 

TE¥p 

i ae oo 
100-3-104-11, 163, 165, 166, 167,172, 176, 258 
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SECRET 

Countexi ntelligence Programs 

| - On February. 17, 1970, the St. Louis Office sent an 
anonyinous letter to Richard Simon, the husband ef Jane Simon. | 
She is an officer in ACTION, a biracial black extremist group. The 
letter aecused her af infidelity. This letter, sent. to Richard Simon, 
was designed to confirm his suspicions about the relationship between | 
his wee, white, and black males associated with ACTION. 

Re was learned that shortly after the receipt of this 
letter, the couple involved ne following | a series of marital 

| — 

EBEG:Hj 
0) 
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ae _ SECRET 

| Countertatelligence Programs __ 

+." Between June and October, 1967, the U. 8S. - : 
Gommissioney, Palm Beach, Flovida, Edgar G. Hamilton, 
was advised that his son, Jan Hamilton, was active in. - 
the Klan at Ckeechobee, Florida. He was, diso told that. 
the Klan was holding. meetings gt a restaurant where the =: . 

.. .§08 was employed as ® manager and which was partly owned = 
by the Commissioner, 000 te 

: The Klan was banned from further meetings in 5 
:, the yestaurant; the son resigned as manager of. the 

:  xestaarant, and a heated argument easued between the | 
"> Commissioner and hig gon. . a ee oe 

tw ~. 

aon: WDF:dsh - | 
or a.) een ee 

. “157-929-138, 160°: 
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" Goanteriutelligence Programs 

'ghe Chiergo Division recommended in May, -1962, that 
.. five. Sam Kushner, wife of. Sam Kushner, Jilinois Editor of 

pase Korker," be anonymously advised by telephone. that her | 

.. husband was planning to drive to Mexico with Fico Hali, Yllinois: 

Communist Party district functionary, to get a Mexican diverce 

without his wife's krowledge so he would be freé to marry Hall. 

. fhe Chieage Division advised Kushner had been trying to divorce 
:': Rds wife, a Long-time communist and head of a Jecali Comaunist — 

"l'"  papty club, but she had been fighting the divorce because of 

& disagreouent over the property settlement ; | | | 

_. 9m September 5,° 1962, an informant ‘advised Mra. Kushner — 

was suing Plo Hall for “depriving. her and her son of liveliheod™ 

| gud was attempting to. diseredit Sam Kushnex with the “people's. 

“. World” where he was thea employed. = 0 

-  RWH:deh es 

_ 1003-10443 , 497. os 
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_< SECRET ae 

- Counterinteliigence Programs’ 

“On n February, is, 1970, the Baltimore Office a a telephone - 
call to the Black Panther Party (BPP) Headquarters, San Francisco, California; 3 a 
.during which a complaint was lodged against John Clark, Nefense Captain, 

. Baltimore, BPP. The caller complained that several of thé BPP members in 
Baltimore had been run eut of the BPP headquarters 80 that Clark could live | 

_ ., alone with a white woman Malika Aigroz. ‘The unknown woman at Panther 
oe Headquarters advised that the BPP would check this oe out and take _ 

ere enone was BRONRENEY | 

| ~ Clark was nbenueliys dndeined i the PP Hosdquarters t to 
ine the Baltimore | BPP and travel to the "coast." a 

ELG: vb. pee i : = Beas : ae i Sf ae 
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the Sesten FDR oftice, On ® confidentiat 
tupnianed informtiea to Robert Tonis, security a tote and 

_ Chief of tie Harvard University Police, Cambridge, Massachusettes, te the effect that Jared Wichaet ferael, whos @apicyed by the _ Harknees Comuons, 2 Harvard University Restaurant, was. involved in Students for a Democratic Society (eB) activities. 

Decenber 29, 1969 ur. fonts atvised t t, 
’ terminated on ; yr 32, 1968, Iarnel's oaptomuent wae to De 

100-449698-5~24 | 

138: . 
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erent e Programs 

On October 20, 1969, the heater FRI Sibi. ia 
a confidential basis, furnished information to Robert 
fonis, Security Officer and Chief of the Harvard University 
Police, Cambridge, Massachusetts, to the effect that Nency 
Schwarzman, Secretary, hes been identified as the mistress 

. o£ Michael Kazin, a Harvard Senior and Students For a — 
Democratic Society (SDS) Committes member of the Harvard-~ 
a tte Chapter. 

| Qn November 3, 1969, Mr. Tonis advised that. 
Miss Schwarsmen was no Longer enployed by Harvard. University 
as of ead of business October 

ELS:tdp (9) 
“100-448698-5-21 
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. SECRET 

* Counterintelligence Programs 

i In April, 1964, Professor Francis E. Barkman, Department of 

_ Law, University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio, advised that Leon Letwin had 
applied for a position at the University. Barkman stated he had heard 

_ Pumers that Letwin had been connected with various communist organi- .. 
_ gations. Public source material was furnished to Professor Barkman which 

reported Communist Party (CP) associations of Letwin 4 

‘On June 17, 1964, Professor Barkmen sdvieed that the school's | 
| Board of Trustees had decided to reject Letwin's application. The Board 
announced no reason for its refusal; however , Barkman attributed the 

oe to public source a information concerning Letwin's CP associations : 

' TEB: vb 
_ (9) 

100-3-104-11-145, 148, 151, 158 
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Counterintelligence Prograns 

On May 24, 1965, the Cleveland Office made 
‘available copies of Socialist Workers Party (G¥P) Literature : - 
relating to Rod Holt to Mr. George Dobres, member, Cleveland — 

' Board of Education, to alert him to the association of 
Holt‘a wife, Marilyn Holt, a Cleveland schoolteacher with 

"gy guy 8, 2965, Dobres advised the Cleveland — 
@ffice that based on this information, it did not appear 

her contract was not renewed. 
‘that Marilyn Holt's contract would be renewed. Subsequeatiy, 

DML : dew 
() ae 

100-3-104-11-202, 213, 220 
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_ SECRET 

Counterintelligence Programs | 

Public source material sibinieiihtai Robert Ehrl ich 
and his wife Cornelia Ehrlich and Victor Pasche, who were 
active in the Parent Teachers Association (PTA) in the — 
Ringwood, New Jersey, public school system and allegedly 
were considered to have Commmist Party (CP) leanings, was 
furnished to Chief of Police Ray Van Tassel, Ringwood, 
New Jersey, on April 18, 1961 and May 4, 1961. 

. Robert Ehrlich was not. re-elected to his alias ion 
with the Ringwood Library Association. Bernice Pasche, wife - 
ef Victor Pasche, was discharged from her position as a 
teacher in a high school in Pompton Lakes, New Jersey. 
Public source material concerning Victor Fasche was read — 
—— meeting. Victor Pasche was vice president of the 

PTL Z A . ‘ : aS . 

JDM:cah (9) 
L00-3-104-2574 
100-3-104-2991 
100- 3-104- 31-25 
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(m February 22, ‘1988, the Mianl Office confidential 
aierted Jehan tyler, . Chief, Security Section, Dade County . - | 
Departnent. of Public Tugtruction, Miami, Florida, that 
‘Eévin Fraskiin Dean, « Pasar yorrpre at Haya Senior High Schoci,  . 

| Wiemi, and an aseistant minister of the Nation of Ieiam, Bian, 
vas een ee convic oo for molesting wouen at Enozvitie, 

34d. eae fee oe ° Pe 

Oe Ga March 7, 1988, Mr. Tyler advised hashed verified 
Deas’ srreat and convigtion to a tren te De molesting woue 
and that Dean has been elininated County School 
Ryne 

i 

re 100~448006-16-23 - 
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In March 3, 1964, contact was made with Father suai Orford. 
Regent of the Law School at Marquette Lew School, Milwaukee, to preclude 

.. Mary's Bookshop, a communist bookshop, from placing ie ria in —e 
a pees me college peweneret: — | 2) 

: The advertisement for. Mary' 8 Bookshop w was located and not 
published in baie gehoo! emcee: ae | 

IPM:vb 
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o. 2 es “the FBI ee mailed to high school and ‘ities officials Le 
new spaper articles which had been printed in- "The Philadelphia Inquirer." _ 
‘The articles exposed the nature of the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs ef America: - 

_- @CA). Articles were ‘mailed. October 18, 1964, to sae fepcr schools and. 
swo ee in the Philadelphia ares. , | 

a. As “of October, 1964, ‘the privicipal of Germantown oil Schoo! +. 
_ Philadelphia; had called in members of DCA unit at the school and advised 
their parents of the true nature of the club. This DCA unit was considered _ 

| ate arr and the DCA areppes: = to —_ them a charter | : 

- RER:vb | 

ss (9) } 
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: On September s, 1968, the Newark Office confidentially furnished a 
: Dr. R. T. Jacobsen, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Union County 

' High School System, Berkeley Heights, New Jersey, public source infor- 
mation concerning a school teacher, Joseph Edelman. This information — 
revealed Edelman's on — the es ~~ Party ,.a communist 

| influenced group. | | 

| On December 10, 1963, Dr. J acobsen informed’ Newark Office 
. that Edelman's. lee contract =e not be renewed next year. 

ince vb 
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| Counterintott igerce Programs 

The New Yark FRt Office was authorized to ‘gueniah 
to the St. Brendan Forensic Society of St. Brendan's High 
‘Behoeli, Hew York, New York, appropriate public source data 
Yegarding Pete Seeger, who haga been publicly identified as 
"the best known of all the Communist Party entertainers,“ 
in an attempt to cause his cancellation or prevent. his 
appearance at Cathelic-sponsored affaira in Brooklyn. | 
Seeger was acheduied ~o appear at Brooklyn Coliege under 
the sponsorahip of the above high BchOoL . 

background date regarding’ 
Raymond 

On Pebruary 20, 1668, 
Seeger was furnished to the Right Reverend Vons iene : 
Rigney , ‘Superintendent of Schools, Archdiocese of New York, 
38 Raat SOth Street, New York City. On March 15, 12968, 

| Monsignor Rigney.atated that due to pressure of bug iness 2 
5 he was unable to inform Brooklyn Diocesan officialg of 

Seeger 's appearance at Brockiyn College, prior to his 
appearance. oe nor i. gney further aavised that he had . 
syepa | for big assiatanta eoncerning | 

| ‘Beeger ‘g ccbramies background. This memorandum, = 
. to the Monsignor, would serve to answer inquiries wh 

nay be received from any high schools or colleges ag 
this Archdiocege of Now ov Yore. thie memorandum aiso stated. 
that 411 schools shonid be discouraged with renee ‘te the 
possibile booking: of Seeger te per form. | 

. EIS :tut _ 
| 

100-3-104-34-1659, 1669. 
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. On June 22, 1964, the Boston Office made available 
to a confidential source at Harvard University, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, public source material regarding the communist 
background of Leon Letwin who was at that tine a teaching - 
fellow (lew) at Harvard. At that time there was no indication | 
that Letwin's appointment at Harvard would be extended. However; - 
at that time he indicated a desire to obtain a position at the . 

.University of Toledo Lew School. Source at Harvard University 
was of the opinion that the Harvard. Corporation would in ail 
probability reject any application by Letwin on the strength of 
the public source data furnished te Harvard. Letwin's fellow- 
ship was not reactivated at Harvard. It is neted, however, 
that. prior te disclosure of the public source, s information 

| Letwin expressed a desire to move on. 

. In view of this, the Cleveland Office made available 
to a source at the University of Toledo Law Sehool public 
source data compiled by them as well as additional public 
source data compiled by the Boston Office regarding Letywin's 
communist background. Cleveland Office advised that the 
Board of Trustees, University of Toledo Law School, had 
rejected Letwin's application for —— on the strength | 
of the public source data. 

RDS:cah (9) 
100-3-104-5-120-123, 137, 138 
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ah 4 On January 18, 1971, an anonymous letter was 

mailed by the Nobile tBI Office to Mr. Wilson M. Hawkins, 
Director of Operations, University of South Alabama, 
Mobile, Alabama, setting forth information regarding 

ore iugene Helmes ena Lloyd Deadinger, who were” ~Lerry we Holmes end I i Be er, who were | 

supporting and giving finansiel assistance to "Rearguerd," 
. a underground newspaper. . : : | 

— - On February 3, 1971, Dr. Frederick Whiddon, — 
--- Pregident, University of South Alebema, confidentially — 

-. advised that the University staff had received complaints 
concerning Holmes and Dendinger and, in view of this oe 
and other information he had received about these individuals, | 
he had plsced them in a probationary status, which would | 
prevent them from getting any annual increments until he 

|  femoves them from their probationary status. a 

” 

-JWDitdp (9) ee ) te Baal 
100-449698-61-14, 135 = gt SF 5 Ty, 
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Counterinteltigenar Programs’. 

eS a ei January 28, 1971, the Charlotte Yer office. . 
diedek wee Oscar Petty, Director ‘of Financial Aid, Duke 
University, Durham, North Carolina, the New Left activities | 
of Stanley Thecdore Gutman, also known as Huck, a seine on 

: member who had made application for Financial aid. : 

On February 2, 1971, “Mr. Petty advised Gutman's 
 Fequest for aid had been. denied, - a8 a result of which . 

sat Guiana: teld ur. potty pe ren from Duke University. 

ELS:dsh . 

8) ee 2 
100-449698-8-16 - seomer 
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On August 18, 1969, Mr. Malcom Kispert, Vice 
President for Academic Admind stration, Messachusetts 
Institute of Technology (HIT), Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
advised he had confidentially received from the Boston 
FBI Office -public source material relating to Vernon 

- Grizgard end Nicholas Egleson, who were anaes at 
| POT and active in New Left activities. 

Mx. Kispert advised that he was able te have . 
Grizzerd's and Eglesen's ee to the Staff ef 
MIT cancelled. | 

ELS:tdp (9) 
100-19698-5-17 
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Counterintell igence | Programs | a y : 

NY 

deiaai A. McKellar, Attorney, Romane County ae 1 ‘Board, 

Jackson, Nerth Carolina, and at that time information imeLating. 
. to the Naw Left activities of Joseph Holt on a'f acul ie 
wenher, was furnished te Me. McKellar. : rt } 

On Jane ‘15, 1970, Mr. MNoeKe liar sneha that Woodside 
had elected not to rend! his cocas contract for the 

re year. an: | 

_° ELS:cah (9) 
 :100-449698-8- 14 
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Counterintelligence Prograns 

On March 23, 1965, the Newark Office was authorized 
to send an anonymous letter to Joseph Caviello, Principal, 
North a. High aoe North Bergen, New ot. out» 

Lining th mh round of Elizabeth Nagy, 0 
Schools "Party eater gi teacher at North ‘Bergen — 

Dr’. “Herman G. Kline, Superintendent of Schools, 
Board of Education, North Bergen, and Cavielloe contacted 
the Newark Office, showed the snonynions letter received 
and asked for advice. When told no advice of this nature... 
could be given, Dr. Kline volunteered the fact that Mra. Nagy 
had tenuz'e amt could not be removed except for specific | 
reasons. Kiine edvised that Mrs. Nagy would be — 
with the contents of this letter and if she admits th 
allegations, she would be asked to resign. Mrs. Nagy was 
gga poh interviewed by es suthorities and. agreed 
® resign. 

DML et p(9) | 
100 hob Si 410 § 340 $ 349 | 

es 
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Counterintelligence Programs 

On March 6, ‘1970, the Abiniisinbuain Off ice confiden- 
| tially furnished Myr. Daryl Harrell, a former Special Agent of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and then Administrative Assictant 
to the Superintendent of the Albuquerque Public Schools, public source 

' material setting forth Michael Otis Colvin's activities in Students for a 
Demoeratic Society (SDS) at the University of New Mexico. Colvin was 
an applicant for a part-time position as a teacher with the a 
Public School System. | 

On April}, 1970, Mr. Harrell advised that primagily. 
based on the information furnished, the Albuquerque Public School. - 
System was no longer considering Colvin's ee for a parts 

| time position as 2 teacher. 

JWD:ifj 

(9) 
| 100-449608- 62- 19 | 
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Counterintelligenss iain - 

| During the Presidential Inauguration eee iu 
Washington, BD. C., January, 1968, the Notfiongl Hobilsaation 
Committee to End the War in Vietoan (HK), was utilis 
walkio-talkies on the “citizen band" to coordinate 
and active ties. oe 

il aii were disrupted ané confusing | 
were icaued ne a ae ee ae Getic ef tho YE —. 
utilising eintiar communications methads, identified ted wi 
the WE setwork and countermnded orders or supplied mistn nftor~ 
— te Ni mavehaie. 8 83—§_. | 

 AHWP:ekw 
(9) 
100-449698-53, 23 

| fw 
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-Counterintelligense programs 

one . . The "Fast village Other," a bimonthly newspaper, planned 
to hire a pilot to “bomb” the Pentagon with flowers on 

' Q@etober. 20, 1967, the day before the National Mobilizatioa 
Committee to End the War in Vietnam was to hold its march in 

- Washington, D. €. The New York Office made a number of pretest 
calls te the "East Village Other" wherein the caller, posing 
aS a pilot for this venture, made inquiries regarding this _ 

_ yeuture and eventually agreed to fly the plane. It was 
decided to “bomb” the Pentagon on October 21, 1967. The caller 
arranged with Allan Katzman of the newspaper to have the | 
Publishing-ditor-In-Chief of the “Kast Viliage Gther," — / 
Walter Bowart, accompany him on this mission. The caller was 
to meet Bowart at the Eastern Airlines terminal at Dulles 
Airport at 1:45 p.m. on October 41, 1967, with 100 to 200 

| on of flowers. | 

. Bowart and other individuals apparent ly connected 
: with the "East Village Other” arrived at Zastera Airlines 

ticket counter at 1:00 p.m. on October 21, 1967, in a. 
Volkswagen bus loaded with four cartons of flowera.: The : 

. group waited until wre 3:30 p.m. and oe lett 
in orn | | 

LEB:dsh — 
@) a 

/100+3-104-34-1645, 1659, 1669 - 
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‘ta i 1967, 2 , confidential source in the 
Tax Assessor's Office, Brevard County, Florida, was contacted 
by the FBI to cause an early tax assessment to be scheduled 
for properties owned by Richland Agency, a Communist Party (CP) 
investment group. The assessment rate on the lecal parcel - 

“ ewned by Richland Agency rose a tetal of $191,560 between 
_ 1966 and 1967, which should have resulted in an increased . = 

tax of $4,997 from 1966 to 1967. It is unknow whether.these ——__ 
taxes exactly amounted to $4,997 or vhether they vere, in 

es — paEes: 4 

JWM:bm£/cah (9) ‘ 
100-3-104-64-8, 10, il, 12 
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Robert E. Scoggins, South Carolina Grand Dragon, United Klans © 
_of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, had been receiving a veteran's 
pension from U. 8. Government on a 100 percent dissbility.. Despite this, 
he had been self-employed in the plumbing, electrical and contracting 
business. This information was furnished to the Veterans!’ Administration (VA). 

| VA conducted an investigation which resulted iyi Scoggins 
7 en payeonts a alacontinued'. 

_ TED: vb 

@ 
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. ” In April, 1969, the New York Office sent spurious posteards, 

which dupHeated the type used by Rochell Kendrick, 782 Columbus Avenue, 

New York, New York, Chief of the New York Consulate of the Republic of — 

New Africa (RNA), 4 bleck extremist organizetion, to advise members of 

RNA meetings. The spurious postcards were sent on short notice to reschedule 

or cancel RNA meetings. : - - 2 

a The above-mentioned postcards caused disruption and suspicion 

among RNA members in the New York City area. - - | 

- VRT: vb 
 7@). <a 

- 100-448006-703, 903. 
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The San Francisco Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
Office learned through an informant that Dolores Berg, common-law 
wife of Delmar Berg, nominal head of the Stanislaus County, California, 
Communist Party (CP), had made a complaint to the County Sheriff's 
Office that Howard Keylor, head of the CP in San Joaquin County, had. 
committed two acts of sexual intercourse with her 16-year-old daughter, — 
Antoinette Marie Romo, in April, 1962.. Although the matter had been 
referred to the Stockton, California, Police Department, ne action had 
been taken as Dolores Berg had not signed a complaint at the Police 
Department. The daughter did admit to the Sheriff's Office that the 
intercourse occurred, In May, 1962, the San Francisco FBI song 
contacted Sheriff Dan Kelsay, Stanislaus County Sheriff's Office, te 
have his office attempt to convince Doleres Berg to - aformal com- | 
= with _ Stockton Police Department. 

| | “ polores Berg signed a siemaiiabele as a@ a of which on 
| May 28, 1962, Howard Keylor was arrested on 2 charge of Statutory 
Rape and was incarcerated. The arrest notice was published on May 29, 
1962, in the “Stockton Daily Record, " a local newspaper. : 

- ‘Phe victim failed to appear in court on May 29, 1962, and. 
the charge was dismissed for reagon of lack of direct evidence. Keylor 
was pEetonses: | 7 

‘As a result of the above action and/or atte dant publicity, 
Howard ee was heeani tunieiie from the Communist Party. 

ere SECRET. 
RPF:1fj 7 

8) 7 , | 
100-3-104-47-43, 44,45. gg. 
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‘On May 26, 1970, the Philadelphia Office septy i). 
a Letter to the nationel headquarters of the Black © we Ne he FE 
Panther Party (BPP) bearing an excellent facsimile of \\ '*\ ¢ 

the signature of Jonathan Pinkett, a former BPP official | Be 
in Philadelphia who was expelled on May 19, 1970, after\ | 

7 falling out with the BPP leadership in Philadelphia. ae 

= The letter atcused the members of the BPP in Philedelp bai 
of stealing clothing, food and drugs collected fer poor: \ 
children. All of the accusations in the letter were \ i \ 
true. | | | ae 3 - ss gupsequent to the letter being sent to the j.\ headquarters of the organization, several chapter: members. \ 

i 

ae 
ae 

| _. were given disciplinary transfers. Headquarters had to |. | 
Lt send ether sanbers to the chepter in Philedeiphie to ~ i. | ~ 

straighten out the Tocal situation. | a ‘A : | 

-EFG:tdp (9) 
-448006-1805, 1836, 1856 200-lG006-3805, 2 956 cAET 
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Counterintelligence Prograns 

In heii. i965, a mailing of a ‘eeees prepared 
by the FEI was made to vesidents, businessess and organizations - 
ia the neighbcrheod where the Philadelphia Clubhouse of the 
¥. 3. B. BuBoie Club of America (BCA) vas relocating (S260 N, 
Bread Street, Philadeiphia). The leaflet wae an announcenent 

' of the opening ef the DCA and set out a discisiner of ite 
being « communist group, ite intent was te put anticommunist | 
groupe on notice of the DCA*s presence. | | 

The minister ef a church in the aren gave = sermon 
| denouncing communion and announced that the BCA was opening 
an office in the seighborhood. BSusinessess in the aren sefused 
te publicize the oe of the DCA. Guiy nike persons attondes tke 
BCA open house... 

RHR: bmf/jmn 
mn ¢:)) Si 
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The Boston Office in October, 1966, furnished to a confidential 
souree public source.information relating to the communist plans to open a 
new bookstore in Boston known as the "Frederick Douglass Beoks" and the 
fact that Edward Teixiera, Communist Party (CP) District Pprgen zer, will 
be crete the activities of the ae oo 

.AS 8 result,. the October 23, 1968, issue of the "Boston Sanday 
Herald” contained a photograph showing the store being picketed by members — 
of the American Veterans Committee protesting the use of the name of the _ 
18th Century Negro abolitionist, Sh baila ne » for the store where — 

_ Merxist books are being sold. | 

i : The "Boston Herald" sinits of October 22, 1986, contained an 
article eaptioned "Red Bookstore Opens." The article featured a photograph 
of Edward Teixiera. .The article deseribes Teixiera as a member of the CP 
by his own admission. Teixiera denied any connection between the store 
itself and the Party. _ 

Asa result of the notoriety achiéved iisiiniiids the ie of 
the bookstore, Teixiera was furious and expressed great displeasure. 2 4 
Teixiera subsequently advised s source that the failure of the store to be 

_the success envisioned by. the CP of New England can be blamed on the 
adverse publicity given to the store at its — | 

RDS: oc: 

(9) 

100-3-104-5-216, 217, 225° 
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. Phe ‘gan ‘Sribeiabe Office advised. on anndilios 12, : 
1960, that. through its continuing informant coverage of the 

aoe Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), it was aware of new subscribers: 
to the CPUSA newspaper, “Peoples World” (PW). San Franciseo 
iuati tuted policy of daterviewing each new subscriber to Pw. een 

‘Archie Grown, & Northern California CPUSA leader, 8 

complained that a major problem in trying to increase the - — 
' membership of the CPUSA is that new subscribers to the PY | a 

- ape interviewed by the FBI. This has caused these subseribers ~ 

| te a: — gaa sr and nae / Cssaneciate ere. : 

- JDP:dsh . 
(9) 
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silts prior to January 3, 1966, a talk nie 
appearance scheduled for December, 1965, by Otis Archer Hood, 
Chairman, District Committee, Communist Party, USA, was 
cancelled by Radio Station WNAC, Boston, Massachusetts. The 
cancellation followed the Boston Division's providing public source 

' {information concerning Hood's a —" on toa 
confidential source. 

RWH:Ifj 
(3) 

100-3-104-5-188, 189 
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| _ On June.6, 1968, FBI Headquarters reminded the Detroit FBI 
- Office to be alért to take advantage of all possible disruptive activities 
during the forthcoming National Convention of Students for.a Democratic __ 
Seciety (SDS), which was to be Se at ie State University ‘ : 

. East Lansing, Michigan. 

| A press release by the SAC, Detroit FBI Office , in Jone, 1968, 

of the Director's testimony concerning the Néew Left was made at the time 
: . of the SDS National Convention. . This release was well received and © 

several State Legislatore, after visiting the SDS Convention site at: 
Michigen State, severely criticized University officials for allowing _ 
SDS to utilize the campus. As.a further result, the Michigan State 

' ‘Legistature, in late June, 1968, passed a resolution to the effect that 
- gtate universities which permitted disruption Gvhich occurred during 
- ‘the National SDS Convention) will suffer appropriation cuts in pro- - 
portion to the number of studente permitted to disrupt state ‘university 

a Campuses: ; 

ELS:vb. | 
- 9). 
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On August 13, 1978, a former Special Agent of the — 

FEI advised that he was interviewed by a representative of the \’ 

Senate Select Committes on Intelligence Gperations (S8CIO) : 

concerning allegations by Samuel Adason Jaffe thet vindictive 2 
actions taken by the FBI have prevented him from obtaining or | 

keeping a job in the news media field. Accerding te the SSCI0 
yepresentative, Jaffe reported that he had a pleasant relationship 

with Special Agents of the FBI during the time he had furnished 4 
information regarding Soviet intelligence matters; however, he ; 

nee 

7 Ye 

detected a ceolness of these FRI Agents towards him after his 
return from Hong Kong in 1968. He attributed this coolness to 
his being "fingered" by Soviet defector Qleg V. Penkovskiy, who — 
allegedly reported that be saw Jaffo's name on a plece of paper 

on the desk of a Soviet intelligence officer. Upon learning 
this, the FBE felt that Jaffe was a double egent, Since his 
return from Hong Kong he cannet hold a job and believes the 
PRI is the cause of his predicament. The former Special Agent 

of the FBE advised that the SSCIO representative told him he — 
is looking into this matter to determine if Jafie‘'s statements . 
are true and to determine if some controls could be created —— 
so that the ®B2 could not be vindictive in similar situations.c _ 

Glee V. Penkovskiy is = former Colonel in the Soviet 
intelligence services (828) who had cooperated with the West. — 
Re was arrested and tried in the Soviet Union in 1963 and. . 
reportedly was executed. . ae cee eee nw 
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a CONFIDENTIAL 

The Attorney Goneral 

_ Jaffe, a former correspondent for ABC and CBS 
televisien networks, was an informant of our New York Office 
from 1958 to 1961. During this period he furnished extensive 

|. information on his numgrous contacts with Soviet nationals whon 
he met through hig assignment as. a CBS correspondent at the 
United Netlons, New York, New York. In i961 he vas assigned 
te ilogcow, USER, aw a correspondent fer ABC and served there . 
until he was expollied in 1965 following hie reporting of iafor= 
mation unfavorable to the Soviet Usion. He thereafter was 

' transferred to Hong Kong where he served yntil 1968. According 
' $0 information from a fermer 81S efficer currently residing in 
the West, Jaffe in about 1961, while in Moscow, was réeeruited — 
by the Committee for State Security (KGB). Our investigation 
regarding thie allegation has faited to either substantiate 
or refute this allegation. Jaffe, however, in 1963 reported 
to our New York Office that while in Moscow, he was approached 
in what he considered an attempt at recruitment by the SIs. 
During interviews with Jaffe he denied any evert acts helpful 
‘¢o the EGS, although he admitted a continuing relationship 
with several KGS officers.c | 

| [to tnfermation is contained in the files of the FBI 
 indieatiag Jaffe was ever reported on by Colonel Penkovekiy. /— 

_. ¥ith regard to his employment difficulties, thig matter was 
the subject of discussion with Jaffe on several occasions after 
bis return from Hong Kong in 1968, when he explained to Special 
Agents in centact with him that he wae experiencing difficulty 
in finding a job and his concern that hie association with the 

' . FBY was the reagon for this difficulty. Gn every occasion he 

MW 55158 Docld:32989640 Page 187 

‘wae assured that the FBE bad not diselosed his confidential 
‘yelationghip with the PBI. Jaffe in 1969 advised that he had 
learned from a British intelligence service contact in Hong. &c 

. that his recall from that city hy ABC was caused 
JFK Act.6 (1) (B) 

Washington who indicated that the Britieh intelligence servic _ 

representative had no right te relate to Jaffe this information. 



Z CONFIDENTIAL 
The Attorney General . 

The files of ‘che FBI were er to determine af 

Jaffe's allegations had any foundation in fact and ne informa 
. tion was contained therein supporting thie allegation. His. 

observations concerning the change of attitude of FBX personnel — - 

in dealing with him to one ef coolness cancbe accounted for h 
on the basis of information received from the Soviet intelligence 
officer alleging his recruitment by the EGB. Our relationship 

with him théreafter was circumspect and undoubtedly he detected 
a change in the Agents" attitude. wu : 

Whatever employment difficulties may have been enbounteces 
by Jaffe did not arise out of any action taken or the FSE.., 

1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General _ 
Attention: Michael EZ. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
intelligence Coordination ¢, 

See memorandum q. A. Branigan to Mr. W. R. Wannall | 

dated August 14, 1975, captioned "Samuel Adason Jaffe, | | 
pntormacion Concerning." 

Classified "Secret" since it discloses FBI interest 
in Soviet nationals and in order to protect sensitive sources 
of information. / 

Regarding W. A. Branigan to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
memorandum dated August 14, 1975, Mr. Wannall commented 

“Suggest memorandum to AG.“ /) : 

. wee 
‘CONFIDENTIAL 
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~~ REBUTEL AUGUST 26, 1975. 

FORMER: MIAMI ASAC FREDERICK F. FOX CONTACTED AUGUST 27, 1375 

PER. INSTRUCTION. 

ail 5 RESIDENCE ADDRESS SHOULD BE CORRECTED IN BUREAU 

RECORES TO 11458 WEST BISCAYNE CANAL ROAD, MIAMI 33161. 
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FBI ! 
Date: 8 / 6/ 75 , 

{ 

| Transmit the following in | 
| : (Type in plaintext or code) | 

| Via AIRTEL 
(Priority) | 

rs Na NN FE I cy is Soc a tea eae I ty a ee ee a an ae 

t TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-116395) 
|o 

FROM: O SAC, SAN DIEGO (66-1714) (P) 

| U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to San Diego : California 

August 6, 1975 

ALL INFORMATION ConTanvea HERE alesse 
DA SAU 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF \SPECIAL AGENT EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSG STAFF MEMBER 

Special Agent (SA) Earl_M. Petersen was interviewed 
at the San Diego office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) on July_31,1975, by U. S. Senate Select Committee (SSC) 
Staff Member Lester Seidel. The interview began at 10:05 A.M. 
and ended at 11:35 A.M. Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
(ASAG) Arthur G. Barger was available nearby for consulta- 
tion. He was not consulted during the interview. 

Prior to the interview, SA Petersen had been 
advised by San Diego FBI officials that FBI Headquarters 
had waived the employee agreement not to furnish informa- 
tion for the purpose of this interview. He was advised 
that he had a right to counsel but that the FBI was unable 
to provide private counsel for him. 

SA Petersen was advised that he would not be 
required to answer questions that might divulge the identity 
of any FBI source; that would reveal information relative to 
sensitive methods and techniques; or information which 
originated with other agencies, including foreign intelligence 
agencies. 

SA Petersen was advised that the interview was to 
involve only the COINTELPRO as it applied to the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) (see appendix). 

“NGLOSURT 

This document contains hneL_ther recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. _ - 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Staff Member Lester Seidel identified himself to 
SA Petersen and stated that he was not warning SA Petersen 
of his rights as the interview was such that such a warning 
was not required. He advised SA Petersen that he did not 
have to talk to him and that any information furnished was 
on a voluntary basis. He stated that information furnished 
to him would be handled with discretion. 

Mr. Seidel: Were you in charge of the 
COINTELPRO in San Diego from 
March, 1968 through October, 1968? 

SA Petersen: This was possible but the 
dates the program was assigned 
to me are not recalled. 

Mr. Seidel: What was the name of the squad 
to which you were assigned at 
that time? 

SA Petersen: The Security Squad. 

Mr. Seidel: Who did the squad investigate? . 
Was it groups such as US, Inc. 
(see appendix) and the BPP? 

SA Petersen: Yes, such groups as US, Inc., 
the BPP, and the Nation of 
Islam (NOI) (see appendix). 

Mr. Seidel: And possibly splinter groups? 

SA Petersen: Yes, groups that would form 
and disband and which could 
possibly be called splinter 
groups. 

Oe 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

MW 35158 Docld: 32989640 Page i935 

PETERSEN 

How long have you been in 
the Bureau? 

Twenty~four years as of 
June 25, 1975. 

Where have you been assigned? 

In Boston, Baltimore, New 
York, Tampa, and San Diego. 

The Bureau has indicated that 
you were a coordinator of the 
COINTELPRO in San Diego. As 
such, what were your duties? 

The duties for the most part 
consisted of preparing letters 
to the Bureau asking for 
authority to take some specific 
action in the program; awaiting 
the reply from the Bureau; and 
then, if any action was taken, 
to advise the Bureau of the 
results of such action. It 
Ls noted that many of the re- 
quests to take specific action 
were turned down by the Bureau. 

Were you the focal point of 
the program? 

Yes, in the sense that any 
idea for action to be taken 
in the program was trans- 
mitted to the Bureau for 
approval by me and if approval 
was received, it would be re- 
lated to whomever had suggested 
the activity. I would then 
report any results to the Bureau. 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: Did you get heavy pressure from 
Bureau officials to take action 
in this program? 

SA Petersen: Not any more than any other 
case, and I had a number of 
other cases assigned to me 
at the time the COINTELPRO 
was assigned to me. 

Mr. Seidel: What type of things did you 
do? 

SA Petersen: I do not recall at this time 
any specific action taken in 
the program. I do recall that 
a Black Panther leader, Walter 
Wallace, was removed as leader 
of the party in San Diego. I 
believe it was suspected that 
he might have cooperated with 
the FBI. This could have been 
accomplished by interviewing 
him where the interview could 
be seen by other party members. 
If the Agents shook his hand, 
smiled, and acted like he was 
a friend, it might plant the 
seed of suspicion in the minds 
of other BPP members. I do 
not recall specifically whethe 
this happened but at any rate, 
Wallace was not trusted and 
was removed as leader of the 
party. 

Mr. Seidel: Could such a thing get Wallace 
killed or injured? 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

SA Petersen: I do not see how it would 
because there would be no way 
anyone could determine whether 
or not Wallace was, in fact, 
cooperating with the FBI. He 
was probably removed by the 
BPP as a precautionary measure. 
LI cannot recall whether or 
not Wallace was removed while 
LI was coordinator of the program. 

Mr. Seidel: Was COINTELPRO successful? 

SA Petersen: Co was not too impressed with 
its success in San Diego while 
I had it assigned to me be~ 
cause it was a new program 
and it took some time to get 
it established and working. 
Most of the success was probably 

| due to information obtained 
regarding criminal violations, 
mostly local in nature, which 
was furnished to local law 

: enforcement officers, causing 
| the arrest of BPP members. 
| This would have been done 

whether or not we had a 
COINTELPRO. It was necessary 
to prepare a letter to the 
Bureau asking authority to 
take action and then wait 
for a reply authorizing the 
activity. Many times suggested 
GCOINTELPRO activity suggestions 
would be turned down. 

3S ies 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC_STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel made available Xerox copies of Bureau 
letters captioned, "“Counter~ Intelligence Program; Black 
Nationalist - Hate Groups," dated August 25, 1967 and 
March 4, 1968. These were read by SA Petersen, who said he 
could not specifically recall reading the letters. 

Mr. Seidel: Was contact with the police 
formal or informal? 

SA Petersen: Contact was personal or telephonic 
contact and at one time, informa- 
tion furnished to individual officers 
was confirmed by letter to the 
Chef of Police. It is not re- 
called if this was the policy 
during the time COINTELPRO was 
assigned to me. 

Mr. Seidel: What happened to SA Roy Burns? 

SA Petersen: He was transferred to the Butte, \ 
Montana Field Office. 

Mr. Seidel: Did he do anything wrong? I 
understand Agents were sometimes 
transferred to Butte as a disci- 
plinary measure. 

SA Petersen: SA Burns wanted to be transferred 
to Butte and requested the trans-~ 
fer. The Special Agent in Charge 
(SAC), Mr. Evans, was transferred 
there and may have helped oi 
Burns get moved there. 

Mr. Seidel: How old is Bob Baker: \ 

SA Petersen: Probably 51 or 52 years old. \ 

6s 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. 
BY SSG STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Sekdel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 
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PETERSEN 

Did he retire early? \ 

No. He was in a position to 
retire and retired because he 
wanted to take advantage of a 
cost of living increase by retiring 
prior to a certain date, such as 
June 30. 

Were the BPP and US, Inc. both 
violence oriented groups? 

Very definitely. There was extreme 
friction between the BPP and US, 
Inc. at all times. 

Do you recall some caricatures 
used in connection with COINTELPRO? 

YeSe 

Who had the program at that time? 

I believe SA Burns had it then. 

What were the cartoons? 

I recall seeing them but do not 
recall any specific cartoon. 

Do you think anything done in 
COINTELPRO could have had a 
reaction causing someone to kill 
an individual in the other group? 

Because of the extreme antagonism | 
between the two groups, anything 
we did would have had about the 
same effect as a gnat biting an 
elephant. I do not think COINTELPRO 
had that kind of impact. 
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| "sy. §. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
| ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: Did you ever supervise any techni- 
cal installation or electronic 
surveillance of the BPP in San 
Diego? 

SA Petersen: No. I don't recall anything like 
that being done here. 

Mr. Seidel: How would you feel about writing 
a letter to a wife saying her 
husband was sleeping with various 
other women if the husband was a 
BPP leader? 

SA Petersen: I would hesitate to do this 
because it might break up a 
family. If the facts were true 
and this might cause the BPP 
leader to be less effective, it 
would probably be a good counter- 
intelligence move. 

Mr. Seidel: I am referring to Page 91 of a 
BPP COINTELPRO summary which 
indicates that a BPP leader was 
living with a white girl and an 
anonymous letter was written to 
others in the BPP saying that this 
individual was living with a white 
ae Do you recall anything about 
that 

SA Petersen; Ll believe that leader could have 
been Kenneth Denmon in San Diego. 
I recall that he was living with 
a white woman and that others in 
the BPP were made aware of this 
in some manner. The BPP in San 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

SA Petersen (continued): Diego was teaching children to 
hate and kill police officers. 
They planned violent criminal 
acts and were making plans to 
take over the established govern- 
ment at the first opportunity. 
If a leader of such a group could 
be discredited and removed, it 
would help to keep the group from 
becoming stronger, as they would 
have to select a new leader, and 
he would have to get the group 
reorganized. Denmon had many 
additional weaknesses which could 
be used in a counter~-intelligence 
program. 

Mr. Seidel: Do you recall a letter being sent 
to BPP Headquarters saying a 
leader of the BPP was cooperating 
with the police in Los Angeles? 

SA Petersen: I do not recall such a letter. 

Mr. Seidel: Do you recall some cards being 
sent to San Diego from Los Angeles 
saying, "Ron Karenga is impotent''? 

SA Petersen: No, I do not recall such cards. 
Ron Karenga was a leader of US, 
Ince, not the BPP. 

Mr. Seidel: Do you recall that cartoons were 
to be sent to BPP members to dis- 
credit the leaders? 

SA Petersen: Il recall the cartoons but do not 
recall whether they were set to 
BPP members. 

bs al 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSG STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: Do you recall an anonymous letter 
being sent to the Catholic Church 
to have the priest of the church 
where the BPP breakfast program 
was operated removed from his 
office? 

SA Petersen: I do not recall such an anonymous 
letter; however, I do recall that 
the priest was transferred by 
the church. 

Mr. Seidel: Knowing that the BPP paper was 
@ paper that taught and advocated 
violence and had cartoons in it 
that encouraged the killing of 
police officers by blacks and 
was a violence oriented paper, 
how would you feel about putting 
a corrosive liquid on the paper 
to keep it from being distributed? 

SA Petersen: IL would not do it as I would feel 
that it was a violation of the Law 
and too drastic. I would not do 
it personally or personally approve 
of it. 

Mr. Seidel: You have been very helpful and 
the information you have provided 
will be used in considering new 
legislation at some time in the 
future. 

SA Petersen: In these tranquil times, it disturbs 
me greatly to read in the papers 
and to hear news broadcasts con- 
taining all kinds of allegations 
against the FBI and the CIA and 

- 10 - 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

SA Petersen (continued): other intelligence agencies. I 
like to work within the Law and 
to be guided by legislation in 
my work. I would, however, hate 
to see such restrictive legislation 
passed that at some time in the 
future when we might be faced 
with violence~prone organizations 
trying to take control of the 
government, we would be unable to 
properly handle our responsibility 
for the internal security of the 
United States. 

Mr. Seidel: Thank you for your cooperation. 

se Tes 
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APPENDIX 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
Formerly Known As 

Black Panther Party for Self-Defense 

The Black Panther Party (BPP), organized in December, 
1966, at Oakland, California, by Huey P. Newton and Bobby 
George Seale, has the publicly-stated purpose of organizing 
black people to take control of the life, politics and destiny 
of the black community. The Party, operating the Black Panther 
Intercommunal News Service, publishes a newspaper called 
"The Black Panther,'' which at one time openly advocated the 
use of guns and guerrilla tactics in a revolutionary program 
to end the oppression of the black people but since early 
1971 has spoken for a survival program pending revolution. 
BPP national headquarters, aka Black Panther Intercommunal 
Headquarters, is located in Oakland, California. 

While openly advocating direct overthrow of the 
U. S. Government by force and violence until 1971, leaders 
have since avoided extreme statements in favor of calling 
for action within the established order, Newton, in an 
interview appearing in the May, 1973, issue of "Playboy" 
magazine, stated the Panthers’ chief ambition is to change 
the American Government by any means necessary but that 
ultimately such change will be through armed violence, 

Despite its claimed dedication to community service, 
indicators of the BPP's continued ettraction to violence persist. 
Since July, 1974, Newton and other BPP members have been 
arrested in Oakland, California, for threatening police officers, 
murder of a 17-year-old female and the pistol whipping of 
Newton's tailor. Newton faiied to appear on these charges 
and is now a local fugitive. Additionally, one died and 
three were wounded as a result of a shooting at a BPP~sponsored 
Gance in Oakland, California, in October, 1974, 
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APPENDIX 

msn 

Also Known As 
"US", Incorporated 

"US" was chartered by the State of California as 
a non-profit corporation in September, 1966, with offices 
at 8211 South Broadway, Los Angeles, California. The 
corporation alleges that "US" is primarily an Afro- 
American cultural organization. 

During the spring of 1968, however, a source 
advised that MAULANA RON KARENGA, true name RONIE MC KINLEY 
EVERETT, Founder-Chairman of "US", published a booklet 
entitled "The Quotable Karenga", in which he talked of 
revolution, black power, and condemned Christianity for the 
plight of the black man. 

In this booklet, KARENGA stated "...You must have 
a cultural revolution before the violent revolution. The 
cultural revolution gives identity, purpose, and direction. 
--.the revolution being fought now is a revolution to win 
the minds of our people. If we fail to win this, we cannot 
wage the violent one. ...When the word is given, we'll 
see how tough you are. When it's 'burn', let's see how much 
you blow up. And when it's 'take that white girl's head 
too', we' 11 see how tough you are..." 

The above source advised that "US" members are 
required to study and memorize this booklet. "US" members 
are also assigned Swahili names which they use in lieu 
of their given names. 

A second source advised that KARENGA had 
spoken at various meetings in Los Angeles at which time he 
talked of creating an "US" army of 1,000 men, obtaining 
weapons and ammunition, guerrilla warfare tactics, and 
revolution. KARENGA also stated "The only way to get 
life is to take a life and as we get stronger, we will 
take what we want from the white man's United States." 
He also stated that if the police killed any "US" members, 
the "US" organization would kill some of them. - 
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APPENDIX CONTINUED 

The first source above advised that KARENGA 
also stated that race riots throughout the country 
were not riots but were actually revolts or revolutions 
and that the black people were going to win their 
freedom by violence, if necessary. 

A third source advised that KARENGA stated 
that a revolution would take place in the future and 
that no one can believe in black revolution without 
believing in armed conflict because the two go hand in hand. 

A fourth source advised in August, 1974, that the 
US Organization has been evicted from its headquarters at 
4302 South Crenshaw Boulevard, Los Angeles, and because 
of lack of funds, has been unable to locate a new meeting 
place. The organization has terminated all public meetings. 
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APPENDIX 

Revised 5/22/75 

NATION OF ISLAM (NOT) 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION 

EXTREMIST MATTER 

The Nation of Islam (NOI) is a black nationwife 
organization headquartered at Muhammad's Temple #2, 7351 
South Stony Island Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Elijah 
Muhammad, self-styled "Messenger of- Allah" and divinely 
appointed leader of the black race in America, was Leader 
of the NOI until his death on February 25, 1975, at which 
time his son, Wallace D. Muhammad, became Supreme Minister 
of the NOI. The NOI seeks a separate black nation, espouses 
its own version of the Islamic Religion, and has considered 
all "whites" to be devils; however, Wallace D. Muhammad 
in an interview published in "Muhammad Speaks", March 21, 1975, 
same being a weekly and the official NOI newspaper, stated 
there would no longer be stress put on the white people's 
status as "devils"; that whites have "begun to reform" and 
"The past is the past until it is dug up. We will not 
dig it up." NOI official policy instructs members to obey 
laws of the United States that do not conflict with NOL 
laws; to defend NOI officials, property, women, and them- 
selves at all costs, if attacked; and to disarm any 
attacker and use the attacker's weapon against him. 

The NOI body is broken down into: 1) the Fruit of 
Islam (FOI), an all male military-type group, to which 
instruction in judo and karate is given, and which has as 
its mmission security of officials, membership, and property 
of the NOI, and enforcing discipline in the NOI; and 2) 
the Muslim Girls Training (MGT), an all female quasi 
military-type group which has as its mission homemaking and 
child guidance in accordance with NOI teachings. 

NOI activity is widespread among black inmates in 
many prisons in the United States. In recent years internal 
Gissidence and difficulties with rival.Muslim groups and 
other adversaries have produced considerable violence, some 
involving physical confrontations and-acts of violence with 
law enforcement agencies. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to San Diego, California 
eee August 5, 1975 

ALL INFO 
UNITED STATES SENATE HEREW i9uvatascinmg 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON ont /QU 7/00 By SBA )s? INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) 

INTERVIEN EGIAL AGENT 
LAURENCE EF. WIRICK) BY SSC 
OTAFE MEMBE 

By communication dated July 30, 1975, 
Clarence M. Kelley, Director, Federal Bureau of 
Investi,yation (FBI), United States Department of 
Justice, advised as follows concerning an interview 
by representative of the Senate Select Committee (SSC) 

pi apé-Special Agent (SA) Lawrence F, Wirick, concerning 
Counterintelligence Prosram (COINTELPRO) and Bureau 
investigation of the Black Panther Party (BPP) (see 
Appendix page). Director Kelley stated as follows: 

"T have waived your employment agreements for 
purposes of these interviews. Each should note that he 
has the right to counsel; however, the FBI is unable to 
provide private counsel. There are certain privileged 
areas concerning which SAs would not be required to answer 
questions. Areas concern information which might divulge 
identities of FBI sources; information relating to sensitive 
methods and techniques; information which might adversely 
affect on-going FBI investigations; and information which 
~orieinatéd with other agencies, including foregn intelligence 
agencies." 

is document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 

Be agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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UNITED STATES SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENGE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) . 

INTERVIEW OF SPECIAL AGENT 
(SA) LAWRENCE F. WIRICK BY 
ssC STARE MEMBER 

On July 31, 1975, at 11:45 a.m. Mr. Lester Seidel 
of the United States Senate Select Committee (SSC) interviewed 
SA Lawrence F. Wirick at the San Diego Office of the FBI. 
No Advice of Rights was furnished SA Wirick and it was not 
necessary for the interviewee to consult with an FBI representative. 
The interview was terminated at 12:50 p.m. and as’ best recalled 
included the following discussion in the form of questions and 
answers; 

Seidel: You understand that this is an informal interview 
and is in commection with the Bureau's COLNTELPRO 
as it relates to the FBI investigation of the BPP? 

Wirick: Yes, but for what purpose is the Senate conducting 
this survey? 

Seidel: To aid in formation of new legislation so that the 
FBI and other Government agencies will have more 
definite guidelines to follow. 

Wirick: I believe the Congress already through lack of 
information, isolated instances and some hysteria 
hes * enacted too many restrictive laws that prevent 
the FBI and other Government agencies from protecting 
the law abiding element of our society from the 
“bad guys". 

Seidel: (He was in general agreement) Did you handle the 
COINTELPRO from 1970 through March, 1971? 

Wirick: Yes, but I believe the BPP ceased to function locally 
about November or December, 1970. As I recall my 
function was to write a progress type letter regarding 
progress which described the illegal activities of 
members of the BPP and to report that this information 
had been furnished local police agencies but information 
eenerally emanated from confidential informants. 
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Seidel: 

Wirick: 

What type of illegal activities and did your program 
in any way instigate illegal activities on the part 
of the BPP? 

Criminal acts committed by local members of the BPP 
are what I was referring to. I don't believe it was 
ever necessary to instigate any illegal acts or in 
any way entrap BPP members in criminal acts. The 
majority of local BPP members were thieves, narcotics 
addicts, lazy, unemployed and were hero worshipers of 
the BPP in Oakland, California. They wanted to emulate 
the Oakland organization, but their own dishonesty, 
et cetera, was a Constant source of turmoil amongst 
the local group. 

I recall, date unknown, information was received 
regarding Kenny Denmon (Kenneth Lee Denmon), one time 
head of the local BPP, that he was using stolen credit 
cards. 

Information was received that Walter Wallace 
(Walter Carl Wallace, Jr.) was on narcotics and that 
he and his wife, Velma, were stealing to get money 
for narcotics and that Velma's mother was also involved 
in local thefts. 

All above information was furnished local law agencies 
and local arrests were made. Furnishing the 
above type of information is a function and responsibility 
of the FBI. 
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The BPP in San Diego was very effective in causing 
their own problems and their own extinction and their 
criminal activities were not restricted to the examples 
I've given. 

Seidel: Did the COINTELPRO try to disrupt the BPP Breakfast 
Program? 

Wirick: No, not to my knowledge. I recall that soon after 
the Breakfast Program was started that other members 
of the BPP accused Ken Denmon of stealing money from 
contributions made to the Program. 

On second thought I believe we did disrupt the BPP 
Breakfast Program in that we received complaints 
from several dairys and bread companies, et cetera, 
that they had been approached by BPP members with 
veiled threats of extortion if they did not donate 
quantities of food,et cetera,to the BPP Breakfast 
Program. The FBI and local police investigated and 
IL believe as a result their practices were discontinued, 
but the investigation failed to establish a prosecutable 
offense of extortion. 

Seidel: Did you have any connection with distribution of 
"cartoons" depicting BPP members as compromising each 
other et cetera? 

Wirick: No, but I have seen “cartoons” in the BPP newspaper. 
Have you ever seen or read copies of the BPP newspaper? 

Seidel: No 

it 
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Wirick: 

Seidel: 

Wirick: 

Seidel: 

WW S5L56 Doocld: 32989640 

They featured “cartoons" showing the "pigs" (police) 
being killed, stabbed, et cetera. I believe I recall 
seeing some “cartoons showing how the BPP would kill 
the “honkies" (white people). They were similar to 
the propaganda leaflets used by the Nazis against 
American troops before an attack. The articles in the 
BPP newspaper were even more foul. 

Did the COINTELPRO promote dissertion between the BPP 
and the US Group (see Appendix page)? 

Not to my knowledge. As I recall there was never 
any need to. They were constantly at odds with each 
other and on a gang type basis were trying to eliminate 
each other. I believe Sylvester Bell, a San Diego BPP 
member was killed by an US Group member and John Savage, 
ante local BPP member was killed by an US Group 
member, 

In Los Angeles two other BPP members, names not 
recalled, were allegedly killed by US Group members. 
I believe this led to the popular saying in Southeast 
San Diego section where most blacks live that the score 
(game) was, "US 4 - BPP O*, 

What do you think of the merits of a proposal to 
spray shipments of the BPP newspaper with a noxious 
acid so that readers would be confronted with a vile 
odor when attempting to read the paper? 
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Wirick: 

Seidel: 

Wirick: 

Seidel: 

Wiricks 

After thought, no. Because the paper itself was 
so Vile and anti-white that the odor would never 
stop BPP members from reading same. I've always 
hoped that a large segment of the population, 
especially the "do~gooders" could or would experience 
the nauseous reaction I have felt after reading the 
illiterate, foul-mouthed, anti-white, anti-Government, 
BPP paper. I think everybody should read a copy of 
the BPP paper so that they will know the type and 
character of BPP members. 

What do you think about anonymous letters sent to 
spouses of BPP members saying the husband was sleeping 
with a white girl, et cetera? 

Most wives of the members I recall were also BPP 
members and/or common-Law-wives. Many BPP members 
did have liaison with white girls but I doubt if 
such a letter would bother most spouses of BPP members. 
However, such a letter might be of value under certain 
circumstances, example: the stories that were spread 
during World War II which were not necessarily all true 
regarding Hitler, Mussolini, General Patton and others. 

In your opinion was the COINTELPRO of any value? 
Should it be changed? Do you have any suggestions 
for changes, or should it be eliminated completely? 

Yes, as I recall, it acted as a progress letter of the 
BPP, its direction, its dissenXion, its change in 
leadership, and indications of its slow local demise 
because of the character of the local BPP members, and 
as a summary of its activities for FBIHQ. I recall that 
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we made certain requests to conduct some types 
of counterintelligence against the BPP, but I 
do not recall that the Bureau ever authorized any 
counterintelligence act which might be productive. 

Change? GOINTELPRO is not being utilized to the 
best of my knowledge and has not been for some time. 

I believe that in about two or three years Congress 
will be frantically asking the FBI why we did not 
furnish them intelligence, advance knowledge of a 
demonstration, a riot and other civil unrest and 
elimination of the COINTELPRO has been another step 
in the direction of placing the FBI and other law 
enforcement agencies in a position where we cannot 
react to the activities of groups such as the BPP 
which have been formed with the main purpose 
of overthrowing the United States. 
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APPENDIX 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
Formeriy Known As 

Black Panther Party for Seif-Defense 

The Black Panther Party (BPP), organized in December, 
1966, at Oakland, California, by Huey P. Newton and Bobby 
George Seale, has the publicly-stated purpose of organizing 
black people to take control of the life, politics and destiny 
of the black community, The Party, operating the Black Panther 
‘Intercommunal News Service, publishes a newspaper called 
"The Black Panther," which at one time openly advocated the 
use of guns and guerrilla tactics in a revolutionary program 
to end the oppression of the black people but since early 
1971 has spoken for a survival program pending revolution. 
BPP national headquarters, aka Black Panther Intercommunal 
Headquarters, is located in Oakland, California. 

While openly advocating direct overthrow of the 
U. S. Government by force and violence until 1971, leaders 
have since avoided extreme statements in favor of calling 
for action within the established order, Newton, in an 
interview appearing in the May, 1973, issue of "Playboy" 
magazine, stated the Panthers! chief ambition is to change 
the American Government by any means necessary but that 
ultimately such change will be through armed violence. 

Despite its claimed dedication to community service, 
indicators of the BPP's continued attraction to violence persist, 
Since July, 1974, Newton and cther BPP members have been 
arrested in Oakland, California, for threatening police officers, 
murder of a 17-year-old female and the pistol whipping of 
Newton's tailor, Newton failed to appear on these charges 
and is now a local fugitive, Additionally, one died and 
three were wounded as a result of a shooting at a BPP-sponsored 
dance in Oakland, California, in October, 1974, 
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APPENDIX 

: msn 

Also Known As 

"US", Incorporated 

"US" was chartered by the State of California as 
a non-profit corporation in September, 1966, with offices 
at 8211 South Broadway, Los Angeles, California. The 
corporation alleges that "US" is primarily an Afro- 
American cultural organization. 

During the spring of 1968, however, a source 
advised that MAULANA RON KARENGA, true name RONIE MC KINLEY 
EVERETT, Founder-—Chairman of "US", published a booklet 
entitled "The Quotable Karenga", in which he talked of 
revolution, black power, and condemned Christianity for the 
plight of the black man. 

In this booklet, KARENGA stated "...You must have 
a cultural revolution before the violent revolution. The 
cultural revolution gives identity, purpose, and direction. 
..-The revolution being fought now is a revolution to win 
the minds of our people. If we fail to win this, we cannot 
wage the violent one. ...When the word is given, we'll 
see how tough you are. When it's 'burn', let's see how much 
you blow up. And when it's 'take that white girl's head 
too', wetll see how tough you are..." 

The above source advised that "US" members are 
required to study and memorize this booklet. "US" members 
are also assigned Swahili names which they use in lieu 
of their given names. 

A second source advised that KARENGA had 
spoken at various meetings in Los Angeles at which time he 
talked of creating an "US" army of 1,000 men, obtaining 
weapons and ammunition, guerrilla warfare tactics, and 
revolution. KARENGA also stated "The only way to get 
life is to take a life and as we get stronger, we will 
take what we want from the white man's United States." 
He also stated that if the police killed any "US" members, 
the "US" organization would kill some of them. 
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APPENDIX CONTINUED 

The first source above advised that KARENGA 
also stated that race riots throughout the country 
were not riots but were actually revolts or revolutions 
and that the black people were going to win their 
freedom by violence, if necessary. 

A third source advised that KARENGA stated 
that a revolution would take place in the future and 
that no one can believe in black revolution without 
believing in armed conflict because the two go hand in hand. 

A fourth source advised in August, 1974, that the 
US Organization has been evicted from its headquarters at 
4302 South Crenshaw Boulevard, Los Angeles, and because 
of lack of funds, has been unable to locate a new meeting 
place. The organization has terminated all public meetings. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Diego, California 
August 6, 1975 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN 19 y 

one LQ 00 Sy Sy ped 
U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

IN OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER ‘BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Former Special Agent Robert S. Baker was inter- 
viewed at his home at 4268 Hortensia, San Diego, California, 
by U.S. Senate Select Committee (ssc) Staff Member Lester 
Seidel on August 1, 1975. The interview began at 10:30 AM 
and lasted until 12:30 PM. Assistant Special Agent in 
Charge ears Arthur G. Barger, Federal Bureau of Investi- 
gation (FBI), San Diego, California, was telephonically 
available for consultation. Former Special Agent Baker 
did not consult with anyone during the course of the inter- 
view. 

Prior to the interview, Former Special Agent 
Baker had been advised that FBI Headquarters had waived 
the agreement as a former employee not to furnish information 
received during the period of his employment, for purposes of 
this interview. He was advised that he had a right to counsel 
but that the FBI was unable to provide private counsel for him. 

Former Special Agent Baker was advised that he 
would not be required to answer questions that might divulge 
the identity of any FBI source, that would reveal information 
relative to sensitive methods and techniques, or information 
which originated with other agencies, including foreign 
intelligence agencies. 

Former Special Agent Baker was advised that the 
interview was to involve only the COINTELPRO as it applied 
to the Black Panther Party (BPP) {see appendix). 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Staff Member Seidel identified himself to Mr. 
Baker, stating that the interview would be in the form of 
an informal discussion and that information furnished by 
Mr. Baker would be placed in a memorandum for the SSC. 
Mr. Seidel stated that he did not intend to use the names 
of individuals interviewed in his memorandum. He stated 
that Mr. Baker did not have to talk to him, and that any 
information he furnished would be furnished voluntarily. 

Mr. Seidel asked if Mr. Baker was a supervisor 
with the San Diego Office of the FBI from sometime in 1968 
through April, 1971. 

Mr. Baker advised that he was a supervisor of the 
security squad but could not recall if the dates mentioned 
by Mr. Seidel were correct. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to the nature of matters 
supervised by him, to which Mr. Baker replied that matters 
such as investigation of the Communist Party (see appendix), 
the Socialist Workers Party (see appendix), the Black Panther 
Party, US, Incorporated (see appendix), the Nation of Islam 
(see appendix), Espionage, Sabotage matters, and other investi- 
gations were conducted on the squad supervised by him, which 
consisted of from 12 to 15 Special Agents. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether Mr. Baker 
supervised the COINTELPRO. 

Mr. Baker advised that he did supervise this pro- 
gram which was initiated by FBI Headquarters and not on the 
field office level. He stated that as he recalled, a letter 
was submitted either monthly, quarterly or semi-annually. 
The letter was submitted by a Special Agent whose case load 
was such that he could take the time to prepare the letter. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether Special Agent 
Roy Burns was more of a young, eager, type Agent. 
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Mr. Baker replied that this was not true but 
that Special Agent Burns had been assigned the COINTELPRO 
case because his case load was such that he was able to 
handle the program. 

Mr. Seidel inquired whether Special Agent Roy 
Burns was transferred to the Butte Office of the FBI for 
disciplinary reasons. 

Mr. Baker replied that Special Agent Burns was 
Originally from Washington State and had wanted to be trans 
ferred to that area. 

Mr. Seidel asked if the Bureau encouraged Agents 
to participate in disruptive programs and then rewarded them 
financially for their efforts. 

Mr. Baker replied that the Bureau had an incentive 
award program, and if an Agent did a good job in any field, he 
could get recognition through an incentive award. Mr. Baker 
stated that he could not recall any award being given as a 
result of COZNTELPRO activity. 

Mr. Seidel asked Mr. Baker if he could recall any 
information concerning the Free Breakfast Program of the BPP. 

Mr. Baker stated that he recalled that the operation 
of the Free Breakfast Program of the BPP was followed through 
sources. They advised that some of the BPP officials were 
stealing money from funds which were to be spent on the 
breakfast program. The breakfast program was served at a 
local Catholic church. Mr. Baker advised Mr. Seidel that 
an official of the Catholic church in San Diego was contacted 
regarding the priest in charge of the church where the break- 
fast program was being held, who was reportedly an alcoholic. 
Mr. Seidel was advised that the priest was transferred from 
the church. 
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Mr. Seidel asked what Mr. Baker's definition of 
the COINTELPRO was. 

Mr. Baker replied that the COINTELPRO was a 
disruptive type program. — 

Mr. Seidel stated that the FBI had apparently 
written a letter regarding a white girl friend of Kenneth 
Denman, a BPP leader in San Diego. He inquired as to why 
this letter was written. 

Mr. Baker stated that Denman was considered one 
of the stronger leaders of the San Diego Branch of the BPP, 
and if it was possible to keep him from becoming a strong 
leader, .it would be disruptive to the party. The fact that 
Denman was living with a white girl was considered derogatory 
toward him by BPP members in San Diego. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether such activity. 
would have been taken against a leader in an organization 
such as the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
(see description) if the leader of such a group had been 
living with a white woman. Would such a letter be appropriate? 

Mr. Baker replied that he did not feel that such a 
letter would be appropriate in this case because this organi- 
zation involved a religious leader and our program was not 
directed at religious groups but was directed toward black 
militant and extremist groups. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether Mr. Baker recalled 
individuals in the BPP named Tate, Wallace, Denman and Bell. 

Mr. Baker stated that he could not recall anything 
specific about any of these individuals, except what he had 
previously stated concerning Denman. He said he could recall 
the names but nothing more concerning these individuals. 
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Mr. Seidel then mentioned an incident wherein the 
San Diego Office of the FBI had furnished information to the 
Los Angeles Office of the FBI for transmission to local auth- 
orities concerning a group of BPP members from San Diego who 
were traveling to Los Angeles to attend a funeral. 

i Mr. Baker stated that he could recall that such an 
| incident occurred and that information was furnished stating 
| that BPP members from San Diego would be carrying concealed 
| weapons. He said he thought the furnishing of this information 

resulted in some of the BPP members being arrested in Los 
Angeles. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether Mr. Baker could 
recall someone from the FBI in San Diego visiting the mother 
of a girl who was an alleged member of the BPP in San Diego, 
and whether the FBI went to the mother to put pressure on 
another member of the family. 

Mr. Baker stated that he vaguely recalled such a 
case but could not recall the details and could not be 
certain this had occurred. 

technical surveillances on the BPP in San Diego. 
Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether the FBI had any 

Mr. Baker stated that he knew of none and added that 
such coverage was not needed in San Diego because there were 

| good sources in the BPP who could furnish excellent coverage. 
| Mr. Baker stated that he believes he would have known of any 
? such installations covering the BPP in San Diego. 

Mr. Seidel asked if Mr. Baker knew of San Francisco 
using any such techniques against the BPP. 

Mr. Baker replied that he believed that San Fran- 
cisco had used such techniques. 
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INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
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Mr. Seidel then asked why such techniques were 
not used in San Diego if they were used in San Francisco. 

Mr. Baker replied that such techniques were not 
needed in San Diego due to the good source coverage of 
party activity. : 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether there was a 
conflict between US, Incorporated, and the BPP in San 
Diego. 

Mr. Baker replied that US, Incorporated, head- 
quarters were in Los Angeles. There was a power struggle 
between the two groups for membership of blacks and much 
travel occurred by US, Incorporated, leaders from Los 
Angeles to San Diego and Mexico, and from San Diego to 
Los Angeles. There were considerable conflict between the 
two groups. 

Mr. Seidel asked whether Mr. Baker recalled 
Ron Karenga. 

Mr. Baker replied that he did recall Ron Karenga 
as being the Los Angeles leader of US, Incorporated. 

Mr. Seidel asked whether Mr. Baker recalled some 
cards stating "Ron Karenga is impotent" which were printed 
in Los Angeles and some of which might have been sent to 
San Diego. 

Mr. Baker replied that he does not recall these 
cards but this could have been correct. 

Mr. Seidel asked if Mr. Baker recalled some cartoons 
being drawn concerning the BPP. 

Mr. Baker stated that he recalled that there were 
two or three cartoons prepared depicting strife between US, 
Incorporated, and the BPP. 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel then stated that these cartoons were 
prepared by the Bureau Laboratory. 

Mr. Baker stated that he did not recall. 

Mr. Baker advised Mr. Seidel that US, Incorporated, 
and the BPP were led by and made up of people with extensive 
criminal records, and because of this and their general 
demeanor, the FBI did not really have to provoke or dis- 
rupt them because they kept themselves in a constant state 
of turmoil. He stated that Special Agents connected with 
the COINTELPRO did not devote much time to the program be- 
cause of heavy case loads of other matters and because they 
assisted in working criminal matters such as bank robberies 
and other criminal violations. 

Mr. Baker advised Mr. Seidel that a great deal of 
time was spent by the Special Agents working with their 
sources because they had to be extremely careful that they 
were protected. I£ a crime was planned and a source had 
knowledge of it, the source would try to keep the crime from 
being committed. If it was not possible to prevent the crime, 
the source might be forced to participate, and if arrested,a 
problem would becreated in attempting to get the source out 
of jail and still conceal his identity as a source. 

Mr. Seidel inquired of Mr. Baker as to the names of 
the Agents he dealt with in Los Angeles and San Francisco in 
connection with COINTELPRO. 

Mr. Baker stated that he recalled that Supervisor 
Albert Clark had something to do with the program in San 
Francisco, and in Los Angeles he dealt with Supervisor Richard 
Bloeser and Bill Knowland. 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel asked Mr. Baker if he was acquainted 
with Richard Held. 

Mr. Baker stated that Richard Held was assigned 
as Assistant Special Agent in Charge in San Diego, and he 
knew him at that time. He stated that he is aware that 
Richard Held is now the Special Agent in Charge of the 
Chicago Office of the FBI. 

Mr. Seidel stated to Mr. Baker that he was going 
to interview Assistant Director Robert Gebhardt and Special 
Agent in Gharge Charles W. Bates. 

This concluded the interview of former Special 
Agent Robert S. Baker by SSC Staff Member Lester Seidel. 

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC) was an organization founded by Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr., with the theme of 
new life for poor people. Dr. King, a leader 
in civil rights, was assassinated on April 4, 
1969, 

= 18. 
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APPENDIX 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
Formerly Known As 

Black Panther Party for Self-Defense 

The Black Panther Party (BPP), organized in December, 
1966, at Oakland, California, by Huey P. Newton and Bobby 
George Seale, has the publicly-stated purpose of organizing 
black people to take control of the life, politics and destiny 
of the black community. The Party, operating the Black Panther 
Intercommunal News Service, publishes a newspaper called 
"The Black Panther," which at one time openly advocated the 
use of guns and guerrilla tactics in a revolutionary program 
to end the oppression of the black people but since early 
1971 has spoken for a survival program pending revolution. 
BPP national headquarters, aka Black Panther intercommunal 
Headquarters, is located in Oakland, California, 

While openly advocating direct overthrow of the 
U. 8S. Government by force and violence until 1971, leaders 
have since avoided extreme statements in favor of calling 
for action within the established order, Newton, in an 
interview appearing in the May, 1973, issue of “Playboy” 
magazine, stated the Panthers’ chief ambition is to change 
the American Government by any means necessary but that 
ultimately such change will be through armed violence, 

Despite its claimed dedication to community service, 
indicators of the BPP's continued attraction to viglence persist. 
Since July, 1$74, Newton and other BPP members have been 
arrested.in Oakland, California, for threatening police officers, © 
murder of a 17-year-old female and the pistol whipping of 
Newton's tailor. Newton failed to appear on these charges 
and is now a local fugitive, Additionally, one died and 
three were wounded as a result of a shooting at a BPP~sponsored- 
dance in Oakland, California, in October, 1974. 

APPENDIX 
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

Title 50, U. 5S. Code, Section 781 (Internal Security 
Act of 1950) stated that, as a result of evidence adduced 
before various committees of the Senate and House of Representa~ 
tives, Congress found the existence of a world communist 
revolutionary movement, whose purpose is to establish a 
communist totalitarian dictatorship in the world's countries 
through the medium of a world-wide communist organization, 
Communist action organizations in various countries endeavor 
to carry out the objectives of the world communist movement 
by bringing about the overthrow of existing governments by 
any means, The communist organization in the United States - 
the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) - pursuing its stated objectives, 
presents “a clear and present danger to the security of the 

_ United States.""' The Subversive Activities Control Board, 
established by Section 791 of the above Act, found the CPUSA 
to be &@ communist action organization, This finding was 
upheld by the United States Supreme Court in June, 1961. The 
CPUSA has continued to be an arm of the international communist 
movement dominated by the Soviet Union, The CPUSA, in its 
dependence on the Soviet Union, has never knowingly adopted a 
position contrary to Soviet policy. Its leaders frequently 
confer with Soviet leaders to receive guidance and direction 
on the policies the CPUSA is to follow. There has been no 
evidence that the primary aims of the CEUSA, as they conform 
to soviet objectives, have changed over the years. 
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APPENDIX 

Revised 5/22/75 

NATION OF ISLAM (NOT) 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION 

BATREMIST MATTER 

The Nation of Islam (NOI) is a black nationwife 
organization headquartered at Muhammad's Temple #2, 7351 
South Stony Island Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Elijah 
Muhammad, self~styled "Messenger of Allah" and divinely 
appointed leader of the black race in America, was leader 
of the NOI until his death on February 25, 1975, at which 
time his son, Wallace D. Muhammad, became Supreme Minister 
of the NOI. The NOI seeks a separate black nation, espouses 
its own version of the Islamic Religion, and has considered 
all "whites" to be devils; however, Wallace D. Muhammad 
in an interview published in "Muhammad Speaks", March 21, 1975, 
same being a weekly and the official NOL newspaper, stated 
there would no longer be stress put on the white people's 
status as "devils"; that whites have "begun to reform" and 
"The past is the past until it is dug up. We will not 
dig it up." NOI official policy instructs members to obey 
laws of the United States that do not conflict with NOI 
laws; to defend NOI officials, property, women, and them- 
selves at all costs, if attacked; and to disarm any 
attacker and use the attacker's weapon against him. 

The ‘NOI body is broken down unto: 1) the Fruit of 
Islam (FOI), an all male military-type group, to which 
instruction in judo and karate is given, and which has as 
its mmission security of officials, membership, and property 
of the NOI, and enforcing discipline in the NOI; and 2) 
the Muslim Girls Training (MGT), an all female quasi 
military-type group which has as its mission homemaking and 
child guidance in accordance with NOI teachings. 

NOT activity is widespread among black inmates in 
many prisons in the United States. In recent years internal 
Gdissidence and difficulties with rival Muslim groups and 
other adversaries have produced considerable violence, some 
involving physical confrontations and acts of violence with 
‘law enforcement agencies. 
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APPENDIX 

SOCTALIST WORKERS PARTY 

. 

us Puen The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) is a revolutionary, 
Trotskyist-communist organization, which is headquartered in 
New York City. -Its purpose, as stated in its Declaration of 
Principles, is the overthrow of the U. 8. Government and the 
institution of a dictatorship of the working class and the 
eventual achievement of a communist society. It was founded 
in 1938 and maintains close association with international 
Trotskyist organizations as a "sympathizing" group, but it 
denies formal membership in any foreign group to escape 
application of the Voorhis Act, which regulates certain 
types of organizations subject to foreign control. While 
the SWP does not openly advocate the use of violence at the 
present time to overthrow the U. S. Government, it believes 
that eventual violent revolution in the U. S. is inevitable. 
tts objection to the current use of violence is based on the 
ground that it believes violence is premature at this time. 
The SWP seeks to precipitate a revolution when conditions 
are ripe and to seize control of the revolution and to direct 
it when it occurs. 
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APPENDIX 

Ms 

Also Known As 
| "us", Incorporated 

"US" was chartered by the State of California as 
a non-profit corporation in September, 1966, with offices 
at 8211 South Broadway, Los Angeles, California. The 
corporation alleges that "US" is primarily an Afro-~ 
American cultural organization. 

During the spring of 1968, however, a source 
advised that MAULANA RON KARENGA, true name RONIE MC KINLEY 
EVERETT, Founder-Chairman of "US", published a booklet 
entitled "The Quotable Karenga", in which he talked of 
revolution, black power, and condemned Christianity for the 
plight of the black man. 

In this booklet, KARENGA stated "...You must have 
a cultural revolution before the violent revolution. The 
cultural revolution gives identity, purpose, and direction. 
...the revolution being fought now is a revolution to win 
the minds of our people. If we fail to win this, we cannot 
wage the violent one. ...When the word is given, we'll 
see how tough you are. When it's 'burn', let's see how much 
you blow up. And when it's 'take that white girl's head 
too', we'll see how tough you are..." 

The above source advised that "US" members are 
required to study and memorize this booklet. "US" members 
are also assigned Swahili names which they use in lieu 
of their given names. 

.A second source advised that KARENGA had 
spoken at various meetings in Los Angeles at which time he 

| talked of creating an "US" army of 1,000 men, obtaining 
: weapons and ammunition, guerrilla warfare tactics, and 

revolution. KARENGA also stated "The only way to get 
life is to take a life and as we get stronger, we will 
take what we want from the white man's United States. 
He also stated that if the police killed any "US" members, 
the "US" organization would kill some of them. 
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APPENDIX CONTINUED 

The first source above advised that KARENGA 
also stated that race riots throughout the country 
were not riots but were actually revolts or revolutions 
and that the black people were going to win their 
freedom by violence, if necessary. 

A third source advised that KARENGA stated 
that a revolution would take place in the future and 
that no one can believe in black revolution without 
believing in armed conflict because the two go hand in hand. 

A fourth source advised in August, 1974, that the 
US Organization has been evicted from its headquarters at 
4302 South Crenshaw Boulevard, Los Angeles, and because 
of lack of funds, has been unable to locate a new meeting 
place. The organization has terminated all public meetings. 
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Attached New York teletype advises of information, ; 

from former Bureau Agent, who is a current informative asset, 
that the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Cperations 
(SSCIO) has become aware of Jaffe's allegations that the FBI 
has taken actions which have prevented him from obteininge or 
keeping a job in the news media field. Jaffe claims that his 
association with Bureau Agents with regard to Soviet intel- 

8 ligence matters cooled off after he was identified by a Sovict L 
. ft efector as cooperating eo soviet Intelligence and that the << 

ee FRL has since deprived him vom making a living in his protcs~- \ 

BMS sion. The SSCIO is looking into Jaffe's situation to determine 
AeA if his allegations are true and if the FBI can be prevented 
wot Fs from taking such actions in other similar situations. @ 
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pe AE BACK ROUND; h3 

w) Jaffe is a former correspondent for ABC and CBS yeti 

: who was a symbol number informant of the New York.Office fro ne” gts, 
C 1958 to 1961. During this period, he fuxnished information wos” 
. on his NUMeL CUS contacts with Soviet nationels whom he met 

es \ through Bis BSc ene as a CBS correspondent at the United 
23. Nations. In 1961, he joined ABC as its correspondent in 
Za. Moscow where he served until he was expelled in 1965 following 
E5= the publication of an peategns unfavorabla to the Soviet Union. 
ina S ile was then transferred to Nong Kong where he remaincd until 
COME. 1868. Since 1968, he has worked for varicus news media and 
So has acted as a free lance journalist. Following his return 
rSS~ from long SONG, he took up residence in Vashington, D. C., and 
=O, was in contact with the Vashington Piela Office, fucnishing 
OG information on Soviets and Chincse nationals whom he met in,_¢- aue 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R, tr 
Re: Samuel Adason Jaffe 
1.05~28333 

wi 
poviet detector[Sammy’] as advised that Jaffe was 

recruited by the BGp. jn about _ {seo while he was, in Moscow, 
through his relationship with a Soviet female. J Soviet de- 
fector "Shamrock" has confirmed that Jaffe was approached but 
does not believe the approach was_ successful JeJaffe reported 
6 the Néw York Office in 1963 what he interpreted as a recruit~ 

ment effort, and he was extensively reinterviewed in 1969 
concerning his association with KGB officers in Moscow. |] There 
is no informa t ton in Jaffe'ts file that he was ever reported on 
by Col. Penkovskiy, as Jaffe reportedly has claimed . During 
the interviews with Jaffe, he denied any overt acts helpful 
to the KGB, although he admitted & continuing relationship with 
several KGB officers. Both the New York and Washington Field 
Offices came to the conclusion that Jaffe was a KGB agent while 

| in Hoscow, but that there was doubt as to whether he continued 
in that role after he was expelled. 

Our relations with Jaffe were tempered by ['Samny' Ty\) 
a allegation, and Bureau Agents in contact with him were circunm~ 
: spect in any dealings with him thereafter. Jaffe very likely 

detected a change in the Agents' attitude which accounts for 
his statement that he felt his relationship with them had 
cooled off, 

There is no evidence contained in Jaffets file that 
either New York or Washington Field or the Bureau has ever taken 
any action which would affect vJaffe's livelihood. Following 
his return from Hong Kong, Jaffe told his handling Agents that 
1@ was experiencing ditficulty in finding a job. “He several 
times mentioned his concern that tis association with the FBI 
might be the reason. On each oecasion, he was assurcd that 
the FBI had never @Givuleecd his confidential relationship and 
would not do so any time in the future.y 

affe's file does disclose that during an interview 
with Washington FPicld Agents in 1969, he said that he had 
learned frcm a British incelligence contact ii Hong Kong that 
his recall from that city was caused by his refusal to coop- 
erate with CIA. He alro relited that he later mentioned this 
to a CLA contact in Yashirgeton who responded that the British 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 

Re: Samuel Adason Jaffe 

L0a-238333 

sed 
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lis Gis file also records 
that Jaffe told New York Agents in 1969 that a recently pub- 
lished book on the Council of Foreign Relations described 
him as having a subversive pnackeround. He was also described in 
the book as heing a member of the American League for Peace and 
Democracy. arfie connected the appearance of this book with 

| his then recent recall fron Hong Kong by ABC. 

ACTION: 

That this memorandum be referred to the SENSTUDY 
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RELATIONSHIP WITH FORMER SPECIAL AGENTS (SAS) JOKN 6. 

WiLL IS AND EDYARD: Fe GAMSER WITH REGARD TO SOVIET INTEL L IGE NCE 

WATTERS. © oe was, te 

DURING THE TIME THaT JAFFE WAS RELATING ABOVE DATA TO 

SENATOR CHURCH, THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SSCIOQ ENTERED MILLERS OFFICE 

roo Se CAS Ven Y MUCH. INTERESTED IN JAFFE’S ‘STATEMENTS. JAFFE 
“ . ‘ a 

PeLAreED JO) MILLER THA \T AS & REPORTER FOR TRE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING 

COMPANY, re COVIRED THe STORY INVOLVING THE RELEASE OF FRANCE 

POWERS BY Tdi cUVIETS (COVERS VAS THE ee U-2 PILOT WHO WA 

SHor DOWN iN The USSR IN 1968). JA RFE = RELATED TO MILLER THAT 

TRAREAPTER He WetT TO HONG KONG. JAFFE ALSO TOLD MILLER THAT 

iSG6- 1588), Ke LEARNED THAT HE WAS “FINGERED” BY & SOVIET on 
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f ‘ The Attorney General 

a ioe ‘ Director, FBI 

C | 
U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTER 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN Ip U 50 By SP2ALM IGP 
DATE 

Enclosed for your information are two. copies each 
of four memoranda concerning interviews by a Staff Member of 
captioned Committee of an FBI Assistant Director and two 
current and one former FBI Special Agents. One set of these 
memoranda is for forwarding to Mr, James A. Wilderotter, i 
Associate Counsel to the President. | 
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62-116395 

j 1 ~- The Deputy Attorney General 
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oe Special Counsel for 
intelligence Coordination ~~ Gf 3 
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ae the personnel who were interviewed. 
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the White House 
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Memorandum reporting results of interviews by SSC Staff Member of 
incumbent FBI Special Agents Earl M. Petersen, Lawrence F. Wirick, 
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e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 
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e Date the abstract and put on any, internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e if additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form afe necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY — enter brief narrative statement describing 

substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory intérests : 
should be noted. - Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

OQeLes restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to " Los Angeles , California 

. Kile No. August 7, 1975 

ALL INFORMATION ree Sr 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
ACTIVITIES (SSC 

‘ROBERT E_ GEBHARD! E. GEBHARDT. DIRECTOR IN CHARGE 
SSC STAFF MEMBER 

BY 

On A eats ge polos Assistant Divectos Robert E By 
Gebhardt , Los Angeles Division, was interviewed in the Los 
Angeles FBI Office by Mr. Lester Seidel, Staff Member of 
the Senate Select Committee, United States Senate. 

Gebhardt's rights were not explained to him by 
Seidel although Seidel did explain the purpose of the 
interview, that is, the Cointel Program of the FBI as it 
related to the FBI's investigation of the Black Panther Party 
when Gebhardt was the Special Agent in Charge of the San 
Francisco Division from 1970 to 1972. 

The interview Lasted from 9:05 AM until 10:30 AM, 
and it was not necessary for Gebhardt to consult with any 
Bureau representative. 

Gebhardt had previously been advised by a Bureau 
representative of his right to counsel, the privileged areas 
of information, consultation privileges, and the parameters 
of interview. 

Seidel inquired at the outset as to whether Gebhardt 
was aware of the Cointel Program relative to the Black Panther 
Party investigation on a day to day basis being specifically 
advised details of the investigation as it relates to the 
Cointel Program. It was explained to Seidel that as Special . 
Agent in Charge of the San Francisco FBI Office wherein 
over 500 employees were located at the time, Gebhardt had 
many responsibilities in the operation of that division and 

PROPERTY OF THE FBI 
This document contains neither 
necommendations nor conclusions of 

the FBI. It is the property of the 

FBI and is loaned to your agency 3 

it and its contents are not to be 

r 

Be 7G : distribu ieLosune your agency. b 7 bs =; 
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therefore, relied upon the experience, expertise, and judgment 
of the various supervisors assigned to the office for the 
day to day direction of the various matters under investigation, 
including the investigation of the Black Panther Party. 

« 

: It was further explained that if a problem was 
encountered or a particularly unusual situation developed, 
Gebhardt was, of course, consulted and was available for 
such consultation to resolve any particular problem areas. 

Gebhardt was next asked if he recalled being SAC 
when the electronic coverage of the Black Panther Party and 
the various officials at BBP was instituted and eventually 
terminated. Seidel was advised that the electronic coverage 
was already in effect upon Gebhardt's arrival, however, he 
does recall receiving a phone call after the ''Keith Decision" 
was handed down instructing that all electronic coverage of 
the BPP and the various members of the BPP be discontinued. 
The call was received from Bureau Headquarters and the 
discontinuance was effected immediately. 

Seidel inquired as to whether Gebhardt felt the 
intelligence type investigations should be completely removed 
from the criminal investigations which investigations would be 
looking. toward eventual prosecution. 

seidel was informed by Gebhardt that even in criminal 
| investigations looking toward prosecutions, much intelligence 

information is obtained from time to time which really has no 
value from a prosecutive standpoint, but does have possible 

| value with respect to the direction of the investigation. In 
| some criminal investigations a great deal of intelligence 

information may be obtained and in other types, very little. 
Insofar as the FBI is concerned, however, every effort is 

! made to make certain there is some Federal law which would be 
| a basis for an investigation which procedures would include 
| matters commonly referred to as security investigations. 

In some instances, in such security investigations 
a great deal of intelligence information would be obtained 
therefore, it was Gebhardt's opinion that so-called intelli- 
gence type investigations should not be removed from or 
differentiated from criminal type investigations looking 
toward prosecutions since intelligence information is an 
outgrowth of the'basic investigation. 
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Gebhardt was asked if he. felt the Cointelpro was a> 
separate entity distinguished from the basic: investigation 
and it was’ explained that the Cointelpro was a phase of the 
overall investigation in any particular organization or 
individual. 

Gebhardt was asked if he felt Congress should enact 
legislation which would set forth specific investigative 
techniques that could or could not be utilized by the FBI or 
other Federal investigative agencies. He was advised in 
Gebhardt's opinion, such legislation should not be enacted, 
and in reply to the question as to-why such legislation should 
not be enacted, it was pointed out that as an investigative 
agency, there must of necessity be allowed a certain flexi- 
bility because no two investigations are exactly alike and the 
circumstances of such investigations could possibly not be 
related to such Federal law. 

In answer to the question as to how Congress should 
assure the American public that questionable. activity such 
as the Cointelpro, was not being engaged in by an investigative 
agency such as the FBI, Seidel was informed that the Congress 
and the American people must rely upon the integrity and 
honesty of the Director of the FBI and the Attorney General. 

It was pointed out that both the Director of the 
FBI and the Attorney General are nominated by the President, 
hearings are held before the various Congressional Committees 
and finally approved by the Senate. It was further pointed 
out that Director Kelley has recently stated in connection with 
the publicity relative to Cointelpro, that he has no intention 
of permitting this program to be reinstituted in the FBI and 
Lf circumstances ever arose which circumstances he could not 
contemplate:. at this time, wherein it was thought such 
activities shduld be embarked upon, he would obtain the personal 
approval of the Attorney General prior to such instituting. 
Seidel was informed that Gebhardt was in total agreement with 
this statement of Mr. Kelley. 

Gebhardt was asked as to what his feelings were 
relative to what the relationship should be: between the FBI 
and Congress. He was informed that a Senate Oversight 
Committee was recently established and it was felt that this 
was a good start and that this Committee should formalize and 

7 | f 



standardize their oversight responsibilities and make regular 
> inquiries of the Director and other officials of the FBI as 

to our activities. He was informed that there should be 
either a joint oversight committee between the House and 
Senate or if the Congress decided on two oversight Committees 
in both the House and Senate, these committees should be the 
entities through which all information relative to the 
activities of the FBI should flow. 

It was emphasized however, that there should be 
regular consultation between these representatives and the 
FBI. 

Inquiry was made as.to Gebhardt's opinion relative 
to the relationship between the Department of Justice and 
the FBI and Seidel was informed the relationship, in Gebhardt's 
opinion, is excellent, should continue, and there should be 
a free flow of information between the FBI and the Department 
of Justice. 

At the conclusion of the interview, Gebhardt summed 
up his comments by stating that Congress should definitely 
set up a structured oversight procedure of the activities 
of the FBI with due regard to the confidentiality of many 
of the FBI operations and investigations and must assure 
itself that the members of the Committee and its staff will 
maintain the confidentiality where necessary. 

Secondly, in the areas of investigative matters 
usually referred to as national defense, national security 
or intelligence operations, all of the FBI investigations 
must be based on the application of the facts toward a 

: particular Federal statute and if the facts are so oblique 
that they cannot be clearly applied to a particular Federal 
statute, consultation with the Department of Justice should 
be had in all instances. 
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UNIT ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

* 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Diego, California ALL INFORMATION. CONTAINED 
In Reply, Please Refer to August 6, 1975 HEREIN 19 URICLASSIFIE File No. gu , | pATELO Ine 100" By SPAN 

U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

FORMER SPECIAL AGENT © 
ROBERT S.-BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Former Special Agent Robert_S..Baker was inter- 
viewed at his home at 4268 Hortensia, San Diego, California, 
by U.S. Senate Select Committee (ssc) Staf£ Member Lester 
Seidel on August 1.1975. The interview began at 10:30 AM 
and lasted untirt T2T30"PM. Assistant Special Agent in 
Charge (ASAC) Arthur G. Barger, Federal Bureau of Investi- 

- sss gation (FBI), San Diego, California, was telephonically 
“7 ~avaitable for consultation.:.Former Special Agent Baker awe 

““ 1+ @id not consult with anyone during the course of the inter-_, 
To LARS o meyer Se 

Prior to the interview, Former Special Agent 
| Baker tad been advised that FBI Headquarters had waived 
| the agreement as a former employee not to furnish information 

received during the period of his employment, for purposes of 
this interview. He was advised that he had a right to counsel 
but that the FBI was unable to provide private counsel for him. 

- 3 ato ep weer ee 

Former Special Agent Baker was advised that he 
would not be required to answer questions that might divulge 
the identity of any FBI source, that would reveal information 
relative to sensitive methods and techniques, or information 
which originated with other agencies, including foreign 
intelligence agencies. 

Former Special Agent Baker was advised that the 
interview was to involve only the COINTELPRO as it applied 
to the Black Panther Party (BPP) (see _appendix).— 

| This document contains neither recommendations nor 
f conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the 

FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
| are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S, BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Staff Member Seidel identified himself to Mr. 
Baker, stating that the interview would be in the form of 
an informal discussion and that information furnished by 
Mr. Baker would be placed in a memorandum for the SSC. 
Mr. Seidel stated that he did not intend to use the names 
of individuals interviewed in his memorandum. He stated 

. that Mr. Baker did not have to talk to him, and that any 
information he furnished would be furnished voluntarily. 

Mr. Seidel asked if Mr. Baker was a supervisor 
with the San Diego Office of the FBI from sometime in 1968 
through April, 19/71. 

Mr. Baker advised that he was a supervisor of the 
ee lt we oe security squad but could not. recall if the dates mentioned : : 

by Mr. Seidel were correct. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to the nature of matters | 
supervised by him, to which Mr. Baker replied that matters 
such as investigation of the Communist Party (see appendix), 
the Socialist Workers Party (see.appendix), the Black Panther 
Party, US, Incorporated (see appendix), the Nation of Islam 
(see appendix), Espionage, Sabotage matters, and other investi- 
gations were conducted on the squad supervised by him, which 
consisted of from 12 to 15 Special Agents. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether Mr. Baker 
supervised the COINTELPRO. 

Mr. Baker advised that he did supervise this pro- 
gram which was initiated by FBI Headquarters and not on the 
field office level. He stated that as he recalled, a letter 
was submitted either monthly, quarterly or semi-annually. 
The letter was submitted by a Special Agent whose case load 
was such that he could take the time to prepare the letter. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether Special Agent 
Roy Burns was more of a young, eager, type Agent. 

a Dies 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Baker replied that this was not true but 
that Special Agent Burns had been assigned the COINTELPRO 
case because his case load was such that he was able to 
handle the program. 

Mr. Seidel inquired whether Special Agent Roy 
Burns was transferred to the Butte Office of the FBI for 
disciplinary reasons. 

Mr. Baker replied that Special Agent Burns was 
originally from Washington State and. had wanted to be trans- 
ferred to that area. 

Mr. Seidel en if the Bureau encouraged Agents 
‘to participate in..disruptive, programs and then rewarded them... 
Financiaily for their aPiocee. 

Mr. Baker replied that the Bureau had an incentive 
award program, and if an Agent did a good job in any field, he 
could get recognition through an incentive award. - Mr. Baker 
stated that he could not recall any award being given as a 
result of COINTELPRO activity. 

Mr. Seidel asked Mr. Baker if he could recall any 
information concerning the Free Breakfast Program of the’ BPP. 

Mr. Baker stated that he recalled that the operation 
of the Free Breakfast Program of the BPP was followed through 
sources. They advised that some of the BPP officials were 
stealing money from funds which were to be spent on the 
breakfast program. The breakfast program was served at a 
local Catholic church. Mr. Baker advised Mr. Seidel that 
an official of the Catholic church in San Diego was contacted 
‘regarding the priest in charge of the church where the break- 
fast program was being held, who was reportedly an alcoholic. 
Mr. Seidel was advised that the priest was transferred from 
the church. 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel asked what Mr. Baker's definition of 
the COINTELPRO was. 

Mr. Baker replied that the COINTELPRO was a 
disruptive type program. | 

Mr. Seidel stated that the FBI had apparently 
written a letter regarding a white girl friend of Kenneth 
Denman, a BPP leader in San Diego. He -inquired as to why 
this letter was written. 

Mr. Baker stated that Denman was considered one 
of the stronger leaders of the San Diego Branch of the BPP, 
and if-it was possible to keep him from becoming a strong 
leader, it would be disruptive to the party. The fact that 
Denman was livine with a ‘white giri-was considered derogatory --- 
towacd him by BPP members in San Diego. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether such activity. 
would have been taken against a leader in an organization 
such as the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
(see description) if the leader of such a group had been 
living with a white woman. Would such a letter be appropriate? 

| Mr. Baker replied that he did not feel that such a 
letter would be appropriate in this case because this organi-~ 
zation involved a religious leader and our program was not 
directed at religious groups but was directed toward black 
militant and extremist groups. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether Mr. Baker recalled 
individuals in the BPP named Tate, Wallace, Denman and Bell. 

Mr. Baker stated that he could not recall anything 
specific about any of these individuals, except what he had 
previously stated concerning Denman. He said he could recall 
the names but nothing more concerning these individuals. 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (ssc) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel then mentioned an incident wherein the 
San Diego Office of the FBI had furnished information to the 
Los Angeles Office of the FBI for transmission to local auth- 
orities concerning a group of BPP members from San Diego who 
were traveling to Los Angeles to attend a funeral. 

Mr. Baker stated that he could recall that such an 
incident occurred and that information was furnished stating 
that BPP members from San Diego would be carrying concealed 
weapons. He said he thought the furnishing of this information 
resulted in some of the BPP members being arrested in Los 
Angeles. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether Mr. Baker could 
“ wvecall-somecne from the: FRiein:San Diego visiting the mother. o- 

of a girl who was an alleged member of the BPP in San Diego, 
and whether the FBI went to the-mother to put pressure on 
another member of che: Family: 

Mr. Baker stated that he vaguely recalled such a 
case but could not recall the details and could not be 
certain this had occurred. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether the FBI had any 
technical surveillances on the BPP in San Diego. 

Mr. Baker stated that he knew of none and added that 
such coverage was not needed in San Diego because there were 
good sources in the BPP who could furnish excellent coverage. 
Mr. Baker stated that he believes he would have known of any 
such installations covering the BPP in San Diego. 

Mr. Seidel asked if Mr. paket Imnew of San mea gce 
using any such techniques against the BPP. 

‘Mr. Baker replied that he believed that San Fran= 
cisco had used such techniques. 

a5 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel then asked why such techniques were 
not used in San Diego if they were used in San Francisco. 

Mr. Baker replied that such techniques were not 
needed in San Diego due to the good source coverage of 
party activity. 

Mr. Seidel inquired as to whether there was a 
conflict between US, Incorporated, and the BPP in San 
Diego. 

: Mr. Baker replied that US, Incorporated, head- 
quarters were in Los Angeles. There was a power struggle oe 
‘Betweer- che two groups for membership of blacks and much 

wc". TI SRaVveL occurred by US, Incoxporated, leaders fromvibgss: "75. -.- ast 
: Angeles to San Diego and Mexico, and from San Diego to 
| Los Angeles. There were considerable conflict between the 
: two groups. | 

! Mr. Seidel asked whether Mr. Baker recalled 
| Ron Karenga. 

. Mr. Baker replied that he did recall Ron Karenga 
.as being the Los Angeles leader of US, Incorporated. 

Mr. Seidel asked whether Mr. Baker recalled some 
cards stating "Ron Karenga is impotent" which were printed 
in Los Angeles and some of which might have been sent to 
San Diego. 

Mr. Baker replied that he does not recall these 
cards but this could have been correct. 

Mr. Seidel asked if Mr. Baker recalled some cartoons 
being drawn concerning the BPP. 

Mr. Baker stated that he recalled that there were 
two or three cartoons prepared depicting strife between US, 
Incorporated, and the BPP. ~° 

a 6s 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel then stated that these cartoons were 
prepared by the Bureau Laboratory. 

Mr. Baker stated that he did not recall. 

Mr. Baker advised Mr. Seidel that US, Incorporated, 
and the BPP were led by and made up of people with extensive 
criminal records, and because of this and their general 
demeanor, the FBI did not really have to provoke or dis- 
rupt them because they kept themselves in a constant state 
of turmoil. He stated that Special Agents connected with 
the COINTELPRO did not devote much time to the program be~ 

- cause of heavy case loads -of. other matters. and. because they ...-.—-.. - 
“essistad in working criminal matters such as -bank ~robberies*-- --" ~7 
and other criminal violations. ee 

Mr. Baker advised Mr. Seidel that a ereat. deal of ~ as 
time was spent by the Special Agents working with their 
sources because they had to be extremely careful that they 
were protected. I£ a crime was planned and a source had 
knowledge of it, the source would try to keep the crime from 
being committed. If it was not possible to prevent the crime, 
the source might be forced to participate, and if arrested, a 

‘ problem would becreated in attempting to get the source out 
of jail and still conceal his identity as a source. 

Mr. Seidel inquired of Mr. Baker as to the names of 
the Agents he dealt with in Los Angeles and San Francisco in 
connection with COINTELPRO. 

Mr. Baker stated that he recalled that Supervisor 
Albert Clark had something to do with the program in San é 
Francisco, and in Los Angeles he dealt with Supervisor Richard 
Bloeser and Bill Knowland. 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENT 
ROBERT S. BAKER BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel asked Mr. Baker if he was acquainted 
with Richard Held. | 

Mr. Baker stated that Richard Held was. assigned 
as Assistant Special Agent in Charge in San Diego, and he 

' knew him at that time. He stated that he is aware that 
Richard Held is now the Special Agent in Charge of the 
Chicago Office of the FBI. 

Mr. Seidel stated to Mr. Baker that he-was eoing 
to interview Assistant Director Robert Gebhardt and Special 
Agent in Charge Charles W. Bates. 

This concluded the interview of former Special 
- -, . Agent Robert S. Baker. by SSC Staff Member Lester Seidel. 

Fut owe tt ee mores on 

The Southern Christian Leadership’Gonference 
(SCLC) -~was an orgdénization founded py Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Ix, with the theme ,6f. | 
new/Jife for pdéor peophe. Dr. King, \e-Leader 
ing ivil rtietits, was assassinated on April 4— 
1969. 
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/ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to San Diego, California 
File No. August 5 ; 1975 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

pATELO BY 

UNITED STATES SENATE 
OELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) 

By communication dated July 30, 1975, 
Clarence M. Kelley, Director, Federal Bureau of 
Investisation (FBI), United States Department of 
Justice, advised as follows concerning an interview 

' by representative of the Senate Select Committee (SSC) 
of. Special Agent (SA) Lawrence F. Wirick, concerning 
Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO) and Bureau 
investigation of the Black Panther Party (BPP) (see 
Appendix pase). Director Kelley stated as follows: 

"T have waived your employment agreements for 
purposes of’these interviews. Each should note that he 
has the right to counsel; however, the FBI is unable to 
provide private counsel. There are certain privileged 
areas concerning which SAS would not be required to answer 
questions. Areas concern information which might divulge 
identities of FBI sources; information relating to sensitive 
methods and techniques; information which might adversely 
affect on-going FBI investigations; and information which 
originated with other agencies, including foregn intelligence 
agencies." 

yis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; Lt and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. | 

Po. | 
— «MOLINE Do YG Shs COB x 
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UNITED STATES SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) 

INTERVIE' 0! 
(SA) LANREN 
OSC STAFPE LitBal 

a CHa 

On Julyi3i, 22, at 11:45 a.m. Mr. Lester Seidel: 
of the United States Senate Select Committee (SSC) interviewed 
SA Lawrence F. Wirick at the San Diego Office of the FBI. 
No Advice of Rights was furnished SA Wirick and it was not 
necessary for the interviewee to consult with an FBI representative. 
The interview was terminated at 12:50 pim. and as best recalled 
included the following discussion in the form of questions and 
answers; 

Seidel: You understand that this is an informal interview 
and is in connection with the Bureau's COINTELPRO 
as it relates to the FBI investigation of the BPP? 

Wirick: Yes, but for what purpose is the Senate conducting 
| this survey? 

Seidel: To aid in formation of new Legislation so that the 
FBI and other Government agencies will have more 
definite guidelines to follow. 

Wirick: I ‘believe the Congress already through lack of 
information, isolated instances, and some hysteria 
have enacted too many restrictive laws that prevent 
the FBI and other Government agencies from protecting 
the law abiding element of our society from the . 
"bad suys". 

(He was in general agreement) Did you handle the seidel 
COINTELPRO from 1970 through March, 1971? 

Wirick: Yes, but I believe the BPP ceased to function locally 
about November or December, 1970. As I recall my 
function was to write a progress type letter regarding 
progress which described the illegal activities of 
members of the BPP and to report that this information 
had been furnished local police agencies but information 
generally emanated from confidential informants. 
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UNITED STATES SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SPECIAL AGENT 
(SA) LAWRENCE F, WIRICK BY 
SSG STAFF MEMBER 

Seidel: 

Wirick: 

et canals 

What type of illegal activities and did your program 
in any way instigate illegal activities on the part 
of the BPP? 

Criminal acts committed by local members of the BPP 
is what I was referring to. I don't believe it was 
ever necessary Co instigate anv illegal acts or in 
any way entrap BPP members in criminal acts. The 
majority of local BPP members were thieves, narcotics 
addicts, lazy, unemployed and were hero worshipers of 
the BPP in Oakland, California. They wanted to emulate 
the Oakland organization, but their own dishonesty, 
et cetera, was a constant source of turmoil amongst 
the local group. 

I recall, date unknown, information was received 
regarding Kenny Denmon (Kenneth Lee Denmon), one time 
head of the local BPP, that he was using stolen credit 
cards, 

Information was received that Walter Wallace 
(Walter Carl Wallace, Jr.) was on narcotics and that 
he and his wife, Velma, were stealing to get money 
for narcotics and that Velma's mother was also involved 
in local thefts. 

All above information was furnished local law agencies 
and local arrests were made. Furnishing the 
above type of information is a function and responsibility 
of the FBI. 
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UNITED STATES SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) 

INTERVIEN OF SPECIAL AGENT 
(SA) LAVRENCE F, ‘TIRICK BY. 
SSC STAFF MEMBER 

The BPP in:San Diego was very effective in causing 
their own problems and their. own extinction and their 
criminal activities were not restricted to the examples 
I've given. 

Seidel: Did the COINTELPRO try to disrupt the BPP Breakfast 
Program? 

Wirick: No, not to my knowledge. I recall that soon after - 
the Breakfast Program was started that other members 
o£ the BPP accused Ken Denmon of stealing money from 
contributions made to the Program. 

On second thought I believe we did disrupt the BPP 
Breakrast Program in that we received complaints 
from several dairys and bread companies, et cetera, 
that they had been approached by BPP members with 
veiled threats of extortion if they did not donate 
quantities of food et 

| Program. The FBI and 
I believe as a result 
but the investigation 
offense of extortion. 

Seidel: Did you have any conne 

cetera to the BPP Breakfast 
local police investigated and 
their practices were discontinued, 
failed to establish a prosecutable 

ction with distribution of 
"cartoons depicting BPP members as compromising each 
other et cetera? 

Wirick: No, but I have seen "cartoons" in the BPP newspaper. 
Have you ever seen or 

Seidel: No 

read copies of the BPP newspaper? 

ai 
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UNITED STATES SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) 

INTERVIEN OF SPECIAL AGENT 
(SA) LAYRENCE F. WIRICK BY 
SSC STAFF MEMBER 

~ 

Wirick: They featured "cartoons" showing the "pigs" (police) 
being killed, stabbed, et cetera. I believe [ recall 
seeing some cartoons" showing how the BPP would kill 
the “honkies" (white people). They were similar to 
the propaganda leaflets used by the Nazis against 
American troops before an attack. The articles in the 
BPP newspaper were even more foul. 

Seidel: Did the COINTELPRO promote dissension between the BPP 
and the US Group (see Appendix page)? | 

‘Wirick: Not to my knowledge. As I recall there was never 
any need to. They were constantly at odds with each 
other and on a gang type basis were trying to eliminate 
each other. I believe Syivester Bell, & San Diego BPP 
member was killed by an US Group member and John Savage, 
another local BPP member was killed by an US Group 
member. 

In Los Angeles two other BPP members, names not 
recalled, were allegedly killed by US Group members. 
I believe this led to the popular saying in Southeast 
San Dieso section where most blacks live that the score | 
game) was, “US 4 - BPP 0", 

Seidel: What do you think of the merits of a proposal to 
| spray shipments of the BPP newspaper with a noxious 

acid so that readers would be confronted with a vile 
oder when attempting to read the paper? 
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UNITED STATES SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SPECIAL AGENT 
(SA) LAWRENCE F. WIRICK BY 
SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Wirick: 

Seidel: 

Wiricks: 

Seidel: 

Wiricks 

After thought, no. Because the paper itself was 
so vile and anti-white that the odor would never 
stop BPP members from reading same. I've always 
hoped that a large segment of the population, 
especially the ‘do-gocders" could or would experience 
the neuseous reaction I have felt after reading the 
illiterate, foul-mouthed, anti-white, anti-Government, 
BPP paper. I think everybody should read a copy of 
the BPP paper so that they will know the type and 
character of BPP members. 

What do you think about anonymous letters sent to 
spouses of BPP members saying the husband was sleeping 
with a white girl, et cetera? : 

Most wives of the members I recall were also BPP 
members and/or common-Law-wives. Many BPP members 
did have liaison with white girls but I doubt if 
such 2a letter would bother most spouses of BPP members. 
However, such a letter might be of value under certain 
circumstances, example: the stories that were spread 
during World War II which were not necessarily all true 
regarding Hitler, Mussolini, General Patton and others. 

In your opinion was the COINTELPRO of any value? 
Should it be changed? Do you have any suggestions 
for changes, or should it be eliminated completely? 

Yes, as I recall, it acted as a progress letter of the 
BPP, its direction, its dissension, its change in 
leadership, and indications of its slow local demise 
because of the character of the local BPP members, and 

- as a summary of its activities for FBIHQ. I recall that 
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! UNITED STATES SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SPECIAL AGENT 
(SA) LAWRENCE F, ‘JIRICK BY 
SSC STAFF MEMBER 

eS 

we made certain requests to conduct some types 
of counterintelligence against the BPP, but I 
do not recall that the Bureau ever authorized any 
counterintelligence act which might be productive. 

Change? COINTELPRO is not being utilized to the 
best of my knowledge and has not been for some time. 

I believe that in about two or three years Congress 
Will be frantically asking the FBI why we did not 
furnish them intelligence, advance knowledge of a 
demonstration, a riot and other civil unrest and 
elimination of the COINTELPRO has been another step 
in the direction of placing the FBI and other law 
enforcement agencies in a position where we cannot 
react to the activities of groups such as the BPP 
which have been formed with the main purpose 
of overthrowing the United States, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
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August 6, 1975 

HEREIN | 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ae SSIFi 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SPECIAL AGENT(EARL M.. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

‘Special Agent’ (SA) Earl_M, Petersen was interviewed 
at the San Diego office of the Federal. Bureau of Investigation . 
(FBI) on July 31,1975, by U. S. Senaté Select Committee (SSC) 
Staff Member Lester Seidel. The interview began at 10:05 A.M. 
and ended at 11:35 A.M. Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
(ASAC) Arthur G. Barger was available nearby for consulta~_ 
tion. He was not consulted during the interview. 

Prior to the interview, SA Petersen had been 
advised by San Diego FBI officials that FBI Headquarters 
had waived the employee agreement not to furnish informa- 
tion for the purpose of this interview. ‘He was advised 
that he had a right to counsel but that the FBI was unable 
to provide private counsel for him. 

SA Petersen was advised that he would not be 
required to answer questions that might divulge the identity 
of any FBI source; that would reveal information relative to 
sensitive methods and techniques; or information which 
originated with other agencies, including foreign intelligence 
agencies. 

SA Petersen was advised that the interview was to 
involve only the COINTELPRO as it applied to the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) (see appendix). 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conciusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Staff Member Lester Seidel identified himself to 
oA Petersen and stated that he was not warning SA Petersen 
of his rights as the interview was such that such a warning 
was not required. He advised SA Petersen that he did not 
have to-talk to him and that any information furnished was 
on a voluntary basis. He stated that information furnished 
to him would be handled with discretion. ~ 

Mr. Seidel: . Were you in charge of the 
COINTELPRO in San Diego from - 
March, 1968 through October, 1968? 

SA Petersen: | : This was possible but the | 
dates the program was assigned 
to me are not recalled. 

Mr. Seidel: What was the name of the. squad 
to which you were BRSteHce at 
that time? 

SA Petersen. The Security Squad. 
/ 

Mr. Seidel: | Who did the squad investigate? 
Was it groups such as US, Inc. 
(see appendix) and the BPP? 

SA Petersen: Yes, such groups as US, Ince, | 
the BPP, and the Nation of 
Islam (NOI) (see appendix). 

Mr. Seidel: And possibly splinter groups? 

SA Petersen: Yes, groups that would form 
and disband and which could 
possibly be called splinter 
ZLOUpS . 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 
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PETERSEN 

How long have you been in 
the Bureau? 

Twenty~four years as of 
June 25, 1975. 

Where have you been. assigned? 

In Boston, Baltimore, New 
York, Tampa, and San Diego. 

The Bureau has indicated that: 
you were a coordinator of the 
COINTELPRO in San Diego. As 
such, what were your duties? 

The duties for the most part 
consisted cf preparing letters 
te the Bureau asking for © 
authority to take some specific 
action in the program; awaiting 
the reply from the Bureau; and 
then, if any action was taken, 
to advise the Bureau of the 
results of such action. It 
is noted that many of the re- 
quests to take specific action 
were turned down by the Bureau, - 

Were you the focal point of 
the program? 

Yes, in.the sense that any 
idea for action tc be taken 
in the program was trans~ 
mitted to the Bureau for 
approval by me and if approval 
was received, it would be re- 
lated to whomever had suggested 
the activity. I would then 
report any results to the Bureau. 

3 = 



U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: Did you get heavy pressure from 
: Bureau officials to take action 

in this program? 

SA Petersen: ‘' Not any more than any other 
case, and I had a number of 
other cases assigned to me 
at the time the COINTELPRO 
was assigned to me. 

Mr. Seidel: 7 Mg What type of nee did you 
do? 

SA Petersen: I do not recall at this time 
any specific action taken in 
the program. I do recall that 
a Black Panther leader, Walter 
Wallace, was removed as ieader 
of the party in San Diego. I 
believe it was suspected that 
he might have cooperated with 
the FBI. This could have been 

/ accomplished by interviewing 
| him where the interview could 

be seen by other party members. 
L£ the Agents shook his hand, 
smiled, and acted like he was 
a friend, it might plant the 
seed of suspicion in the minds 
of other BPP members. I do 
not recall specifically whether 
this happened but at any rate, 
Wallace was not trusted and 
was removed as leader of the 
party. 

Mr. Seidel: Could such a thing get Wallace 
killed or injured? 

* wc: HD. cs 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE — 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

SA Petersen: I do not see how it would 
: because there would be no way 

anyone could determine whether 
or not Wallace was, in fact, 
cooperating with the FBI. He 
was probably removed by the 
BPP as a precautionary measure. 
iL cannot recall whether or 
not Wallace was removed while 
I was coordinator of the program. 

Mr. Seidel: Was COINTELPRO successful? 

SA Petersen: I was not too impressed with 
its success in San Diego while 
I had it assigned to me be- 
cause it was a new program 
and it took some time to get 
it established and working. 
Most of the success was probably 
due to information obtained 
regarding criminal violations, 
mostly local in nature, which 
was furnished to local law 
enforcement officers, causing 
the arrest of BPP members. - 
This would have been done 
whether or not we had a 
COINTELPRO. It was necessary 
to prepare a letter to the 
Bureau asking authority to 
take action and then wait 
for a reply authorizing the 
activity. Many times suggested 
COINTELPRO activity suggestions 
would be turned down. 



U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel made available Xerox copies of Bureau 
letters captioned, “Counter Intelligence Program; Black 
Nationalist - Hate Groups," dated August 25, 1967 and 
March-4, 1968. These were read by SA Petersen, who said he 
could not specifically recall reading the letters. 

Mr. Seidel: © - Was contact with the police 
formal or informal? 

! SA Petersen: Contact was personal or telephonic 
| contact and at one time, informa- 
| tion furnished to individual officers 

was confirmed by letter to the 
Chef of Police. It is not re- 
called if this was the policy 
.during the time COINTELPRO was 
assigned to me. 

Mr. Seidel: What happened to SA Roy Burns? 

SA Petersen: He was transferred to the Butte, 
Montana Field Office. 

Mr. Seidel: | Did he do anything wrong? I 
understand Agents were sometimes 
transferred to Butte as a disci- 
plinary measure. 

SA Petersen: SA Burns wanted to be transferred 
to Butte and requested the trans-~ 
fer. The Special Agent in Charge 
(SAC), Mr. Evans, was transferred 
there and may have helped ot 
Burns get moved there. 

Mr. Seidel: How old is Bob Baker: 

SA Petersen: Probably 51 or 52 years old. . 

“6 - 
i 
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U. -S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 
/ 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 
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PETERSEN 

-had that kind of impact. 

Did he retire early? 

No. He was in a position to 
retire and retired because he 
wanted to take advantage of a 
cost of living increase by retiring 
prior to a certain date, such as 
June 30. 

Were the BPP and US, Inc. both 
violence oriented groups? 

Very definitely. There was extreme 
friction between the BPP and US, 
Inc. at all times. 

Do you recall some caficatures | 
used in connection with COINTELPRO? 

YeSe 

Who had the program at that time? 

I believe SA Burns had it then. 

What were the cartoons? 

I recall seeing them but do not 
recall any specific cartoon. 

Do you think anything done in 
COINTELPRO could have had a 
reaction causing someone to kill 
an individual in the other group? 

Because of the extreme antagonism 
between the two groups, anything 
we did would have had about the 
same effect as a gnat biting an 
elephant. I do not think COINTELPSO 

et ses 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT. COMMITTEE . 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSG STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: 3 Did you ever supervise any techni- 
cal installation or electronic 
surveillance of the BPP in San 
Diego? 

SA Petersen: No. I don't recall | like 
_that being done here. 

Mr. Seidel: How would you feel about writing 
a letter to a wife saying her 
husband was sleeping with various 
other women if the husband was a 
BPP leader? 

| 

| 

| 
| 

‘SA Petersen: I would hesitate to do this 
| because it might break up a 
| family. If the facts were true 
| and this might cause tne BPP 
| leader to be less effective, it 
| would probably be a good counter- 

intelligence move. 

+ + Mr. Seidel: I am referring to Page 91 of a 
| | BPP COINTELPRO summary which 

indicates that a BPP leader was 
! living with a white girl and an 
| anonymous letter was written to 
: | ; others in the BPP saying that this 

individual was living with a white 
girl. Do you recall anything about 
that? } 

| SA Petersen: L believe that leader could have 
_ been Kenneth Denmon in San Diego. 

I recall that he was living with 
a white woman and that others in 
the BPP were made aware of this 
in some manner. The BPP in San 
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U. Se SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

SA Petersen (continued): Diego was teaching children to 
hate and kill police officers. 
They planned violent criminal 
acts and were making plans to 
take over the established govern- 
ment at the first opportunity. 
If a leader of such a group could 
be discredited and removed, it 

| would help to keep the group from 
| becoming stronger, as they would . 

have to select a new leader, and 
he would have to get the group 
reorganized. Denmon had many 
additional weaknesses which could 
be used in a counter~intelligence 
program. 

Mr. Seidel: Do you recali a letter being sent 
to BPP Headquarters saying a 
leader of the BPP was cooperating 
with the police in Los Angeles? 

SA Petersen: I do not recall such a letter. 

Mr. Seidel: Do you recall some cards being 
| sent to San Diego from Los Angeles 

saying, "Ron Karenga is impotent’? 

SA Petersen: No, I do not recall such cards. 
Ron Karenga was a leader of US, 
Ince, not the BPP. 

Mr. Seidel: Do you recall that cartoons were 
to be sent to BPP members to dis- 
credit the leaders? 

SA Petersen: I recall the cartoons but do not 
- recall whether they were set to 

BPP members. 

? 

bo 
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U. Se SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSG STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: | 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

Mr. Seidel: 

SA Petersen: 

‘ 
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Do you recall an anonymous Letter 
being sent to the Catholic Church 
to have the prisst of the church 
where the BPP breakfast program 
was operated removed from his 
office? 

I do not recall such an anonymous 
letter; however, I do recall that 
the priest was transferred by 
the church. 

Knowing that the BPP paper was 
a paper that taught and advocated 
violence and had cartoons in it 
that encouraged the killing of 
police officers by blacks and 
was a violence oriented paper, 
how would you feel about putting 
a corrosive liquid on the paper 
to keep it from being distributed? 

I would not do it as I would feel 
that it was a violation of the law 
and too drastic. I would not do 
it personally or personally approve 
of 1Ce ° 

You have been very helpful and. 
the information you have provided 
will be used in considering new 
legislation at some time in the 
future. 

In these tranquil times, it disturbs 
me greatly to read in the papers 
and to hear news broadcasts con-~ 
taining all kinds of allegations 
against the FBI and the CIA ahd 

2 
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U. Se SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

INTERVIEW OF SA EARL M. PETERSEN 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

SA Petersen (continued): other intelligence agencies. I 
like to work within the law and 
to be guided by legislation in 
my work. I would, however, hate 
to see such restrictive legislation 
passed that at some time in the 
future when we might be faced 
with violence~prone organizations 
trying to take control of the 
government, we would be unable to 
properly handle our responsibility 
for the internal security of the 
United States. 

Mr. Seidel: Thank you for your cocperation. 

- ji - 
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(ROBERT. MORGAN, N.G. . RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA. a c 4 % ge low { 

pee es . : ; 2 4TZTe2 chee es dene a 
; WILLIAM G, MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR ~ 

FREOERICK A, 0. SCHWARZ, JM., CHIEF COUNSEL = * ; 
CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL, SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

: STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATION 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVNM cs 

qa a (PUgQSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 31TH CONGRESS) 

¢. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 ee 

July 18, 1975. = 

The Honorable Edward H. Levi ; “ig eet eo: <a ede 
| Attorney General es aT ul ee ee ee 
; U. S. Department of Justice 3 ee 2 oe 

Washington, DCs © 2 3 eS ee ie: aS : 

Dear Mr. Attorney General:. | - a: Sie er 2 

On.behalf of the Select. Committee, we wish to 
express our: appreciation to you for meeting with us on ... |. .. « 

= Wednesday afternoon. We recognize the need for the Com" .- : 
mittee to have a complete understanding of the concerns 
of the Department of Justice so that our inquiry can . : 
proceed in the most. responsible manner. Our meeting * - : 

= 2 * was extremely valuable in that respect, and you may’ be 
7: gure. that we have given fuii consideration to your. .- . . . 

views. | _ - : 
- - - 

- - *, - = ~ 

a ae ee ee 

=e + = . 

The Committee has ‘been informed that: Mr. John " s 
ae BLLIFE, leader of the Domestic Intelligence Task  -. 1, 
Force, and members of his staff met yesterday with Mr. — : 
K. William O'Connor, Special Counsel for Intellisance _ 
coordination, and members of his staff to agree upon . 
procedures for delivery of and access to FBI materials 2 
requested by the Committee. The proposed procedures _ - “ 
which resulted from that meeting are satisfactory to) -— be es ee 
whe Committee.. : -* ae a 1% 

tae 

“i 

* A" 

* 

a ‘6 
‘ che a We are pleased that your staff was able £0 meee 

promptly with our representatives and that they reached - 2 ae 
agreement without delay. The Committee expects that the. re 
proposed procedures will, if implemented, expedite its | 2% 
work during.the coming weeks. As you know, one of our : 
major concerns was that all of-the problems with the es 
Committee's outstanding requests for materials. .. ; fe ga, Rg 
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. The OHSEABLE Edward "A, ‘Levi bas 
Page 2. = 1975 ° 

Be resolved before: the ane recess so that the. staff 
can fully prepare the materials for our use when we- - 
return. . We believe the procedures are an appropriate ~~ 
and practical accommodation of our mutual interests. 
Indeed, we have instructed our. staff to-niake every effort 
to accomplish the work of the Committee within this _ 
framework. - 7 ” 

¢ 

The prompt resolution of this matter demon- 
strates a spirit of cooperation which we hope will — 
prevail in all our future relations. The Committee looks 
forward to working with you. personally on issues of common 
concern during the months ahead. 

Sincerely yours, 

a. | | as - Frank Church | 
i . - Chairman 2. a 

John Tower -_ os 
Vice Chairman’ . Pt 
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the Committee desires delivary. e first such list will be. delivered ~ 

pa rpm a pa = 

““ 

a PROPOSED PROCEDURES AE 
* 

or the Senior State a 1 yt 

(1) The Domestic Task Foree Leader/will submit per. lodically a list: ~ ™. 
of materials to which the Committee staff wishes access or of which AMO PERI ow 

to the Department of Justice within 48 hours of the adoption of this 
procedure, and will sumnarize ard supersede al] the presently o utstandin 
requests; this list will be ‘in priority. order, as Fixed by ‘the Ceonaies ee 
with fixed delivery/access dates.specified. Those materials for schich 
the Comittee requests delivery or access shall be delivered to the 
Committee or made accessible in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building not 
Jater than within 48 hours of the date specified. The Committee - _- 
Chairman ond Vice Chairmen shell be informed by the Attorney General, 
within 24 hours of receipt of the request, of any delay beyond 48 -- -- . 

- - 
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-hours, the expected length of the delay, and the specific reasons for. © . 

- Bureau of/to any materials requested, while the balence of such 
the delay. Partial access or delivery shall be proffered, by the a ; 

materials are being prepared. A partiel proffer shall not extend 
‘the time, of full response set forth herein. oe 2 

(2) The eosiie procedures shall apply (a) where de elivery of eee ue 
materials reauested might jeopardize FBI sensitive scurces or So 

ongoing operations, or (b) where the Domestic Task Force Leader or the 
requests access to ‘materials. rather than delivery o - « senior 
materials to the ‘Committee. * es —  . .  Statt 

(3) The Department will furnish access at the Hoover Building in 
“ge 4171 to those materials penne 3 : 

(a) only to the me mbers: of the Comittee , here it is deter~ | 
‘mined by the Attorney General thet the meterlals cinvolve peculiarly | - 
sensitive foreign inteliigence ee and ongoing operations. ° ns ae 

(b) In all other cases, to ‘the appropriately cleared staff: ey 
who will have access to all of the materials. _-: te sO 

ee - © > 

(c) An exception to (3) and (b) above is.mede for’the names, . 
. of so-called "live" informants or potential inZoments as defined | Si Big By 
in the FBI Mahual of Instructions as to i wich no access -will be = oe 
furnished unless the identity of the individual as an informant Or potential 
has already been made known to the Roorittes, or. usless the Attorney informen - 
General, the Chainien and Vice Chairman, jointly’ agrae on -the linited 
disclosure of such names to the Chairman and Vice Chairman, - ee, & ss 
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“ procedures may be modified ony by. their joint cecision. ne = -: 
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(4) Those materials ‘to which the staff has access ma y be reviewed ae ao ~ 
studied in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building and such notes may be Fe , 

‘taken as deemed epPEOP Tete by the eraue: mS . ee ae 

5) The Committee ‘staff shall Ser from ese eee to “int ‘ch 
access is herein provided, thes terials which it deems pértinent 
to the Comnittee's inquiries and ¥ necessary for cee very to the 7 e tae 

Committee's offices. : . ae ae ¢ ee 
"es 
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° (6) The Buean shail make copies of such materials as are specified: 
by the staff under t @ provisions of (5) above for transfer to the - 

_ Conmittee's offices . es = 
” 

- aa 

ap 4 

' (a) before the copies of such materials are taken to the 
Comnittee's offices, the Burau shall, within 24 hours of the 
selection, make appropriate excisions and paraphrases of. infor- 
mation which might, 1f- inadvertently disclos ed, renee sensitive - 
FBI sources and ongoing operations... 

- Ox the Senior Staff. = * .2 : 
.%) If the Task Foree Laader/nas any objections ta the _ 

excisions or paraphrases, the materials will be forthwith convey syed.  & 
-by the Bureau, with a weitten statement: of its grounds for its 

- position, to the on Counsel who shall resolve the matter. _— -- 
within 24 hours | : - . aS & 
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(c) In the event the matter is rot resolved within 24 hours, 
the Special Counsel shail eee the matter forthwith to the Attorney - 
General who shall notify the Chaimman forthwith and arnange fop an: .. ma 
appropriate disposition. ie » ah. 4 a 

1" "ye ’ eect, 
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(7) The Committee staff may remove to the Of fics GF SoC a soonosmiate 
use, any notes which they. may m Ke ue revis w orf screened material 

without such notes being revi mea by the Bure2 The Committee staff 
may remove notes on unscreened materials only is such hotes are reviewed 
and cleared by the Bureau under the provisions of (6) (a) thru (c) above. 
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- (8) Fhe staff. and the members of the Committee may examine the 
original materials to which the staff has. been given access-as- 2 1). 
extensively as Deees 6 in the Hoover Building: at Room &171.° 2 eae 
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-K. William O'Connor, Special Counsel for Intelliz 

requested by the Committee. 
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Z, 

SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH ° 
“RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES - 

7 : 7 . : {PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, STH, CONGRESS) 

» 4 

: WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

July 18, 1975 

The Honorable Edward H. Levi . 4 
Attorney General 
U. S. Department of Justice ; 3 
Washington, D.C.. ; oe - 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: . - . eae pees! 

On behalf of the Select Committee; we wish. to. 
express our appreciation to you ror meeting with us on . 
Wednesday afternoon. We recognize the need for the Com- 
mittee to have a complete understanding of the concerns 
of the Departme nt of Justice so that our inquiry can 
proceed in the most responsible manner. Our meeting 
was extremely valuable in that respect, and you may.be 
sure that.we have given full consideration to your 
Views. | 7 ee jae) ariaeen oe 

The Committee has been informed that Mr. John 
T. B1LIf£, leader of -the Domestic Intelligence Task 
Force, and members of his staff met yesterday with Mr, 

ance 
coordination,: and members of his staff to agree upon 
procedures for delivery of and access to FBI materials 

The .proposed’ procedures 
which resulted from that eeoe ad are satisfactory Eo. 
the Committee. 

. 
= 

- 

, We are pleased that your staff.was able to meet 
promptly with our representatives and that they reached - 
agreement without delay. The Committee expects that: the 
proposed procedures will, if implemented, expedite its 
work during the coming weeks. As you know, one of our 
major concerns was that all of the problems with the =- 
Committee's outstanding requests for materials .. oe 
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duly, 1975 es 

* be resolved before the August recess so that the staff. ee 
can fully prepare the materials for our use when-we_. mie. RE SR 
return. We believe the procedures are an appropriate 
and practical accommodation of our mutual interests. - 

Indeed, we have instructed our staff to make every effort-- ~° - 
to accomplish the work of the .Committee within this | , 
£ramework. . . . pa ee 

7 - . : “ a 7 . 

THe Honorable Edwagd As eek ae 

Page 2 © & | 

* 
= 

The prompt resolution of this matter demon- - o, 
strates a spirit of cooperation which we hope will °° site “ogg 
prevail in all our future relations. The Committee looks ae 

. forward to working with you personally on issues of - commen * 
concern during the months ahead. - 
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or the Senior State. . Pye 

_(1) The Snedeic Task Force Leader/will submit peri. lea a list 0 -. 
of materials to which the Cormnittee staff wishes access or of which. - “= 
the Committee desires delivery. The first such list will be.délivered >. 
to the Department of Justice within 48 hours of the adoption of this ~ 
procedure , and will summarize and supersede all the presentiy outste ending 
requests; this list will be in priority order, as fi xed by the Committees; 
with fixed delivery/access dates specified. Those materials for-whi 
the Conmittee requests delivery or access shall bé deliveréd to the 
Committee or made accessible in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building -not 
later than within 48 hours of the date specified. The Committee... — 
Chairman and Vice Chairmen shall be informed by the’ Attorney General, 
within 24 hours of receipt of the request, of any delay beyond 48 --- ~~ -- 
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.  °. hours, the expe 2éted length of the deley, and the specific reasons for 
the delay. Partial access or Gelivery shall -be prof fered, by the | 
Bureau of/to any materlais reauested; while the bal ance OF such. ~ noe 

7 materials are being prepared. A partiel proffer shall not extend ° oy. 2. & 

-' (2) The following procedures shall apply (a) where delivery of. os. = 2 
materials requested might jecnardize FBI sensitive scirces or : . 
ongoing opex vations, or (b) where the Domestic ‘Task Force Leader or the ; 
requests access to materials, rather than delivery’ of ". Senter 
materials to the Committee. , a Staff at 

(3) The Department will ier access at the Hoover’ building in in es, 
Room 4171 to those materials. Pere = 

bs ei _ . * 

(a) only to the memb ers of the Comnittee ; where it is deter 
mined by the Attorney General thet the ena involve peculiarly = - — io 
sensitive f oreign Anteli2 gence sources and ongoing operations. . 

' (b) In-all other cases, to the appropriately cl eared staft | fe 
who will have access to all of the materials. 3 

. (c) An exception to (a) and (b) above is made for’ the names 
of so-called "live" informants or potential informants as defined . ot ee 
in the FBI Menual of Instructions es to which no.access will be 
.furnished unless the identity of the individual as an informant Or- potential 
has already been madeknown to the Committee, or. unless the Attorney informant 

-. General, the Chairman and Vice Chairmen, jointly agree on the Limit ed 
disclosure of such names to the Chairman and Vice Chaimnan. elk” .. 
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(4) Those materials to which the staff has access may Le reviewed and - ne 
studied in Room Udi of the Hoover Butiding and such notes may Des SE 
taken as caemed epprepriate by the Staff. | 

} 

in these’ teint ais toy Tnich - gt eee a (5) TRS Co a cee hee Se Se lece 275 
. e . . A 2 7 “ 

| i §(GCCESS AS Grey So licei. 1uSse nateria 5 which it deems pertinent ae otiee 
to the Comnittee's inquiries and necess ary for delivery to a 3 | 
Comitteé 's offices. Bn A. ae | A = ‘ - 2 

(6) The Bureau shali wake copies of such materials as arespecified 
by the stalf uncer tie provisions of (5) above for transfer - to the — 
Conmi.ttes! SiO EzEC26 | | we es 

oi 
- 

= a a 

Sa 8 (a) before the copies of such materials are ee cOvtne: © of Ph. aes 
_ Committee's offices, -the Bureau shall, within 24 hours of the Bo. fae he 

election, make abpro,riate excisions and paraphrases of infor- ah ae, 
mation which might, if inadvertently disclosed, endanger sensitive ~~ — TW eva ¥ 

an a sources end ongoing operations. se 
*% or the Senior Staf£ a eee | ee. 

+ Oh) TP the Task Force Leaden/nas any ahjectrions to’ tha Soop 

_ excisions or peraphreses , ea aatenials wil be. forthwith ‘conveye ed | 
by the Bureau, with a weitten staterent of its grounds for its’ -.. i 
position, to the Special Counsel who shall resolve. the matter °° | 4 
within 24 houns. , ae gee i 

(¢) In the event matter is mot resolved within 24 hours,.7 ” - 3 co 

the’ Special Counsel si ha submit the matter forthalth to the-Attormey 
General who shall notify the Ch 12irman forthwith and arrange for-an:. ~ 9 _ 
appropriate di:spositio;i. 4 ao : “eo? an 

(7) The Committee staff may remove to the Office of SSC for appropriate 
use, any notes which they may make upon review of screened m aterial - at 
without such notes being ee eeee by the Bureau. The Committee staff 
may remove notes on uns creened materials only is such notes are reviewe Lis oe 

and cleared by the Bure au under ie provisions -of (6) (a) thru (c) above. © ~ 
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°(8) The staff 5nd), the merbers of the Committee may Scales the 
original jnaterials. to which the staff has been give n-access as eee 
extensivel - as neces sary, in the Hoover Building at Room te 2° 

(9) Where accented by Actornsy General and’ the Conn ttee, these ..- . 
" procedures nay be nodified alae by the3 ir. joint: .decision. . a, © 
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CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINGAITY COUNSEL "SELECT COMMITTEE Bhs 
: : : STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH ~ 

i ‘ 7 aes RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES ~ 
Z : : : _ | ae {PURSUANT To 5S. RES. 21, ${7H: CONGRESS) Sse 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

July 18, 1975 

-. The abaorewie Edward H. Levi. 
Attorney General 
U. S. Department of Justice, 
Washington, D.C. » | | aes 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: | twee = Se 

oe at . On behalf of the Select Chamitvas: we ee ‘Lo. 3 
express our appreciation to you for meeting with us on |... es 

ey Wednesday afternoon. We recognize the need for the Com- 7 ae 
Mitteé to have a complete understanding of the concerns - 9 .: 
of the Department of Justice so that our inquiry can ©". -. . +: 
proceed in the most responsible manner. Our meeting Bs Heda oe 
was extremely valuable in that-.respect, and you may-be’ ~ oe 
sure that. we have given full consideration to your oS ae 
‘views. ; . aoe os pie oe. | 

The Committee has been informed that Mr. John — -°. 
fT. ELLiI££, leader of ‘the Domestic Intelligence Task Se eae 
Force, and members of his staff met yesterday with Mr. |. ce 
K. William O'Connor, Special Counsel for Intellizsance cone 

: ° ee 
coordination, and members of his staff to agree upon oe a 
procedures for delivery of and access to -FBI materials —- g © Slee 

| _ requested by the Committee. The -proposed’ procedures -: a ask 
| . which resulted from that meeting are Satisfactory to. a Aas 

the . Committee. | . ae : a a ne : 

We are pleased ees your stat £. was able to meet - ae 
promptly with our representatives and that they reached ~ 
agreement without delay. “he Committee ‘expects that the : 
proposed procedures will, if implemented, expedite its” . a ee 
work during the coming.weeks. As you know, one of our - 
major concerns was that all of the problems with the ~~~ .-- 

= -~ 

's out di f aterial 7 ; : Committee's outstanding requests for materials ... a 
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_ be resolved before the August recess so that the staff _ 
can fully prepare the materials for our use when we-. -- 
return. We believe the procedures. are an appropriate 
and practical accommodation of our mutual. interests. 
Indeed, we have instructed our staff to make every effort” 
to accomplish the work. - the Committee within, this: 
framework. 

The prompt resolution of this matter derion= 
strates a spirit of cooperation which we hope will 
prevail’ in all our future relations. The Committee looks _ 
forward to working with you personally-on issues of ‘common 
concern during the months ahead. : 

ro Sincerely. yours, a. Gat 

= a | | 2. ae . - Frank Church | 
| ' . Chairman : 

- John Tower - : : 
: _  ° Vice Chairman’ 3 
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a S ‘PROPOSED PROCEDURES 8 LE 
or the Senior Stat ae 4 ae ee 

(1) The Domestic Task Force Leader/will submit per: aude atise™ 1%. i 
“of materials to which the Comnittee staff wishes access or of which 
the Cormittee desires delivery. The first such List will be. delivered 
to the Department of Justice within 48 hours of the adoption of this 

= 

' EC TIT E ewe wwe y vee ty? : 

oe and WiLL Surarize and sudersede al] the presanth ¥ OLE Stending. 7 
requests; this list will be in priori cy order, as fis ed by the Comet tte 5 ae 

.° with fixed délivery/access i specified. Those materials for which’ 5 Re 
' the Conmittee requests del livery or access shall be delivered to the . ers 

Committee or made accessible in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building not ~ ee 
later than within 48 hours of the date specified. The Committee - = - | 2 
Chairman and Vice Chairmsn shall be informed by the Attorney General, : 
within 24 hours of receipt of the request, of any delay beyond 48 ~- - 3 

2 ' Jhours, the expected length of the deley, and the specific reasons for’: - 5 
the delay. Partial access or celivery shall be proffered, by the’ z 

; Bureau of/to eny materlais requested, while the balance of ‘such © tm 
7 materials are being prepared. A partial proffer shall not extend eee 

the time’ of full response set forth herein, ee a ON ee 

(2) The following ‘procedures shall apply (a) where ‘deli ivery of. . i, 
materials requested might jeopardize FBI sensitive screes or _ i ae 

ongoing Operations, or ~(b) where the Dorsestic Task force Leader or the 
| requests access to ‘materials, rather than d deliver ry Heo; «|. Gennes 

' > materials to the Committée. ° | .. ~etaee 7. 

ful ee ee ihe } v 5 | (3) The Department will furnish access at the Hoover Building in ee Oe 
Room 4171 to those materials requested: ee - I 

wy ° : 

(a) only to the members of the Committee, where it is deter 
mined by the Attcrney General thet the materials involve pe oul larly os 1” 

' "4 

BuIA HATES ere tree 

sensitive foreign inteliigence sources and ongoing operations. - . ore 

(b) In-all other cases, to the appropriately cleared | State Fe. ae See 
who will have access to all of the materials. — ; F "og. 

. : ee ‘- > LE ; el 

_* .. (c) An exception to (a) and (b) above is made for the namss iy i 
-. Of so-called "live" informants o> potential informants as defined at 

- in the FBI Menual of Instructions es to which no access-will be oe 
furnished unléss the identity of the individual as am jnformant Or potential i 

> 

WS aL a eS ACA Wd tas iTUee y 230 Lu icy informans _ } lready been macdehknown to the Commit or unléss the Attorm 
-. General, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, jointly agree on the Li: limited | - 
disclosure or such names to the Chairman end Vice Chairn nan. & 
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. - ‘taken as deemed appropriate by the Staff. oe eres 

£8 2 
= ° 

at + 

(4) Those materials to which the staff has access may be reviewed. and 
Studied in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building and ‘such ‘notes may be ee ee 

= . - 
a = 

(5) The ee Grace shall select from these wtewais tO eee 
is herein provided , those materials which it deems pertinent _ ..- 

to the Comaittee's inquiries and ee TOP deh very to the ~ tn 
Committee's offices. a a eae cas “eee ee 

(6) 7 e Bureau shall rake copies of such materials as are specified 
by eee tarf uncer the provisions oF (S) above for transfer to the - ~~ -.- 
Conmittee's offices os Bt 

- (a) before thé copies of sich materials are taken to. the as 
Commi tee's offices; the Bureau shall, within ‘24 hours of the - - |. 
selection, make appropria te excisions and paraphrases of infor- 
mation which might, if inadvertently disclosed, endenece sensitive 
FBI sources and ongoing operations. a i 

: ox the Senior Staff — ane 
eo CBY TP iis Task Force Taader/has anny Abvections ta the - °° 

excisions or paraphrases, the materials will be forthwith conve yed — 
‘by the. Bureau, with a-weitten statement of its: grounds for its’ 
position, to the Spécial Counsel who shall resolve the matter 
within 24 hours. 7 a. 4 

. 5 
OPO 6 14 OPE $08 OF Ord Titties hides 

5 1 

hae 

(c) In the event the matter is not resolved within 24. hours, 
the Special Counsel shall submit the matter forthwith to the ‘Attorney 
General who shall notify the Chairman forthwith and arrange for an 
appropriate disposition. 

(7) The Committee staff may remove to the Of five of SSC for appropriate’ 
‘use, any notes which they may ake upon review of screened material 
without such notes being revi ae by ‘the bureau. The Committee staff 
May remove notes on: wnscreened materials only is such notes are reviewed 
and cleared by the Buredu under the provisions of (6) (a) thru (ce) above... 

(8) The staff and the ‘members or the Committee may examine the 
original materials to which the staff has been given access as -° 

extensively as necess ay in the Hoover Building at Room 4171, yo 

_ 09) Where accepted by ela General and the Conmitttee i these - a : 
procedures may be nodified oni ly by their Jo int decision. - 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20536 

r i 
‘ 

JUL 1:8 1975 8 
£ 

—+ RR es meee qe gee FT TO: Edward H. Levi = ee aoe 
Attorney General ) >) 

< ~ | 
, / 

i ae Ke Willian 0 ‘Connor Rind el / oe, ! 
Speciai’ Counsel for Intelligenée~--~ ._. __. / a 2 

‘ Codrdination | | 
/ | 

SUBJECT: Synopsis of Responses to Request for Comments | . 
on Proposed Procedures 

? 

and Civil Rights Division register no objections to the proposed 
procedures on access. OLA suggests inclusion of a preamble referericiic 
security agreements and the need for proper security assurances from 
the Committee to the Attorney General. 

1. ‘The Deputy Attorney General, Office of Legislative ete 
nn 

?. Both the Creiminel Division and Office of Legal Counsel 

TIOW CONTAINED 

4 

address the short response time frames imposed upon the Attorney ye) 
General, and OLC suggests certain language chenges for purposes oF Ze Ps 
clarity and focus. c. 

aan 
0 3. The Attorney General is troubled by Eten 9 and its need 

for modification as to categories of material not treatable by these 
proposed procedures or as to a later discovered need to mske presently 
unanticipated changes to effect a smoother opemztion of the procedures. 

O 

e? ALL PBIINTO 4, The Bureau's comments on the. proposed procedures are 
attached and should be read. This Office doves mot agree with the 
Bureau that the proposed procedures should be mresented to the 
President and the President's Counsel. 

5. No response has been received from the Solicitor General. 
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6. This Office recommends that Item 9 be modified as suggested 
by the Attorney General and that the language mdifications suggested 
by OLC for Items 3 and 6 be adopted. 

. 7. It is further suggested that the Attorney General convene 
a meeting of the senior Bureau officials for the purpose of 3 oe 
them of his policy decision in this matter. 

Copies to: 

Deputy Attormey General 
Solicitor General 

/ director FBI . 
Mr. Thornburg, Criminal Division 
Mr. Pottinger, CRD 
Mr. Scalia, OLC 
Me. Uhlmann, OLA 
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“UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT dys 

Memorandum 
co: The Deputy Attorney General pate:, July 18, 19°75 

Atta: K. William O'Connor : 

| / FROM CYinihe ctor, FBI 

" 2 
- 

UBJECT: PROPOSED PROCEDURES FOR ACCESS 
TO DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FILES 

in response to your memorandum dated July 18, 1975, 
— captioned as above, we observe that the "substantial negotiations" 

. which produced the proposed procedures did not include participation 
xy 2 representative of the FRI and that the request for our views 
concerning disclosure of highly sensitive FRI material was first 
received at 11:14 a.m. today with a reply expected by 2:00 p.m. 
taday. We respectfully suggest that not only should you afford greater 
cpportunity for an expression of our views on this matter, but that 
any such proposed procedures should be presented to the President's 
Counsel for concurrence and for an expression of the President's views 

| as to the general policy of the Executive Branch in this regard. Further, 
you may want to consider addressing the problem of the impact such 
veneral disclosure of files would have on pending criminal investigations. 

A preliminary review in the time available revealed that 
certain items require considerable modification. For example, Item (3){¢) 
shouic be reconsidered with the following language: 

tan exception to (2) and (b) above is made for information 
that would tend te identity sources to whom the FBI has 
an obligation of confidentiality as to which no access 
will be furnished unless the identity already has been made 
Imown to the Committee, or unless the Attorney General, 
the Chairman and the Vice Chairman jointly agree on the 
limited disclosure of such identity to the Chairman and the 

Vice Chairman. " 

s 2 
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The Deputy Attorney General 
ae . ¢ 

Item (6)(b) should be reconsidered with the following language: 

tf the 'Fask Force Leader has any objections to the 
excisions or paraphrases, the F Bi will furnish a 
written statement of the grounds for its position to 
the Special Counsel who shall resolve the matter by 
negotiation within 24 hours.” 

Item (8) should be reconsidered with the following language: 

"The Staff and the Members of the Committee may examine 
the original materiais to which the Staff is given access 
as extensively as necessary between the hours of 8:00 a.m. 
and 5:30 p.m,, Monday through Friday, in the FEL J. Edgar 
Hoover Building at Room 4171.” 

in light of the difficulties described, it is my strong 
recommendation that Such procedures Should not be hastily agreed upon 
with the Committee and that full discussion should be had concerning this 
matter by representatives of the FBI, the Attorney General, the Committee 
and the Counsel to the President. 

-MW 55158 Docld: 32985640 Page 256 
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Assistant Attorney General 5 
Office of Legal Counsel ve k 

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PROCEDURES 

iL. 48 hour lead time is very short and may create problems; 24 hour 
reaction time may be unreasonable for Attorney General. 

2. The provision seems a little odd, owt of context of negotiations. 

3. Suggest that in 3(a), last line, word and should be or and 
"peculiarly sensitive" read to modify both foreign intelligence 
sources and ongoing operations. 

é 

4, No comment 

5. No comment 

6. Time frames are very restrictive; there should be a stated 
opportunity for TFL to work out any objections with FBI, before 
raising to Special Counsel -"...1f the issue is not promptiyv 
resolved between the TFL and the FBI, the materials in issue 
aa be conveyed...' 

7. Define "screened" by reference to 6(a) above 

Se No comment 

9. No comment 

Cd 

Ww 35158 Docld: 32 S859640 Page 259 
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Assistant Attorney General es 
Office of legislative Affairs 

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PROCEDURES 

1. No problem with this procedure, but feels that the time limits 
are too tight 

2. No central policy objection 

3. Suggest incorporate a preamble phrase that makes reference 
to security agreements; a specific means for assurance to the 
AG by the Chaixman and Vice Chairman of proper security ~~ 
measures 



f 

é be 

Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Divis:ion gh 

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PROCEDURES 

Views of Thornburg and Kevin Maroney 

1. Time frames a bit skimpy 

2. ‘looks as though we're giving up a lot, but that's 
probably what's required 

MW S5158 Docld: 32989640 Page 291 : 
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Assistant Attorney General 
Civil Rights Division 

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PROCEDURES 
operetta Bias shale atnattannt Eos ties fee gr ty 

No objection to proposed procedures on access 

S53158 Docld: 32989640 Page 232 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATYORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20536 — i = 

+ 
e 

JUL 18 1925: ** 
Oe ree eee 

‘TO: Edward H. Levi 
Attormey General 

PROM: K. William O'Connor 
Special Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination 
| 

| SUBJECT: Synopsis of Responses: Congressional Access to Personal 
Files Maintained by the FBI oe 

| 
| 
| 

f 

With the exception of the Solicitor General's Office, all 
Departmental components whose views were solicited have provided 

A their views on the question of Congressional Access to Personal 
FBL Files. 

OLC, OLA, and Criminal Division favor a combination of 
options 1 and 3. Civil Rights Division favors option 1. The 
Bureau chooses option 3. 

| This office recommends the adoption of the positicn 
articulated by OLC and concurred in by OLA and Criminal, 

DocId: 32989640 Page 293 
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Assistant Attorney General _ on 
Office of Legal Counsel — ate ae 

I COMMENTS ON PERSONAL FILES 

Suggest combine option 1 and option 3; make deletion per option 1, 
Dut make oral explanation of the deletion; entire paragraph or ——~ 
document should be withheld to protect source. 

Feels there is a serious, if not constitutional, issue as to the 
prospective trespass upon a citizen's rights to give infomation 
in confidence to his government. oe 

Option 4 is absolutely unacceptable; would fight it in the courts. 

NE, By . ul 

> 

ee eC ee EOL ee a Le oe ay utwe  * i eed 
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Assistant Attorney General | 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

COMMENTS ON PERSONAL FILES 

Opts for 1 & 3 consolidation 
same gist as Scalia 

S53158 Docld: 32989640 Page 295 
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COMMENTS ON PERSONAL FILES 

FBI would choose 3, but say “portion of papers" instead of "papers" 
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ROUTING AND TRANSMITTAL SLIP 
hus or pnta heme ameter eden tame mci alia tata tented ~— 

TO (Name, office symbol or location) INTTIALS ¥ CIRCULATE 

COORDINATION 
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My view is that item 9 goes teo far in that there must be some 
provision which aliowe the Department or the Committee to 
abrogate the arrangement, ¥ should think the agreement cowld srovide 
that st any time the Chairmen of the Committee ar the Attorney 
General ceuld give se notification that the (ljagreement was 
not euitsble for e particular category of material or@7>that for 
come reacon the agreement was net opereting suitably acd thet as te 
either one er two there would then be an endeavor to work ott 
@ suitable modification or different arrangement Cohut T think 
it has to be said that the arrangement can be cancelled by eitheris 
party ) 

OFFICE OF 

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

“975776 

TO: Biil O'Connor 

From: Doug Marvin 

Attached is the Attorney General's 
comment on the procedures for 
dealing with the Senate Select 
Committee 
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Assistant Attorney General eae 
Civil Rights Division “y gine 
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COMMENTS ON PERSONAL FILES 

Approves Option 1. Gnemo to follow) 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

“SUL 18 1975 

TO: See Distribution 

f ERO ROM: K. William O'Connor 

Fi 
Speciai Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination 

SURJECT: Congressional Access to Personal Files Maintained 
by the FBI 

éf 

Certain members of the Senate Select Conmittee have requested 
access to their personal files. The preferred mode of access is the 
subject of pending consideration by the Attorney General. As you 
know, under the mandate of the Senate Select Committee, access to” 
the personal file of a member of the Senate Select Committee may be 
Bical ean Se lntarts, ass pases Slaieaien et eee “Tia a Stas i ee cist ec Se ees 
eG Yvode bot dad tot w Saray CE bOI Rt, Coed S oa de LR LL ALTAR Ce SRL LED hohe AI LD 6 

Saw 

The Airtorney General has considered several. options , and has 
asked that you consider them and indicate hereon your view; he has 
asked that ieee views be cGelivered to me not later than 1:00 p.m., 
this afternoon so that he may prorptly consider them. The options 
considered anz not exclusive. If you have any suggestions other 
than the options indicated, please attach it to your response. 
Responses should be delivered to me in Room 4213, Main Ji ustice, | 
by the time indicated. Thank you for your cooperation. 

OPTIONS s. Wa 

Option 1: Departmental staff examine the documents in the file and 
delete any references to sensitive sources or ongoing criminal | inves~ 
tigation; thereafter, the file is made accessible to the Senator under 
“Soitrolied circumstances at the Department of Justice. 

A _ Approved Disapproved 

Comment : : 

Siena BUS ot 3 ts Ceerenene, Beenese To Dies Kite 

bene” Prrsou._Pleny” dsoe Clee, Hang Fo Coase 
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Option 2: Same as Option 1, except that a xerox of the documents as 
" excised is delivered to the Senator. ‘ 

Approved ~~ = x. _ Disapproved 

Comment? Ptrcrnas SOste Catutteottas TONS Cotte 66 SP2ek%p 

dx HERA icone, Suasty 12 Gusstonaed, Hares, 

Re case Gh. Linie” Peeteiy, 

Option 3: The file is assembled and the Senator given access to it, 
with certain papers withheld and the Senator is orally advised of 
the reasons for withholding of the documents. = 

~ me 

i” Approved Disapproved 

Comment : 

Seu. Cewreher FR reg 

Option 4: The Senator is furnished his entire individual file 
without any excisions or deletions, for review at the Department 
of Justice. 

ots ee 

wes oe TR} 

Approved __ & Disapproved 

Comment: 

Distribution: 

Deputy Attorney General 
Solicitor General 
Director, Feceral Bureau of Investigation 

. Mr. Thornburg) Criminal Division 
Mr. Pottinger, CRD 
Mr. Scalia, OLC 
Mr. Uhimann, OLA 
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Sere ee Bepariment af Potatoes 
Washington, BG. 20530 © 

July 18, 1975 

TO: Bill O'Connor 
Ww") 

FROM Veen Pottinger 
ND 

SUBJECT: July 16 memo--congressional access to 
personal files maintained by the FBI 

Without kniowing how these files were compiled (public 
sources? wiretap? confidential informant?), or what 
is in them (personal matter of derogatory nature? 
national security information?), or why they exist, 
(I have read in newspapers that they exist, but that's 
ail), I would probably choose in the absence of knowing 
something about these Option #1, with the understanding 
Chat GGpLeEes vi Leléeaséuble .tutvurmatiou can Loe de 

3 made available to the Senator according to criteria. . 
i speiled out in the Freedom of information Act, TI 
| assume, however, that whoever is advising the AG 

about this has actually read the files in question, 
at least sufficient to know in a generic sense the 
answers to the questions raised above. 

wer wt ee ae ee rae 

Despite the fact that I am operating in a vacuum on 
this, I do appreciate being consulted. 

Pare the 
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PHILIP fo HARD MICH, , HOWARD H, PAKER, “IR . TENN. a Mi ice: mg 
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WALTER DD. AUDOLOS TON, “Y, CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR., MD, 
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WILLIAM G, MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

FRESERICK A, O. ECHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL ¢ re 
CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S, RES. 21, STH CONGRESS) \ 1 

WASHINGTON, D.C: 20510 ww cf 4 - 

July 16, 1975 Receved “<Ge 
UL 16 ld _ 

S| ' Kyvors. aan 
| 

: \ 

“K. William O'Connor, Esq. op 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination C: 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General ar; Cy 
U.S. Department of Justice ; ‘ [TEN 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Mr. O'Connor: 

I have received your letter of July 15 regarding 
access/delivery of documents requested in the Committee's 
Letter of July 9, 1975. The following relates specifically 
to the procedure suggested for handling documents on the 
so called "Kissinger 17" surveillance, which is also applied 
in your letter to materials relating to electronic sur- 
veillance of the Democratic National Convention in Atlantic 
City in August 1964, materials relating to the electronic 
meas AAS er a tA _ Tr Sn on cio et. Ua. 4069 14 ~ om mm mina . 

SBULVOLLAancS OF LY. Wok, CI PUsaAtUty Like Y & & LALOS. 

—_— 

. 

I regard this suggested procedure as a major step 
forward and a recognition that previous arrangements were 
too cumbersome and time-consuming. Nevertheless, there 

‘are certain practical problems with the procedure which may 
| be resolved by interpretation. For example, I assume that 
4 . application of the procedure to the Atlantic City conven- 

tion matters does not foreclose the Committee from receiving 
for use at its offices actual documents or portions of 
Gocuments, as well as summaries. I understand that the 
FBI has no objection to providing such documents on this 
matter to the Committee for use at its offices. 

pilin rrertartnda dared tiyhiike Winn Nema EM ome > 

- 

Therefore, in order that the procedure you suggest 
may be applicable to ail. areas of Committee inquiry claimed 
by the Department to involve particularly sensitive matters, 
it should be interpreted as fcllows: the Committee staff 
will have direct access to all files and materials at FBIHO: 
the Co “6S Statf shalt sélect certain documents from the 
files which it deems pertinent to the Committee's inquiry 
and necessary for the examination of witnesses or the es-~ 
tablishment of certain facts during the course of the 

ALL FBI TRPORBIA MON CONTAINED ’ q } : ae el 
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Ke William O'Connor 
Page 2 July 15, 1975 

inquiry; the FBI shall at that time designate specific 
| portions of such documents which might jeopardize par- - 

ticularly sensitive sources or methods; with respect sek. 
to such specifically designated portions of documents, eee 
the Committee staff will prepare appropriate excisions es 
or summaries of the information; the summaries will be 
checked at that time with senior Bureau executives to 

- ensure the protection of particularly sensitive FBI 
sources or methods; thereafter, the excised documents 
and summaries will be removed to the Committee's offices; 
the Committee staff may check back to the original documents 
as extensively as necessary; staff notes on the designated 
specific portions of documents: will not be removed from , 
FBIHQ; and Committee members may, of course, at.any time 
see the documents which the staff has seen. 

I believe this interpretation can serve as a work- 
able framework for Committee access to particularly sensitive 
FBI materials. You may be assured that the Task Force shares i 
your coneern for the need to provide snecial] handling tech- 
nigues to convey or secure any particularly sensitive t 
information or materials, as indicated in the Outline for 
Inquiry Procedures. Wwe hope this interpretation wiil : 
‘facilitate the mutual effort by the Committee and the h 
Department of Justice to accomplish this purpose. 

I would appreciate receiving your immediate advice 
to me as to whether any further interpretation of this 
matter is required. Any public discussion of these arrange- 
ments and interpretations should be cast in such terms as 

‘will not jeopardize particularly sensitive FBI sources. 

cd 

Sincerely, 

Dt Ebb | 
. . . ohn T. E1Liff£ 

Director 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force 

= 

= = 
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aN - ' OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
ey © WASHINGTON, D.C, 20530 

{UL 15 1972 

Myo, John T. ELLIf£, Director 
Domestic Inteliicence Task Force 
United States Senate Select Committee 

on Intelligence Activitties 
Washington, D.C. 20510 — 

Se A ee 

Re: Access/Delivery of Documents Requested in Senate 
select Committee Letter of July 9,°1975 

Dear Mr. ELLIff: 

Pursuant to our conversation of July 11, and confirming it, 
the following arrangements are approved for access to materials and 

tion to that which has already been made available. 

Ea ret NE Nps, tag eh i ti Sy ek te PO re re te 2 A we eh ee ee See Ali the provisions of this letter, hereinafter stated, are, 
of course, subject to the agreements embodied in the Outline for 
inquiry Procedures referenced in the Committee's letter of June 27, 
1975. Particular reference will periodically be made to the second 
sentence of paragraph B, page 2, of that document which specifies: 

—_—-— = a ee oe ee eg pe er " .o.dne agency will also specifically indicate any 
of such materials which are extraordinarly sensi~ 
tive in order to facilitate the mutual effort by 
the Committee and the agencies to provide special 
handling techniques to convey or secure any parti- 
cularly sensitive information or materials as 
appropriate.:." 

te ewer! ie eer Vee et 

Special. handling techniques in addiction to those indicated 

materials covered herein. 
ar Ee Ge ig le eet hee 

Yow ewe 

ON ee et ee et eink 
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delivery of materials to the Senate Select Committee staff, in addi- 

herein may be required in order to protect the security of sensitive 
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graph 2, Subsection A 

you and mae: pc cleared staf in Room Wt 71 of the 
Hoover Building . these documents may be revicwed and studied there, 
and you and such staff may take such notes as you deem appropriate; 
we have agreed that the notes are to be left in the secure room of 
the Hoover Building during your study. When your study is completed, 
you may prepare a summary of the information which you consider to be 
appropriate for Committee use. The summary must be checked with 
senior Bureau executives to ensure the protection of national security 
matters, pretection of confidential sources of information, and 
observation of privacy considerations. Thereafter, the approved 
summary may be removed to the Committee’s office and all the staff 
notes will be destroyed. You may check the summary back to the 
original documents as extensively as necessary, in Room 4171. 

Page 3, Paragraph 2, Subsecticn B. Materials have elready 
been transmitted regarding the Kraft matter and the agreement between 
his attorney and the Attomey General. When you have reviewed those 
materiais, and have contacted Mr. Kraft's attorney, should you deem - 
that appropriate ; L understand ce will contact me if further infor- 
mation is requested. 

Page 5, Paragraph 3, A&B. As you may know, representatives 
of the Kang family, including Mr. Harry H. Wachtel, attorney, have 
formally expressed to the Department a special concern regarding any 
public disclosure cf any derogatory information regarding Dr. King 
which may-be contained in Bureau files. Subject to your reaching 
an agreement with such representatives of the King family, and the 
acceptance by the Department of such a written agreement, all of the 
materials related to the electronic surveillance of Dr. Kings, in the 
custody of the FBI, will be made available to you and specific appro- 
priately cleared staff under the same conditions and with the same 
agreements as specified above with regard to the "Kissinger 17" 
surveillance. 

Page 6, Paragraph 4. Those materials in the custody of the 
. FBI which reflect and relate to electronic surveillance of the 
Democratic Nationel Converrtion in Atlantic City in August 1964, 
will be provided under the same conditions as articulated above 
with regard to the "Kissinger 17" surveillance. 

55158 DoclIad: 32989640 Page 306 
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Page 9, Paragraph C. A summary of procedures for mail covers 
has been nh provided by my recent letter to you. In addition to that, 
a sbettisinesit summary of mail covers on closed matters will be made 
available to you in Room 4171, together with access to the underlying 
documentation requesting the individual mail covers. 

Documentation relating to the opening of mail will be withheld 
at present, due to ongoing investigations. 

After your review of the mail cover summaries and any under- 
. dying documents you wish to review, we will discuss any further access 

which you may request to mail cover information. 

Page 10, Paragraph E. I understand and accept your explanation 
that the word “implementation” in line 2 of paragraph E(1) does not 
seek access to the "raw" files of COINTELPRO programs. All of the 
memoranda originating the several COINTELPRO programs will be made 
available to you and specific appropriately cleared staff for review 
in Room 4171. 

a NE ae a ee teh er ee a A ee eee 

== 
- 

ee a eee 
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We will furnish to you, fer your study at Senate Select. 
Committee offices, a complete set of the excised exhibits A~E to 
the Petersen Report; as previously agreed, your staff may have 
access to any unexcised pages of Exhibits A-E which you may wish to 
see, and which will be maintained at Room 4171. The back up materials 
underlying any particular summary in A-E Will be extracted from the 
"ray" Files upon your request and made available to you for your 
study in Room 4171. , General access to the "raw" Files is not 

| required, as I understand it, for your purposes under this agreement. 
General disclosure of information derived from documents other than 
the excised pages of Exhibits A-E will be made available subject to 
limitations to be determined, dependent upon the sensitivity of such 

i information, in cont ference with appropriate Bureau officials and in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph B of the Outline for 
Inquiry Procedures, to protect the considerations outlined above. 

ae ne ee 

Page 14, Item I. This will confinn your understanding that 
certain Huston Plan docurents prepared by the Bureau in response to 
your request under this heading have been delivered to the White 
House for "third agency clearance”. This statement formally confirms 
my previous discussions with you of this fact when we met with 
Mr. Schwarz and Mr. Smothers on July 2. Be advised that the docu- 
ments which have been transmitted to the White House for clearance 
WLIl be forwarded to you, or made available for access, if appropriate, 
upon our receipt of the White House directions. 

np en hm HA 
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Page 16, Paragraph J. This will confirm our understanding that 
on July 14, there will be available for your review in Room 4171, a 
160 page summary document reflecting an analysis of the 0 & C files. 

After you have reviewed that analysis, I will discuss with you . 
an appropriate further step with regard to the 0 & C files if such is 

‘indicated; such an agreement would be generally similar in terms to 
the foregoing arrangements. 

I trust that this letter accurately reflects our understanding 
as reached 1n our discussion on July 11. If it does not, your inme-~ 
diate advice to me of any particulars in which we disagree in our 
understanding will be appreciated. In the meantime, I have furnished 
a copy of this letter to the Attomey General and the Deputy Attorney 
General and have requested the Bureau's cooperation in promptly making 
avaLlable the information indicated. 

I would appreciate meeting with you and Mr. Schwarz and 
Me. Smothers around July 18, for the purpose of discussing any 
problems which you may have identified and to clarify any out- 
standing documentary request which you may have, and to agree upon 
an appropriate schedule. Since we have received several additional 
requests from you, since the July 9, letter was delivered, it would 
seem appropriate to re-analyze your requirements in light of the 
agreements reached on July 11, reflected herein. 

: Sincerely, 

_ 4 Vi aa 
» WILLIAM O'COYHOR 

Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 

ce: Attorney General 
Deputy Attormey General 
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tw °: The Deputy Attorney General 
‘Atin: K. “William O'Connor 

SMENT : 

\/ 
FROM (“3 "CH i ‘Dire ctor 3 *F BL 

pb & . 

SUBJECT: PRO: POSED PROCEDURES 
TO DEPARTMENT OF SUS TICE FILE 

ee es 2 2 

| a ee In response to your memorandum dated July 18, 1975, . 
- captioned as above, we obs erve that the /Substantial weer st tle a ° 

a which produced the proposed ¢ procedures did not include participation 
by a representative of the FBI and'that/fhe request for ourviews' . ;: 
concerning disclosure of highly sensitive FRI material was first = 
received at 11:14 a.m. today with a veply. expected by-4:00 p.m. - 
today. Werespectiully suggest: tha not only should you afford greater ~ .- 
opportunity for an expression of our iews on this matter, but.that | - 
any such preposed procedures should : pres ented to the President's - 

- Counsel for cone surrence and foxr/an exbressicn of the President's views 

' as to the general nolicy of the Execu tive\Branch | in this regard. Further, © - 
you may want to consider addressing the problem of the impact such- - -- 
general disclosure of files wuld have on pen aaa) criminal anvestigations. 

t - 

-A preliminary/review in the tims available. icuhan that. 
. ‘eertain items require cohsiderable modification. For example, Item (8)(e) -_ 

should cae ices? vith the following language: oe Sf Lo ae, ee 
ec 

Tat 

“An excefft ion to (a) and (b) above is aie for information 
that would tend to identify sources to\whom the FEL has 
an obligation of confidentiality as to which noaccess’. _ . 
will bé furnished unless the iden Wity alheady has been made .. . 
known to the Committee, or unless the Attorney General, : 
the Chairman and. the Vice Chairman jointly agvee-on. the . - 
limited disclosure of such identity to the Chairman é and the °- 
Vice Chairman." 7 =e Se. a . 

4 . it : VAL 79 : 5 7 - . a. 

ro > nd C hice, a? Ye 3952 Ceri. ee “s _ ae 

g 975 O¢ ee ee ee, ee, a 
ALL-INFORMATION CONTAINED © © . _ = 7.” HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED A | os / = 7s DATE io} 3 BY Se 

\ =k ti U. S. Savi ngs Bonds otis aile on the Payroll Sen Plan 
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Item (6)(b) should be reconsidered with the following language: : 

"EH the Task uigg Leader has aitiy ebjectinns to the uz 
excisions or paraphrases; the FBI will furnish a’! - te 
written statement of the grounds for its position to 
the Special Counsel who shall res olve the matter by - 

% negotiation within 24 hours.”’. 

er ae Item (8) should be reconsidered with the following language: 

a ’ 

1 < ‘ ; 

FAO On TTR EGET? PY RE ney eet Tae #981 e aerate y 

‘ 4 4 r 

' a 

‘ a 

"The Staff and the Members of the ‘Coniantibes may examine | 
the original materials to which the Staffis givenaccess- — 

-.. as extensively as necessary between the hours of 8:00a.m. | 
- — and 5:50 p.m., Monday through Friday, in the BBE J 2 Edgar _ 

+ Foover Bailding at Room 447. " | : "ee 
Sey eee cme 

~ In Light of the diffi culties des eribed: it is my strong 
' - recornmendation that such procedures siiould not be hastily. zgréed ‘upon 

. “with the Committee and that full discussion should be had concerning this. 
matter by representatives of the FRI, the Attorney General, the: Committee. 

- and the Counsel to the President. | . Loe 

WW 55158 Docld:asssecea 
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JUL 18 1975 
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TO: See Distribution ALL Pet morse . “AAATION CONTAINED Cr 
oe JEROM: K. William O'Connor Dare Idea EET y yp 
oo Special Counsel for Intelligence , 

7 Coordination 
we 

SUBJECT: Proposed Procedures for Access to Department of Justice Files 

ee tA Oe ee 

Attached hereto is a sequence of proposed procedures which 
are being considered by the Attorney General for dealing with the 

: Senate Select Conmittee, in.regard to its desire for access to 
materials in the Departmental/FBI files. 

: This document is the result of substantial negotiations; it 
represents what we understand to,be the ultimate scope of access 
Gesined by the Senate Select Committee. 

{- The Attomey General wishes to be advised this afternoon of 
the views of the addressees; accordingly , Ne Nas asked inal gaui vil 

you call me before 2:00 p.m., and advise me of your general approval, — 
disapproval, cr view. Please excuse the urgency of the requested 
response 3. it is necessary to react on a very short fuse because of 
the extreme pressures which have been generated in this matter 
rlease call me on 739-5211, by the time indicated above. Your’ 
‘cooperation 1s appreciated, 

Distribution : 

Deputy Attorney General 
Solicitor General 

\/Director, FBI 
Me. Thornburg, Criminal Division 
Mr. Pottinger, CRD 
Me. Scalia, OLC 
Mr. Uhlmann, OLA 
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PROPOSED PROCEDURES 

{1) The Domestic Task Force Leader will submit periodically a list 
of materials to which the Comnittee staff wishes access or of which - 
the Committee desires delivery. The first such list will be delivered 
to the Department of Justice pista 48 hours of the acoption of thi 
procedure, and will sumrarize and supersede all the presently cutstanding 
requests; this list will be in priority order, as Fixed by the Comnittee , 
with fixed delivery/access dates specified. Those materials for which 
the Conmittee requests delivery or access shall be delivered to the 
Committee or made accessible in Room 4171 of the Hoover Buriding not 
jJater than within 48 hours of the date someone The Committee 
Chaiiman and Vice Chairman shall be informed by the Attorney Ceneral, 
within 24 hours of receipt of the request, of a seiey beyond “48 
hours, the expected length of the delay, and the specific reasons for 
the delay. Partial access or del ivery shall be vroffered, by the 
Bureau of/to any materials requested, while the balance of such 
materials are being prepared. A partial proffer shall not extend 
the time of full response set forth herein. 

‘ 

women wee rete eet wee 

dak armen CONTAINED 
m3 bat e/ 
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(2) The following procedures shall apply (a) where delivery of 
materials requested might jeopardize FBI sensitive sources or 
ongoing operations, or (b) where the Domestic task Force Leader Chua 
requests access to materials, nel. Whe a geen, “So Aho eee he 
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(3) The Departwent will furnish access at the Hoover maseG in 
Room 4171 to. those materials requested: 

(a) only to the members of the Conmittee, where it is deter 
mined by the Attorney General thet the materials involve peculterly 
sensitive foreign inteliisence sources and ongoing operations. 

(b) In all other cases, to the appropriately cleared staff 
who will have access to all of the materials. 

(c) An exception to (a) and (b) above is made for the names 
of so-called "live" informants or potential informants as defined 
in the FBI Menuel of Instructions as to which no access will be ~ 
fy wmished unless the identity of the individual as an informant m ects’ at infos 
hes already been madekno-m to the Committee, or unless the Attorney 
General, the Chairman and Vice Chaimmnan, jointly agree on the Limit ed. 
Aicciosire of such names to the,, Chaizman end Vice Chairman. 
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| (4) Those materials to which the staff has access may be reviewed and 
| | studied in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building and such notes may be 

ge taken as deemed appropriate by the Staff. 
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(5) The Committee starf shall select from these materials to which 
access is herein provided, those materials which it deems pertinent 
to the Committee's iraguiries and necessary for delivery to the 

ve 

Committee's offices. 
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(6) The Bureau shail make copies of sucti materials as are specified 
by ‘the staff under the provisions of (5) above for transfer to the 
Committee's offi.ces 

(a} before the copies of such materials are taken to the 
Committee's offices, the Bureau shall, within 24 hours of the 
selection, make appropriate excisions and paraphrases of infor- 
Ination which might, if inadvertently disclosed, endanger sensitive 
FBI sources and ongoing operations. 

(b) If the Task Force Leader has any objections to the 
excisions or paraphrases, the materials will be forthwith conveyed 
by the Bureau, with a written staterent of its grounds for its 
position, to the Special Counsel who shall resolve the matter 
within 24 hours. 

- {c) In the event the matier is not resolved within 24 hours, 
the Special Counsel shall submit the matter fortisith to the Attorney 
General vino shall notify the Chaixman forthwith and arrange for an 
appropri ate i spasition. 
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(7) The Committee staff may reméve to the Office of SSC for appropriate 
use, any notes which they may make upon review of screened material 
without such notes being reviewed by the Bureau. ‘The Committee staff 
may remove notes on unscreened materials only is such notes are reviewed 
and cleared by the Bureau under the provisions of (6) (a) thru (c) above. 
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: (8} The staff and the members of the Committee may examine the a 
original materials to which the staff has been given access as ; 

| extensively as necessary, in the Hoover Building at Room 4171. | 
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7 . (9) Where accepted by Attorney General and the Committee, these 
procedures may be modified only by their joint decision. 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY AYTORNEY GENERAL - 

WASHINGTON, D.G. 20530 
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TO:. Edward H. Levi. 
Attorney General 

we K. Willian O'Connor 

Special Counsel for eae 

Coordination 

- Synopsis of Responses: to Request C oe Comments | 

on Proposed Procecures a 

A, The - Deputy Ketomey General, Office of cies Affairs, 

and Civil Rights Division register no objections to the proposed. 

procedures on access. OLA suggests inclusion. of a preamble referencing 

security. agreements and the need ror proper: pele y assurances Irom 

the Committee to the Attormey oo a Ss oe 

2. Both ‘the Criminal Division and off ice of Legal Counsel 

address the short response time frames imposed upon the Attornsy.. | 

General, and OLC suggests certain Lang guage — for pulse or - 

clarity and. focus. es tou 

3. The Attorney ‘General is ‘cella ee Te tem 9 and its nace 

for mdification as to categories of material not treatable by these: 

“proposed procedures-or as to a later discovered need to make. presently 

unanticipated changes to eit ect a smoother. ae of the 2 al - 

4, The Bureau! s comments on ‘the propos sed proceauy ures are 

attached end should be read. This Off coes not agree with the 

Bureau that the proposed procedures si jould be >" presented to the 

Presicent and the President's Counsel. ; 

, 

ice 
~ 

oy Xo response has been received 3 es the Solicitor ceneral. 
- 
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| ; +2, 
6. This Office recommends that Item 9 be modified a suggested 

by the Attorney General and that the language modifications suggested 
by OLC for dst 3 and 6 be adopted. ; € ax A | 

» 

=e 

ve ne is further. suggested that the ties kel: convene © 
re of the senior Bureau. officials for the purpose Of informing 

© nis policy decision in this matter. 7 |, Mg HO ; 
oe 
[3 + ee + 

. them o 

- . : : . - ‘. e ‘ ~ . 

“Copies to: - . sj — : a or mM ee 

“ep uty Attorney Gerferal . See ee, 8, ee ee ae 
.? = Solicitor General BS 2 pe yall Se 

Director, FBI. Pe See Se a ae 

. Me. Thornburg, Criminal Division * a 4? ma | ete 

ie Mr. Pottinger, CRD , Pee ee 

“Me. Scalia, OLC oe fe ee ee Se, eet, ey eS 
' Ep. Uhlmann ils OLA ; - ". ; . . | ; os s ; - ; 
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My view is that item 9 goes too far in that there must be- come 
_ ‘provision vhich allowe the Department or the Committee to. - 

- gbromate the arrangement, I should think the agreement could provice 
that at any time the Chairman of the ee tee or the Attorney - 

; . Generel could. give a notification that the ‘(Lj)agreement was se. 
Ls fuse not suitable for a varticukar category of thaterial- r(?)ths t for 
, come rereon the asreement was not operating suitabiy and that as te 
| “ either one cr teo-there seule <nen be a ‘endeavor to work-out © 

' g suitable modification or different arrangement (but I think 
Le hae to’ be said thet the arrangement can be cancelled by ‘eithers 
party } . | Pet A | eons 
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1/18/75 

To: § Bill O'Connor — oe ee 

. From: Doug Marvin “et oe = S 

Attached is the Attorney General's 
" comment on the procedures for 
dealing with-the Senate Select 
Committee _ 
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Jere niemene pregunta 

¥ ‘ ¥ RANK CHURCH, IOALIO, CHAIRMAN a» 

gre JOHN G, TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN : 
PHILI A. HAST, MICH, HOWARD HM, BAKER, JR. TERN 7 , 

WALT OS aad, gic, MINN. BARRY GOLGWATFR, A2iZ, aes, As 
WALACH 2. HIMIDLESTON, KY. 9 CHARLIZD MGC. MATHIAS, JR gam. , 5 
NOBERS YWORTAT, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWE!CER, PA Ped s x £. § ala 

~~ ¥ 
oe : 

ree ae aileiiea ~ofales AT LOSLE Lay 
AILLIAM G. MILLER, STATS DIRECTOR 

FREDERICK A. 0. SCHWARZ, $8., CHIE CGUNSEL SELEDT COMMITTEE TO 

Ft. HERS, #INGHITY COMNSEL, 

UE eee tee es STUDOW GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

{PURSUANT To S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 20510 

July 18, 1975 

The Honorable Edward H. Levi 
Attorney General 
U. S. Department of Justice. 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: 

On behalf of the Select Committee, ae wish to 
express our appreciation to you for meeting with us on . 

e Wednesday afternoon. We recognize the need for the Com- ‘ 
mittee to have a complete understanding of the concerns 3 
of the Department of Justice so that our inquiry can 

AERTS 

proceed in the most responsible manner. Our meeting ; 
was extremely valuable in that respect, and you may be 
sure that we have given fuil consideration to your 
views. 

The Committee has been informed that Mr. John 
T. ELLif£, leader of the Domestic Intelligence Task ee 
Force, and members of his staff met yesterday with Mr. =, 
K. William O'Connor, Special Counsel for Intellisance ae 
coordination, and members of his ee to agree upon : 
procedures fer delivery of and access to FBI materials 
requested by the Committee. The proposed’ procedures ‘ 
which resulted from that meeting are satisfactory to 
the Committee. 

We are pleased that your staff was able to meet 
promptly with our representatives and that they reached 

: agreement without delay. The Committee expects that the 
proposed procedures will, if implemented, expedite its : 
work during the coming weeks. As you know, one of our 
major concerns was that all of the problems with the 
Committee's outstanding requests for materials 

ALL PRL INFORMATION CONTAINED sn PERN ee? os See 
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~ oe r \ re 

be resolved before the August recess so that the staff ee 
can fully prepare the materials for our use when we ae 
return. We believe the procedures are an appropriate a 
and practical accommodation of our mutual interests. 
Indeed, we have instructed our staff to make every effort 
to accomplish the work of the Committee within this 
framework. | 

The prompt resolution of this matter demon- . 
strates a spirit of cooperation which we hope will , =. 
prevail in all our future relations. The Committee looks ce 
forward to working with you personally on issues of common 
concern during the months ahead. 

Sincerely yours, 

f 

~ Frank Church ore 
| Chairman me 

, i 

John Tower F 
Vice Chairman 
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PROPOSED PROCEDURES ee ee 

or the Senior Staff ': re ae 

(1) The Domestic Task Force Leader/will submit periodically a list - 
of materials to which the Committee steff wishes access or of which 
the Committee desires delivery. The first such list will be. delivered 
to the Department of Justice within 48 hours of the adoption of this 
procedure, and will summarize and supersede all the presently outstanding 
requests; this list will be in priority order, as £ fixed by the Committec, : 

trp rp oa 

rem 

with fixed delivery/access dates specified. Those materials for-which = -T, 
the Conmittee requests delivery or access shal]. be delivered to the Pans 
Committee or made accessible in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building not ae 
later than within 48 hours of the date specified. The Committee : 
Chaizmen and Vice Chairman shall be informed by the Attomey General, 

| within 24 hours of receipt of the request, of any deley beyond 43 - - ; 
| hours, the expected length of the delay, and the specific reasons for . 

the delay. Partial access or delivery shall be proffered, by the ; 
Bureau of/to any materials requested, while the balance of such -—- 

ne materials are being prepared. A partial proffer shall not extend : 

the time of full response set forth herein. a eee . 

(2) The following procedures shall apply (a) where delivery of F 
materials requested might jecnardize FBI sensitive acirces or , 
ongoing opex rations , or (b) where the Domestic Task Force Leader or the : 

requests access to ‘materials, rather than delivery of Senicr : 
materials to the Committee. ‘ Staff : 

(3) The Department will furnish access at the Hoover Building in a 
Room HLL to those materials requested: ie 

7 of 

(a) only to the members of the Conmittee, where it is deter~ 
mined by the Attorney General thet the materials involve peculiarly 
sensitive foreign intelilgence sources and ongoing operations 

tary “yp mri FP werge’y 

‘ ‘ 

STH (b) In all other cases, to the appropriately cl. eared staff 
who will have access to all of the materials. 

reyes 
"e ‘ 

(ce) An exception to (a) and (b) above is made for’ the names 
of so-called "live" informants or potential informants as defined 
in the FBI Manual of Instructions es to which no access will be 
furnished unless the identity of the Anda. vidual as an infomnant Or potential 
has already been made known to the Committee, or unless the Attorney informant 

+. General, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, jointly agree on the limited 

Ve Etery 
x b 

‘a 

# 

— oe 

‘eee 

disclosure of such names to the Chairman and Vice Chairman. a 

‘ sieus 
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(4) Those materials t6 which the staff has access may be reviewed and 
studied in Room 4171 6f the Hoover Building and such notes may be a 
taken as deemed appropriate by the Staff. 

atest 

per « 

(5) The Committee staff shall select from these materials to which 
access is herein previded, those materials which it deems pertinent 

to the Committee's afgquiries and necessary for delivery to the 
Conmittee's offices, et 7 = we ae rte ae eet ~ 

% 

ie-34es Ir? My 4s (6) The Bureau shall itake copies of such materials as are specified 
by the staff under the provisions of (5) above for transfer to the 
Committee's offices ait 

(a) before the codies of such materials are taken to the 
Comn-ttee's offices, the Bureau shall, within 24 hours of the 
selection, make apprépriate excisions and paraphrases of infor- 
mation which might; af inadvertently disclosed, endanger sensitive 
FBI sources and ongoing operations. 

; or the Senior Staff 
(h) TF the Task Force Teaden/shas ANN abiections ta the 

excisions or paraphrases, the materials will be forthwith conveyed 
by the Bureau, with a weitten statement of its. grounds for its 
position, to the Spé@ial Counsel who shal] resolve the matten 
within 24 hours. 

. 
Pet Tt er eens nee epee termes iG 
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a 

(c) In the évent the matter is not resolved within 24 hours, 
the Special Counsel shall submit the matter forthwith to the Attorney 
General. who shall notify the Chairman forthwith and arrange for an ~ 
appropriate disposition. TLIt 

| (7) The Committee staff may remove to the Office of SSC for appropriate 
use, any notes which they may make upon review of screened material 

| without such notes béing reviewed by the Bureau. The Committee staff 

may remove notes on unscreened materials only is such notes are reviewed 
and cleared by the Bureau under the provisions of (6) (a) thru (¢c) above. 

we 

aare got Grant Re gM Cony Worry ds oe 

(8) The staff and the members of the Committee may examine the 
original materials té which the staff has been given access as 

! extensively as necessary, in the Hoover Building at Room 4171. 
7 eres re, 

Pe, 

sai 
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_ (9) Where accepted by Attorney General and the Conmittee, these 
" procedures may be modified only by their joint decision. 
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‘Office of Legislative Affairs . - ote | | : 
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: COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PROCEDURES oe Bs : 
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t 

be - No Sroblem with this procedure , but pasa ‘that the time AIMLES 
are too tight Oe gt eo La he : 

2. No central. policy objection: eee ees 

*s- _ Suggest incorperate a preanble phrase. that makes reference _ 
.. ‘to security agreements; a specific means for assurance to the 

- . a = 

AG by the Chairman end Vice Chairman of pies rr securlty - 
Measures — ‘ 

« 
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: Oppore Cur Cy for TEL tc work out amy objectaons with Fei, hetore 

raising co Special counset "...2f6 the-issue is not promptly 
resolve sd bétween the TFL end the FBI, ‘the materials in issue 
Will be conveyed..." | ie 

7. Define "screened" .by reference to 6(a) above 7 

. 8. No comment _ — ee .. 

: - 9. : No comment 
e = « fon : — 

; es i 
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sources oie ongoing ee = & oo sa, 
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Avett rent Attorney Bees . 
Office of Legal Counsel bee: BP ea 

4 COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PROCEDURES 5 -. tt 

2 4 oS 
t 

4g ae lead time is very ‘short: nae mz ay create eeouiens: 2u hour 
reaction time may be unreasonable for Attorney General. 5 

The provisiort seers a little odd, out of, contexct of nego tLations. 

Suggest that in 3(a), last line, sided and should s or.and 
"peculiarly sensitive" read to modify both foreign intelligence 

‘“fure frames are ve ary restrictive; there should be a stated’ - 
out any objections with fF "Oo wove 
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Assistant Attomey General ; 

Ss Criminal Division - —_ 

a. | Views of Thornburg and Kevin Maroney a ae 

1. Time frames a bit skimpy = y x 
are probably what's required 
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DEPUTY ATZJORNEY gy-NERAL 

TO: Director, FBI 

FROM: Bill O'Connor 

ATTN James Adams 
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VY ar re . v. ae ; ; : | a 

ca “Vice Chairman." 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED — | HEREIN {8 UNCLASSIF} 
The Deputy Attorney General onTE JO3]00s 1 SAN? July 18, 1975 
Attn: K. William O'Connor 

1 - Mr. Crega 
PROPOSEL' pROCEDURES FOR ACCESS a Sake 

pp 1- Mr. Ad 
as ae TUG - -_ bl 3 1 - Mr. Wannall 

In response to your memorandam dated July 13, 1976, 
eaptioned as above, we observe that the "substantial negotiations " 
which produced the proposed procedures did not include participation 
by a representative of the rai 2 and that the request for our views 
concerning disclosure of highly sensitive 723 material was first 
received at 11:14 a.m. today with a reply expected by 2:09 p.m. 
today. We respectfully suggest that not only sheuld you afford greater 
opportunity for an expreseéion of our views an this matter, dut that 
any such propesed procedures should be presented to the President's 
Counsel for concurrence and for an expression of the President's views 
as to the general policy of the Executive Granch in this regard. Further, 
you may want to consider addressing the protiem of the impact such 
generai disclosure of files would have on pending eriminal investigations. 

A preliminary review in the me available revealed that 
certain items require considerable modification. Fer example, Item ($}(e} 
.ghould be reconsidered with the following language: 

“An exception to (a} and (b) above is made for information 
that would tend to identify sources to whom the FES has 
anc, obligation of confidentiality as to which no access 

. will be furnished unless the identity already has been made 
‘known to the Committee, or unlees the Attorney General, 
the Chairman and the Vice Chairman jointly agree on the |; yy wa 

-_ dimited disclosure of such _—— to the Chairman and the, 
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tO: See Distribution 

JSROM: K. William O'Connor 
Special Counsel for Intelligence 

Coondination 

SUBJECT: 
err 

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL “ 
WASHINGTON, Blo 20530 

JUL 18 1975 

ALE Ful INFORM ATTON CONTANTED SY ‘3 BUC NES 
TRAE 2 SS 

Proposed Procedures for Access to Department of Justice Files 
ren 2 

Attached hereto is a sequence of proposed proceduref which 
ex being considered by the Attorney General for dealing with the 

enate Select Committee, in regard to its desire for access to 
materials in the Departmental/FBI files. 

This document is the result of substantial negotiations; it 
represents what we understand te be the ultimate scope of access 
desired by the Senate Select Committee. 

The Attorney General. wishes to be advised this afternoon of 
the views of the addressees; accordingiy, he has asked Lihat eau ol 
you cell me before 2:00 p.m., end advise me of your general approval, 
disapproval, or view. Please excuse the urgency of the requested 
response; it is necessary to react on a very short fuse because of 
the extreme pressures which have been generated in this matter. 
Please call me on 739-5211, by the time indicated above. 
| e . ° 

pooperation 1S appreciated. 
Ke 

~ <° 

| ENCLOSURE 
REC.5p 

EX 104 
istribution: 

Deputy Attorney General 
Jae General 

irector, FBI 
Me. Thormburg, Criminal Division 
Me. Pottinger, CRD 
Mr. Scalia, OLC 
Mr. Uhlmann, OLA 
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within 24 hours of receipt of the request, of any delay beyond”4&8 
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PROPOSED PROCEDURES 

{1) The Domestic Task Force Leader will submit periodically a list 
Of materials to which the Committee staff wishes access or of which 
‘the Committee desires delivery. The first such list will be delivered 
‘to the Department of Justice within 48 hours of the adoption of thi 
procedure , and will summarize and supersede all the presently outstanding 
requests; this list will be in priority order, as fixed by the Committee, 
with fixed delivery/access dates specified. Those materials for which 
the Committee requests delivery or access shall be delivered to the 
Comnittee or made accessible in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building not 
jJater than within 48 hours of the date specified. The Committee 
Chaizrman and Vice Chairman shall be informed by the Attorney General, 

ee He hee ee Aer weres F 

hours, the expected length of the delay, and the specific reasons for 
the delay. Partial access or delivery shall be proffered, by the 
Bureau of/to any materials requested, while the balance of such 
materials are being prepared. A partial proffer shall not extend , 
the time of full response set forth herein. 
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(2) The following procedures shall apply (a) where delivery of er 
materials requested might jeopardize FBI sensitive sources or MAlAgts Colne 
ongoing operations ,; or (b) where the Domestic Task Force ee Chae couraell, are 
requests access To materials, nots. Wa Ab ; 5, ak, 5S Piles os 
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(3) The Department will furnish access at the Hoover Building in 
Room 4171 to those materials requested: 

(a) only to the members of the Committee, where it is deter- 
mined by the Attorney General that the materials involve peculiarly 
sensitive foreign intelligence sources and ongoing operations. 

(b) In all other cases, to the appropriately cleared staff 
who will have access to all of the materials. 

(c) An exception to (a) and (b) above is made for the names 
of so-called "live" informants or potential informants es defined 
in the FBI Menual of Instructions as to which no access will be = | 
furnished unless the identity of the individual as an informant sv eowraal infer 
has already been made known to the Committee, or unless the Attorney 
General, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, jointly agree on the Limited 
disclosure of such names to the Chairman and Vice Chairman. 
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(4) Those materials to which the staff has access may be reviewed and 
studied in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building and such notes may be 
taken as deemed appropriate by the Staff. 
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(5) The Committee staff shall select from these materials to which 
access is herein provided, those materlals which it deems pertinent 
to the Committee's inquiries end neereesrt for delivery to the 
Conmittee's offices. 
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(6) The Bureau shall make copies of such materials as are specified 
by the staff under the provisions of ¢5) above for transfer to the 
Committee's offices 

(a) before the copies of such materials are taken to the 
Committee's offices, the Bureau Shall, within 24 hours of the 
selection, make appropriate excisions and paraphrases of infor- 
mation which mght, if inadvertently disclosed, endanger sensitive 
FBI sources and ongoing operations. 

(bh) If the Task Force Leader has any objections to the 
excisions or paraphrases, the materials will be forthwith conveyed 
by the Bureau, with a written statement of its grounds for its 
position, tc the Special Counsel who shall resolve the matter 
within 24 hours. 

(c) In the event the matter is not resolved within 24 hours, 
the Special Counsel shall submit the matter fortiwith to the Attorney 
General who shall notify the Chairman forthwith and arrange for an 
annropni ate disnasi tion. 
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(7) The Committee staff may remove to the Office of SSC for appropriate 
use, any notes which they may make upon review of screened material 
without such notes being reviewed by the Bureau. The Committee staff 
may remove notes on unscreened materials only ig such notes are reviewed 
and cleared by the Bureau under the provisions of (6) (a) thru (c) above. 
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(8) The staff and the members of the Committee may examine the 
original materials to which the staff has been given access as 
extensively as necessary, in the Hoover Building at Room 4171. 
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(3) Where accepted by Attorney General and the Committee, these 
procedures may be modified only by their joint decision. 
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. Ll - MrovJ. A. Mintz 
‘ 1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall 

7 1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan 
| 1 - Mr. D. Ryan 

/ The Attorney General August 27, 1975 | 
Z 1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar 

Director? FBI 1 - Mr. S, F. Phillips 

Z | U. S,/SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE rr ne ae? 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES Sloe 

; Enclosed for your information are two copies each of 
| two memoranda concerning interviews by a Staff Member of captioned 
| Committee of two FBI Special Agents. One set of these memoranda 
| is for forwarding to Mr, James A. Wiiderotter, Associate Counsel _/“’ 
| to the President. WZ ; 

a 

Encicsures (4) an 

62-116395 

1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

REC-56 ba It: SFP:Lhb [hh x 
(10) oa 

2 wisi 12 sep 4 1975 

LHMs being furnished to the Attorney Genéral” were? = 
received by airtels from Los Angeles 8/15/75 (Ward interview), 
and 8/7/75 (Bloeser interview), both in connection with Senstudy 75. 

| Copies of the airtels and the LHMs will be designated for the 
| Assoc. 9 “respective personnel Files of the personnel who were interviewed. 
. Dep. AD Inv. __ 

| Asst, Dir.: 

ra, LOL 
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UNITED STATES genes ee JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

Los Angeles, California HEREIN) hi SRAM YP 
In Reply, Please Refer to August 7, 1975 pate / 

. File No. 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC); 

“INTERVIEW OF SUPERVISOR RICHARD H. BLOESER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

On August 5, 1975,\Supervisc ichard H: Bloeser 
was interviewed by SSC Staff Member Lester Seidel at the 

Los Angeles FBI Office regarding the COINTELPRO/Black Panther 
Party (BPP). 

Mr. Seidel advised Supervisor Bloeser that the 
interview was voluntary, but did not advise Supervisor 
Bloeser of his rights in this matter. 

Mr. Seidel inquired of Supervisor Bloeser as to 
| how many offices'he had served in, his length of service in 

4 the Bureau, and how long had been spent on intelligence 
| investigations. Supervisor Bloeser replied that he had 

. - gerved in Philadelphia, El Paso and Los Angeles, had been 

3 _ in the Bureau approximately 24%~years, and had been assigned 
: to intelligence work for 22 years. 

Mr. Seidel Gaieea as to whether Supervisor Bloeser 

believed that the Bureau had placed undue pressure on the 
field to come up with counter intelligence proposals concerns. 

the BPP and was it difficult to come up with a proposal. 
. Supervisor. Bloeser responded that there was no undue pressure 
:  nlaced on the field by the Bureau, that the COINTELPRO/BPP 

.was merely another case assigned to an agent and that agent, 

as in any other case, had the responsibility of handling the 
matter whether it concemed the solving of a case or the 

submission of proposals. ..Mr. Séidel was also informed: that 

it was not: unduly difficult to come up with a proposal and that 

a number of proposals were Ee Jccted at the field Eevee and: 

never ‘submitted to the Bureau. 
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Mr. Seidel inquired specifically as to counter 
intelligence proposals involving . cartoons ridiculing the BPP. 

This document contains néither tecommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of .the FBI and is’ loaned -to: 
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U. §. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC); = 4 
INTERVIEW OF SUPERVISOR RICHARD H. BLOESER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Supervisor Bloeser responded that he vaguely remembered such 
proposals but without reviewing the file had no definite 
recollection. Mr. Seidel did not’ request that the file be 
reviewed. 4 

Mr. Seidel inquired specifically about a business 
card which allegedly had been prepared by the Bureau bearing 
the phrase "Karenga is impotent." Mr. Seidel requested 
Supérvisor Bloeser's views on the distribution of this card 
by the FBI. Supervisor Bloeser responded that he vaguely 
remembered the card, that he thought it was humorous, and > 
that the word impotent had various meanings. 

Mr. Seidel then inguired about the blood feud 
which existed in the past between the US Organization and 
the BPP and the efforts of the Bureau .to keep this feud. 

, alive. and thus promote violence. Heé specifically inquired 
| as to the personal feelings of Supervisor Bloeser concerning’ 
| ' @ny counter intelligence proposals which, if placed in 
| operation, could lead to violence between the two groups. 

| Supervisor Bloeser responded, first that personally’ 
he had no apologies for the counter intelligence program as 
ja whole, that proposals submitted six or seven years ago’. 
were. believed necessary at that time:due to the circumstance’ j* 
specifically that at that time the EP? and the US Crganizati6i 
were involved in violent activity against the community as a 
whole. Mr. Seidel was informed that the feud between the US 
Organization and the BPP occurred long before the FBI 
COINTELPRO became involvéd..in the feud and that any proposals 

" approved by the Bureau had relatively :litthe. effect on the 
violence committed by either -group. ‘Mr. Seidel was also 
reminded that six or seven years ago the Congress of the 

- United States fully supported the war in Vietnam in which 
thousands of people were killed: but that under todays 
circumstances no support has been given to South Vietnam. 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE -ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC); 
INTERVIEW OF SUPERVISOR RICHARD H. BLOESER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER | 

Mr. Seidel then posed a hypothetical question 
involving the following factors: Would Supervisor Bloeser 
now or in the past approve a counter intelligence proposal 
whereby one extremist with a criminal record of violence 
be anonymously informed that anctkher extremist with a 
record of criminal violence:-was. an informant for the FBI, - 
knowing that the alleged informant might be injured or 
killed. Supervisor Bloeser replied that under the present 
conditions such a proposal would not be approved, but 
that he could not give an answer as to what his feelings 
might have been Six or seven years ago under any given 
Situation. Mr. Seidel was again reminded that Congress 
in the past has not hesitated to-support wars which kill 
thousands of people but that recently they have critizedeiced 
the CIA for allegedly plotting to assassinate one individual 
whose death might prevent a war. Mr. Seidel was also informed 
that it was ironic that. Congress was investigating another 
agency of the Federal Government which was attempting to 
prevent revolutionary violence in this country. 

Mr. Seidel then inquired into the counter 
intelligence proposals approved by the Bureau in relation 
to the actress Jean Seberg and Raymond Hewitt, a leader 
of the BPP. This proposal concerned the fact that Seberg, 
who was then married to a.French producer, admitted. being. 
pregnant’by Hewitt who was.absormarriéd at. the ‘time... .The : 
Bureau approved anonymous kv. Baking: ‘this information-to a : 
Hollywood columnist. Mr. Seidel inguired as to whether 
Supervisor Bloeser did or did not believe that this was an 
invasion of privacy. Supervisor Bloeser responded that the 
item was newS_worthy and that it would have been any.fair game 
for any hewsmen had they Gome across it in the course of “their 

* business which they could: have: probably fasily done, and that 
certainly Congress would not have critiged a newspaper for 
printing such an item or claim it to be an #Hvdsion Of privacy. 
Mr. Seidel inquired as to the purpose of this particular 
operation and he was informed that Miss Seberg was giving 
support .to the BPP and that it was hoped that such peer ee 
eee ee any future support by.her of the BPP... 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON : 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) ; 
INTERVIEW OF SUPERVISOR aSeHeeD H. -BLOESER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

— 

He was further advised that it was the responsibility of the 
FBI to determine who was eens revolutionary groups in this 
wountry. 

~> 

Mr. Seidel then inquired as to whether or not it 
was difficult to conduct intelligence investigations under 
present statutes and under the Criminal Rules of Procedure. 
He was informed that it was somewhat difficult to conduct an 
effective intelligence operation under present circumstances 
and that perhaps new legislative or executive orders would be 
helpful to the FBI in order to allow the FBI to continue its 
investigations in the Domestic Intelligence field. Mr. Seidel 
inquired as to whether it would be helpful to have specific 
legislation which might completely separate criminal and 
ntelligence operations so one would not taint the other. 
He was informed that if such legislation could be enacted 
that it would undoubtedly help the FBI. 

The interview lasted approximately two hours and 
it was not necessary to consult with another Bureau 
representative during this time. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
Fule No. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Los Angeles, California 
August 15, 1975 

° 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN I UNCLASSIFI 

, elo ao 31 SNe? 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC); 
INTERVIEW OF SA WALLACE E. WARD 

BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

On August 5, 1975, Special Agent (SA) Wallace E. 
Ward, was interviewed by SSC Staff Member Lester Seidel at 

0 Ss Angeles Field Office regarding Cointelpro/Black 
Panther Party. The interview lasted from 9:12 a.m. to 
9:22 a.m. 

SA Ward was advised by Mr. Seidel that the 
interview was voluntary but SA Ward was not advised of 
his rights in this matter. 

seidel asked how long SA Ward had been a 
Special Agent with the FBI, and SA Ward responded nine 
years. He further requested previous offices SA Ward 
had been assigned to, and SA Ward responded Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Seidel advised the Bureau informed him that SA 
Ward had been assigned Cointelpro/Black Panther Party 
in June 1969. Seidel requested to know what work SA 
Ward had been assigned before this, to which SA Ward 
responded he could not remember, but believed general 
criminal work. 

Seidel requested to know what specific 
instructions were issued with regard to operating 
Cointelpro/Black Panther Party. SA Ward advised 
that due to his employment agreement, the sensitive 
nature of the Bureau work, and the possible overlap 
of Bureau investigation, he did not feel he could 
respond to any further questions. Seidel advised he 
understood SA Ward's position as he, Seidel, had 
worked criminal matters himself and knew the need 
for secrecy. The official interview was terminated 
at this point. 
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In a friendly conversation that followed 
for approximately ten to fifteen minutes, SA Ward 
advised Seidel that he had only been assigned the 
Cointelpro/Black Panther Party matter for three 
months and had no knowledge that would be of value 
to Seidel. The Cointelpro/Black Panther Party matter 
was not further discussed. The rest of the time was 
involved in discussing points of interest in the Los 
Angeles basin of tourist value, such as Marineland, 
Palos Verdes, and Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles. 

SA Ward advises that he is aware that the 
Director waived his employment agreement with certain 
exceptions regarding privileged areas. With this in 
mind, SA Ward reviewed his employment agreement and 
concluded, after noting the following quotation, that 
he could not disclose any information without following 
the prescribed procedure: 

"The burden is on me to determine, prior to 
disclosure, whether information may be disclosed, and 
in this regard, I agree to request approval of the 
Director of the FBI in each such instance by presenting 
the full text of my proposed disclosure in writing to 
the Director of the FBI at least thirty (30) days prior 
to disclosure". 

With this in mind, SA Ward answered Mr. 
Seidel as noted heretofore. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
mor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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ya" TE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TO: Intelligence Community Staff FROM: 
ATIN: Central Index 

FHI 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees : 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

fa DOCUMENT a BRIEFING ry INTERVIEW TESTIMONY OTHER B: oF i 75 

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

le The Attorney General. with a copy for forwarding 
= to the thite House 

4; IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Memorandum reporting resulta of interviews by SSC Staff 
Member of Supervisor Richard A. Bloeser andSpecial Agent 
Wallace E. Ward, 

. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- - CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword) 

HA | | u 

. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Counterintelligence 

. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) - 

COINTELPRO of the FBI as it related to the FBI's Investigation 
of the Black Panther Party 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN, 1S AINGPASSIFIE 

62-116395 DAs Yel Yost SAMY 

PMR: fmk 
(4) ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COM@NITY INDEX 

IN CONNECTION SENSTUDY 75 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to LIutelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA FPAR (41 CFR) 102—11.6 

Assoc. Dir 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Dep. AD Adm. _ 

M d 1 - Mr. Mintz oe 
€Mmoran um Ll - Mr. Wannall Admin. 

; 1 - Mr. Cregar moe 
O °: Mr. Jf B. Adams DATE: 8/20/75 oe 

Il - Personnel File - Ident. 
4 Richard H. Ross Ins ree 

FROM : Legal Counsel Yi 1 - Mr.. Hotis es 

ST ow ae Oe rowaset f 
SUBJECT! SENSTUDY a * en 

anc : oe Telephone Rm, — 

| Director Sec’y — 
f ' 

Lester B. Seidel, Senate Select Committee Staff ioe: 
Member, requested on 8/19/75 that SA Richard 4. Ross be 
made available for Staff interview concerning the Bureau's 
investigation of the Black Panther Party and COINTELPRO as 
it applies to the Black Panther Party. Seidel stated that 
he would prefer handling this particular interview in con- 
junction with his interview of SA Richard W. Held. He 
requested he be advised when the appropriate clearance > -PLO=, 
“Cécaines—HAMe—Deencompleted and “SA Ross is ava: e__for— 
ae SA Ross is. currently assrened to. the Intelligence 
ivision. SA Held was previously cleared for interview by 

memorandum dated 8/1/75. 

se 
pe 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

(1) That SA Ross be released from existing emp Loy- 
ment agreement for purposes of an interview concerning the 
Bureau's investigation of the Black Panther Party and COINTELPRO 
as it relates to the Black Panther Party. Z 

4} 
Les 

— TEE 

(2) That an Intelligence Division representative 
be available but not present during the interview of SA Ross 
to assist in making a determination whether a question may 
be properly responded to. Qh. 
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Right to Counsel 

(1) You have the right to counsel during interview 

and/or testimony. 

(2) The FBI cannot provide you with private counsel. 

(3) If you are unable to secure. private counsel, you 

may so state and request assistance in securing counsel. 

pecrecy Agreements 

(1) You must request a waiver by the Director, FBI 

of any applicable employment or secrecy agreement prior to 

interview or testimony in order that you may be autharized to 

furnish the information requested. 

(2) If your testimony is pursuant to a subpoena, 

order, or other demand, you must obtain the approval. of the 

Department of Justice prior to furnishing testimony. 

Representative from FBI 

(1) A representative from the FBI will be available 

during interview and/or testimony for consultation. 

(2) The FBI is concerned with possible impairment of 

FBI's current and future efforts to discharge its reponsibilities. 

(3) You are not to discuss the following matters with- 

out prior authorization from the FBI" 

A. Information provided by sources (or any other 

ENCLOSURE) | 
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information), which might tend to identify 

a confidential epeese: 

B. Information concerning sensitive investi- 

gative techniques. 

C. Information derived from other: Government 

agencies, including information from 

foreign intelligence sources.. 

D. Any information the disclosure of which 

could adversely affect ongoing investigations. 
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AUG 2 0 1975 

ait TO; John A. Mintz rf Assistant Director 
Legal Counsek Division 

) Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FROM: Michael &. Shaheen, Jr. 
Special Counsel. for Intelligence - |. 
Coordination — ATS 2 

_ mod os Z / ei 
» ° —~ ! “4 fi ? f is ‘ eum , P SUBJECT: Seymor Phillips et ep Nga es / “ fe 

ffhe attached letter is self-explanatory and, though mentioning 
no name, concerns Seymor Phillips. 

On Friday, August 15, 1975, I orally advised Messrs. Callahan.” 
and Wannall that the Deputy Attorney General thought that Senator : 
Church's letter had some merit and that for the sake of appearances 
it was the Deputy's suggestion that Mr. Phillips be-removed fran 
such conspicuous and open involvement with the S5C's requests and 
agent interviews as they may relate to Martin Luther King matters. 
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a 4 Borne CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 
Ate JGHN G. TOMER, TLAAS, VICE CHAIRM 

PHILIP A, HART, SS[5H, = HOWARD H, BAKER, JR., TENN. 
WALTER F. MONOALE, MINN. BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ. 
WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY, CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, Jt... MD. 
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA. 
GARY HART, COLO. 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

FREDERICK A. 0. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 
CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL 

Honovable Edward H. Levi 
Attorney General 

“Moriied States Senate 
SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S, RES. 21, 34TH CONGRESS} a 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

August 14, 1975 
é 

lj il 0 
Ao Ae fhe 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
om s- Department of Justice A 0 NM IGP 

Washington, BD. C. 20530 DATE. 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: 

I am writing to call your attention to a mat- 
ter which may be a cause of concern to you and to the 

~~ ° 7 “~ 

! Select Committee at some time in the future. 

As von mav know, a special unit has been estab- 
Soe veo teae pah iam (ince a . Ie a oe SI OT ce ee » * —e — _— 

eh ob Dist aL 2L wth bt du iii telLligencc det wl VW ole ad eer ae her et a tale oo or or) 

Committee's requests for’ materials and to handle certain 
arrangements for the Committee staff's interviews. The 
Special Agents assigned to this unit accompany Bureau 
witnesses to the Committee offices, travel to out-of-town 
Locations where Committee staff interviews are conducted, 
and apparently “de-brief" interview subjects after the 

- 

One possible problem has arisen with this arrange- 
ment. As you: are aware, one of the alleged abuses which 
the Committee is examining pursuant to S. Res. 21 involves 
the FBI's activities with respect to the late Dr. Martin 

interviews. 

Luther King, Jr. As the inquiry has proceeded, informa- 
tion has been developed to indicate that one of the 
Special Agents who has been handling Committee staff inter- 

materials with respect to the King matter was also the 
supervisory case agent during the time that some of the 
alleged FBI improprieties regarding Dr. King took place. 

views, "de-briefing" witnesses, and, presumably, compiling 

2669640 Page 358 

Moreover, as a logical step in our investigation, it was 
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will best serve our respective interest: 
the interests cf the country. o 

-@> 

Honorable Edward H. Levi 
Page Two | August 14, 1975 

recently necessary to interview this Special Agent to 
determine the nature and extent of his tnvolvement in and. 
knowledge of the alleged abuses at the ‘time when he served 
as supervisory case agent with respect do the King case. 
During the interview he did provide detailed information 
concerning his substantial participation in this matter. 

The Committee in no way intents at this juncture 
to pre-judge the propriety of the FBI's activities with 
respect to Dr. King, and it would be ineppropriate to 
characterize the conduct of any of the Prreau‘s personnel 
regarding this case until ali the facts are in. Neverthe- 
less, I am concerned that in this kind wf situation, the 
interests of the FBI and the Department of Justice might 
best be served, from the standpoint of mpearances, by re- 
considering the assignment of this Special Agent to the 
King matters. It is possible that some may conclude that . 
there is a conflict between the Special Agent's personal 
interest, and the interests of the FBI md the Justice 
Narnnvbmannt Gn ANP Ker’ BANE Far i 't Aaantrnaven fen Bha AaAmmsi 
— —j et Rk ee ee — whe DE _ oe Lod 4 — oe ee e — mee oe og mw ae -_* _ ) a+ ~~ - -~ * 

tee is made with respect to this case... 

Finally, let me assure you that the Committee 
has no evidence that the present arrangsnent has prevented 
the Committee from obtaining the full disclosures sought; 
but it seems to me that it would be mutuwlly beneficial 
for appropriate steps to be taken so that we will both he 
able to assure the American people and te Congress that 
our oversight responsibilities were fulf:lled in an objec- 
tive and impartial way. 

I hope you will share my view that this course 
and, of course, 

Sincerely, a 

Lar Pal 
Frank @hurch 

Chaixrme 
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The Attorady General ae August 27, 1975. 

| oe, FE [- ae 1 - Mr. Wannall B i . 
f | 1 - Mr. Mintz 

_weorl-=Mr.~Daly - 

Attached for your anata ie original and a — 
copy of a letter I addressed to Senator Church in response to his 
fetter to you dated August 14, 1975, which was brought to my altestion 
_ —- by Mickac! E. Shaheen, dr., Special Counsel for intelligeace 

* 

if you concur in my response, please forward the 
original af the letter to Senator Church 

‘Enclosures {2) | = oe pe 

j « The Leputy Attorney General 
Atta: Michael &. Shaheen, Jr. 
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Aaguat 27, 1976 

f | 1 - Mr Wannall 

: | , | | 1 - Mr. Daly. 
.. Honorable Wrank Church 3 | 1 - Mr. Mints , 

7 Chairman, Select Committee to . 

ton; ‘§nteliigence Act on > ALL INFORMATION SONTAINED rp UY 
Washington, a o “a0810 | | ; sr 

| Dear Mr. Chairman: 

_ Tose omit ities of August 14 rd ae 

pet Imparttal way. wp thas ent. ae employees with 
experience to asoist in locating the fall docursentation called for in 

eutyles would kayo been much mere difficelt to sort for your benefit 
ee ee ae having auch expertise. 

te appreciate your assurance that the Committee bag no . 
evidence that our arrangements have. ented the Committee from - 

- ohiaining the full disclosure sought. ' have absotate confidence that. 
those FE employees participating in our current efforts to assist _ 
or porarnainigy ob ecng bel govern ednagtedcend oemenpry 

Sea te cuvecloes and thereby avoided t26 poasttale y of an improper 
decision by any one individual affecting the respawwes. "ENELOSURE) 

Seite oo peoss © Ud W/o BPD ey At! _. NOTE: Based on incoming memorandum from Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. , 
Admin. 

Comp. Syst. —— . 8/20/75, enclosing copy of letter from Senato€huneh«te- thesis, 
Sealers 7 General. 
Gen. Inv. ; 

ee = JAM: mid 7. 

Intell. (7) 

ene ene 
Spec. Inv, 

Training oved Pp thed rreetsr glr6 = 

Essel Cours og oe byt te. Shaheen 6 safe tama and Mintz Girn— . 

@2 Sep 4.1975 5 
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Honorable Frank Charch 

As to the availability of an F &f representative during 
Committee staff interviews of present or former FEL employees 
concerning alleged “abuses, I have determiaed that such no longer 
will be generally afforded. The subject matters requiring consultation 
with such witnesses are essentially four: (1) information which identifies 
or may identify FEL confidential sources; (2) information which may 
adversely affect on-going FEI investigations; (3) information concerning 
sensitive methods and techniques; and {4) information obtained from 
third agencies, including foreign intelligence agencies. Witnesses may 
be cautioned prior to interview concerning such problem areas and 
refrain from furnishing the information pending consultation with FBI 
Headquarters. This modification is effective immediately. 

I hope that you will bring this matter to the attention of 
your staff and that in so doing you also will review the standards of 
objectivity and impartiality being followed in their interviews to assure 
protection of individual rights. 

sincerely yours, 

Clarence M. Meltey 
Director 



OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

August 29, 1975 

TO: John A. Mintz, Assistant Director (JA 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation | 

¢/ FROM: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 
gq Special Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination 

seeciila dunia select Committee Request 

Attached is a copy of a letter from Senator Church to the 
Attorney General dated August 28, 1975. The letter is self- 
explanatory. 

I would appreciate it if you would treat this request 
with the highest priority. 

I have discussed with Mike Epstein (in Elliff's absence) 
of the SSC and with Elmer Larson of the Bureau the demands this 
request will pose for the Bureau, and we have agreed to defer 
responding to E1liff's requests of August 20, 1975, for Parts IV 
and V, from September 4 to September 9, in an effort to meet the 
response date (September 3) of the attached request. 
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Ausust 29, 1975 

TO; John A. Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Tavestigation 

FROM: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination 

SUBJECT: Senate Seleet Committee Request 

Attached is a copy of a letter from Senator Church to the 
Attorney General dated August 28, 1975. The letter is self- 
explanatory. 

‘I would appreciate it if you would treat this request 
with the hishest priority. 

T have discussed with Mike Epstein (in Elliff's absence) 
of the SSC and with Elmer Larson of the Bureau the demands this 
request will pose for the Bureau, and we have agread to defer 
responding to ELLiff's requests of se ag 20, 1975, for Parts IV 
and V, fron September 4 to September 9, in an effort to meet the 
response date (September 3) of the attached request, 
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JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIMAN ; . 
PHILIP A. HART, MICH, HOWARD H, BAKER, JR., TENN. ‘ 
WALTER J®MONDALE, MINN. BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ. } : 
Wat, YW. HUDDOLEo Tron, KY. CHARLES MC G. MATHIAS, JR., 
wage Nc. RIGHARD S, SCHWEIKER, PA. 
Zary HART, COLO. , “ . “2 (nifed a~Plates Dente WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

"FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMA . L 

a 

‘ 

{ 

FREDERICK £.. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIE COUNSEL | 

: 
CURTIS R. SMOTHER, MINORITY COUNSEL, SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH ; 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 3 Fig) 

(PURSUANT To 5. RES. 21, 4TH CONGRESS) oor ; 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 ; bets 
rn 

August 28, 1975 | 

° | ; i 
Honorable Edward H. Levi ; t 
Attorney General oo eee 
U. S. Department of Justice a 
Washington, D. C. 20530 . eae 

: bd - issn aetnns 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: ; 
4 

I would like to bring to your personal attention . F 
a Situation which has severely restricted our efforts to 
establish the relevant facts with respect to one.of the 
areas Of alleged abuse which is the subject of inquiry 
aveaeee to S. Res. 21. 

I have been informed by the staff that numerous 7 
materials which have been requested during the past several 
weeks which pertain to the FBI's activities with respect to 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jxr., have been withheld from the. 
Committee by the Department because of concern expressed 
by Mr. Harry Wachtel, the attorney for the King family and 
estate, as to the appropriateness of the Department's 
"disseminating" to the Committee contents of conversations 
monitored during electronic surveillances of Dr. King. 

. 

4 EES ONT ee I PTZ, 5 peers bee FF areq: 

* 

5 1. : 

Upon reviewing the lists of materials requested, 
I am at a loss to understand how most of those items could 
conceivably be encompassed by the issues raised by Mr. Wachtel, 
especially in view of the fact that our letters of request 
have specifically pointed out that tape recordings and trans- 
.cripts should not be supplied. 

Accordingly, I want to take this opportunity to 
place the Committee formally on record as reaffirming all of 
the outstanding requests for materials relating to the King 
matters, with the limited exception of (1) Mr. DeLoach's 
August 24 - 27, 1964 memoranda which pertain to the 1964 
Democratic National Convention, and (2) those portions of any 
other requested materials which actually summarize or quote 
from conversations monitored during any electronic surveili- 
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. Aanorable Edward H. @<: | & 
Page A: 3 ; rugust 28, 1975 

«= 

"> 

Delivery is requested by Wednesday, September 3, 
1975, pursuant to the provisions of the general procedural 
agreement between the Department and the Committee which 
governs all Committee requests. I understand that the 
Bureau has been collecting the King-related materials upon ’ 
receipt of each of our requests, and therefore I presume 
that there will be no Bubs tanele burden in meeting the 
September 3 date. . | ' | oS 

i 
é 
* 

5 ~ 
j 
§ 

i 
a 

Your cooperation is appreciated. 

Lo am taking the liberty of sending Mr. Wachtel 
a copy of this request. | 

it aunes 

Fant Pore 
Frank Church 

. Chairman 

CC: Harry Wachtel 
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. PEDEVAL buick AW OE INVESTICATION 
4 COMMUNICATION SECTION we hyh 

NR B7 OM PLAIN _ 

19:26PM CSTATITEL JUNE 19, 1975 IJS 

TO DIRECT 

MINNEAPOLIS en 

f | ara ae ee 
FROM OMAHA 62-3439 (P) Nay De LS . 

ATTENTION: JOHN C. GORDON, GED... 

a ia CHURCH’ S COMMITTEE INVESTIGATING CIA ACTIVITIES. 

ee 75. INFORMATION CONCERNING. 

RE OMAHA TELCALLS TO BUREAU AND MINNEAPOLIS, JUNE 19, 

1975, 

IN THE JUNE 19, 1975 AFTERNOON ISSUE OF THE OMAHA WORLD 

HERALD, A DAILY NEWSPAPER, OMAHA, NEBRASKA, APPEARED THE 

FOLLOWING ARTICLE CAPTIONED “SENATE COMMITTEE SENDING 

INVESTIGATIOR TO GORDON, NEBRASKA". THE ARTICLE APPEARED 

UNDER A WORLD HERALD WASHINGTON BUREAU DATELINE, 

CONTACT WITH OMAHA WORLD HERALD AUTHORITIES AT OMAHA 

FAILED TO DEVELOP THE NATURE OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE’ S 

INVESTIGATION AT GORDON, NEBRASKA. WORLD HERALD AUTHORITIES | 
a 7 ° — Cod § 
: LE Ya Ch wee See END PAGE ONE 
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PAGE TWO 

EXPLAIN THEY HAVE BEEN UNABLE 10 DEVELOP THIS INFORMATION 

IN WASHINGTON. 

THE ARTICLE REFERRED TO ABOVE 1S SET FORTH BELOW VERBATIM: 

“AN INVESTIGATOR IS BEING SENT TO GORDON, NEB,, BY THE 

SENATE COMMITTEE THAT IS INVESTIGATING THE CENTRAL INTELL- 

IGENCE’ AGENCY AND OTHER GOVERNEMIN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, 

A SOURCE SAID. 

“A COMMITTEE SPOKESMAN SAID THAT THE INVESTIGATION 

HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE AMERICAN INDIAN MOVEMENT TAKEOVER 

OF WOUNDED KNEE, S. D. HE SAID HE COULD NOT DISCUSS THE 

MATTER FURTHER, 

"WE HAVEN'T BEEN IN THE CUSTOM OF IDENTIFYING DIFFER- 

ORNT INTERROGATIONS THAT ARE GOING ON, A COMMITTEE SPOKES- 

MAN SAID, TO DO SO, HE SAID, "COULD DRY UP SOURCES.° 

“ MUCH THE SAME REPLY CAME FROM AN AIDE TO SEN, JOHN 

TOWER OF TEXAS, THE RANKING REPUBLICAN ON THE COMMITTEE THAT 

IS HEADED BY SEN. FRANK CHURCH, D-IDA. ‘WE HAVEN'T BEEN 

END PAGE Two 
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“TALKING AT ALL ABOUT THE COMMITTEE'S ACTIVITIES', HE SAID. 

"WHILE THE COMMITTEE'S INVESTIGATION OF THE CENTRAL 

INTELLIGENCE AGENCY HAS ATTRACTED THE MOST ATTENTION, IT 

ALSO IS LOOKING INTO THE INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES OF OTHER 

AGENCIES, SUCH AS THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION." 

OMAHA UNABLE TO SHED ANY LIGHT ON THE ABOVE INFORMATION, 

INASMUCH AS SIX SPECIAL AGENTS OF THE FBI ARE NOW USING 

GORDON, NEBRASKA, AS LIVING QUARTERS WHILE HANDLING CIR 

INVESTIGATIONS ON PINE RIDGE RESERVATION UNDER DIRECTION 

OF MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE, MINNEAPOLIS BEING FURNISH THIS 

INFORMA TION, 

END LSG FBIHQ CLR FOR ONE AND TKS 
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Assoc. Dir. 
| Dep.-A.D.-Adm.__. 
|} Dep.-A.D.-Inv.____ 
Asst. Dir.: 

y Admin. 
i Comp. Syst. 

NWRAGT MP CODE ag Affai irs 
| Lie 

6:47 PM NITEL JUNE 29, 1975 LS Bow 
: Inspection ~ 

TO D IRECPOR 1 Intell. 
Laboratory __ ou 

i} Plan. & Eval __ 
WFO Spee. Inv. shea 

ee renee Troining 
a Wie 

oe a ~ OMAHA (62-3439) | : 
FROM = MINNEAPOLIS §— (66-361 Jy. Jy. 6, Som 

Legal Coun. 

2 Rk 

Tage 

ATTENTION: JOHN C. GORDON, ROOM 5478, GENERAL CRIMES UNIT, 

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION, 

SENATOR CHURCH’S COMMITTEF INVEST GAT ING CIA ACTIVITIES, SENSTAN 

75, INFORMATION. CONCERNING. 

RE OMAHA NITEL TO DIRECTOR JUNE 19, 1975. 

INFORMATION HAS BEEN DEVELOPED THAT THF PIRPOSE OF THE 

CHURCH COMMITTEE INVESTIGATOR'S TRAVEL TO GORDON, NEBRASKA, IS 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONTACTING AND INTERVIEWING A FORMER MEMBER OF 

THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE. THIS INDIVIDUAL WHO OWNS A BUSINESS 

IN GORDON, NEBRASKA, IS BEL IEVED TO BE JERRY BORMAN, wi) OPERATFS 

A CHEVROLET DEALERSHIP IN GORDON AND PRESUMABLY WAS A MEMBER 

OF THE MILITARY INTELL IGENCE eri oe fy 2 Sea 7 -fay 

END 
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